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Preface: An introduction to this textbook 
Hello and welcome to FILM 61 Introduction to Film at Bronx Community College 
(CUNY). This textbook was specifically designed to meet the student learning outcomes 
(SLOs) assigned to this course while providing students with a quality no-cost textbook 
option. It was created for use in sections taught by Dr. Teresa Fisher although other 
instructors may choose to use it, as well. To create it, I have adapted two OER (open 
education resource) textbooks as well as added my own observations and outside 
research, but the bulk of the information comes from Moving Pictures: An Introduction to 
Cinema by Russell Sharman.  
In addition to this textbook, I have created video lectures for you to watch that will, 
along with our time together in class, expand upon the reading. The video lectures are 
found on our Blackboard site (and embedded in the course outline of the syllabus). You 
will also be assigned films to watch outside of class. Whenever possible, films that can be 
accessed at no cost to students are assigned. Other assigned films may be found on 
streaming services at low cost or by subscription (e.g., Netflix, Amazon, YouTube).  
Each chapter covers a different facet of filmmaking starting with a brief history of 
film, primarily focused on that in the USA. Then we move into exploring how to watch 
films (which may seem odd since you’ve likely been watching films for years, but we’re 
going to talk about things to look for that will be helpful as you navigate this course). 
After that, we have chapters that explore the various aspects of filmmaking: mise-en-
scène, narrative, cinematography, editing, sound, and acting. Finally, we end the semester 
with a look at documentary and experimental films.   
Each chapter, in addition to the reading, includes many links to film clips and 
video tutorials. It may be tempting to skip these – DON’T SKIP THEM! They contain 
useful information that will help clarify the concepts you’re reading about. After all, film 
is a visual medium and it’s much easier to understand it when you can view the concepts 
rather than just read about them (even seeing a picture doesn’t always quite capture it). 
Indeed, if you’re struggling with understanding a concept, check to see if there’s a video 
in that section as it will likely help you grasp the concept more clearly. 
Let's begin! 




An Introduction to Cinema 
 
What is Cinema? 
Is it the same as a movie or film? Does it include digital video, broadcast content, streaming media? Is it 
a highbrow term reserved only for European and art house feature films? Or is it a catch-all for any time 
a series of still images run together to produce the illusion of movement, whether in a multi-plex theater 
or the 5-inch screen of a smart phone? 
Technically, the word itself derives from the ancient Greek, kinema, meaning movement. 
Historically, it’s a shortened version of the French cinematographe, an invention of two brothers, 
Auguste and Louis Lumière, that combined kinema with another Greek root, graphien, meaning to write 
or record.  
The “recording of movement” seems as good a place as any to begin an exploration of the 
moving image. And cinema seems broad (or vague) enough to capture the essence of the form, whether 
we use it specifically in reference to that art house film, or to refer to the more commonplace production 
and consumption of movies, TV, streaming series, videos, interactive gaming, VR, AR or whatever new 
technology mediates our experience of the moving image. Because ultimately that’s what all of the 
above have in common: the moving image. Cinema, in that sense, stands at the intersection of art and 
technology like nothing else. As an art form it would not exist without the technology required to 
capture the moving image. But the mere ability to record a moving image would be meaningless without 
the art required to capture our imagination. 
But cinema is much more than the intersection of art and technology. It is also, and maybe more 
importantly, a powerful medium of communication. Like language itself, cinema is a surrounding and 
enveloping substance that carries with it what it means to be human in a specific time and place. That is 
to say, it mediates our experience of the world, helps us make sense of things, and in doing so, often 
helps shape the world itself. It’s why we often find ourselves confronted by some extraordinary event 
and find the only way to describe it is: “It was like a movie.” 
In fact, for more than a century, filmmakers and audiences have collaborated on a massive, 
ongoing, largely unconscious social experiment: the development of a cinematic language, the 
fundamental and increasingly complex rules for how cinema communicates meaning. There is a syntax, 
a grammar, to cinema that has developed over time. And these rules, as with any language, are iterative, 
that is, they form and evolve through repetition, both within and between each generation. As children 
we are socialized into ways of seeing through children’s programming, cartoons and YouTube videos. 
As adults we become more sophisticated in our understanding of the rules, able to innovate, recombine, 
become creative with the language. And every generation or so, we are confronted with great leaps 
forward in technology that re-orient and often advance our understanding of how the language works. 
And therein lies the critical difference between cinematic language and every other means of 
communication. The innovations and complexity of modern written languages have taken more than 
5,000 years to develop. Multiply that by at least 10 for spoken language. 
In January 1896 those two brothers, Auguste and Louis Lumière, set up their cinematographe, a 
combination motion picture camera and projector, at a café in Lyon, France and presented their short 
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film, L’arrivée d’un train en gare de La Ciotat (Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat Station) to a paying 
audience. It was a simple film, aptly titled, of a train pulling into a station. The static camera positioned 
near the tracks capturing a few would-be passengers milling about as the train arrived, growing larger 
and larger in the frame until it steamed past and slowed to a stop. There was no editing, just one 
continuous shot. A mere 50 seconds long. And it blew the minds of everyone who saw it. You can 
view it here: https://archive.org/details/ciotat_animation_small.   
Accounts vary as to the specifics of the audience reaction. Some claim the moving image of a 
train hurtling toward the screen struck fear among those in attendance, driving them from their seats in a 
panic. Others underplay the reaction, noting only that no one had seen anything like it. Which, of course, 
wasn’t entirely true either. It wasn’t the first motion picture. The Lumière brothers had projected a series 
of 10 short films in Paris the year before. An American inventor, Woodville Latham, had developed his 
own projection system that same year. And Thomas Edison had invented a similar apparatus before that. 
But one thing is certain: that early film, as simple as it was, changed the way we see the world 
and ourselves. From the early actualite documentary short films of the Lumières, to the wild, theatrical 
flights of fancy of Georges Méliès, to the epic narrative films of Lois Weber and D. W. Griffith, the new 
medium slowly but surely developed its own unique cinematic language. Primitive at first, limited in its 
visual vocabulary, but with unlimited potential. And as filmmakers learned how to use that language to 
re-create the world around them through moving pictures, we learned right along with them. Soon we 
were no longer awed (much less terrified) by a two-dimensional image of a train pulling into a station, 
but we were no less enchanted by the possibilities of the medium with the addition of narrative structure, 
editing, production design, and (eventually) sound and color cinematography. 
Since that January day in Lyon, we have all been active participants in this ongoing development 
of a cinematic language. As the novelty short films of those early pioneers gave way to a global 
entertainment industry centered on Hollywood and its factory-like production of discrete, 90-minute 
narrative feature films. As the invention of broadcast technology in the first half of the 20th century gave 
way to the rise of television programming and serialized story-telling. And as the internet revolution at 
the end of the 20th century gave way to the streaming content of the 21st, from binge-worthy series 
lasting years on end to one-minute videos on social media platforms like Snapchat and TikTok. Each 
evolution of the form borrowed from and built on what came before, both in terms of how filmmakers 
tell their stories and how we experience them. And in as much as we may be mystified and even amused 
by the audience reaction to that simple depiction of a train pulling into a station back in 1896, imagine 
how that same audience would respond to the last Avengers film projected in IMAX 3D. We’ve 
certainly come a long, long way. 
This book is an exploration of that evolution of cinema, the art and technology of moving 
pictures. But it is also an introduction to the fundamentals of the form that have remained relatively 
constant for more than 100 years. Just as the text you are reading right now defies easy categorization – 
is it a book, an online resource, an open source text – modern cinema exists across multiple platforms – 
is it a movie, a video, theatrical, streaming – but the fundamentals of communication, the syntax, 
grammar and rules of language, written or cinematic, remain relatively constant. 
This textbook covers the basic principles of film form, the means by which cinema 
communicates. We’ll start with a brief history of cinema to provide some historical context, then move 
on to an overview of how moving pictures work, literally and figuratively, from the neurological 
phenomena behind the illusion of movement, to the invisible techniques and generally agreed-upon 
conventions that form the basis of cinematic language. Then we’ll take each aspect of how cinema is 
created in turn: production design, narrative structure, cinematography, editing, sound and performance. 
Whether it’s released in a theater as a 2-hour spectacle or streaming online in 5-minute increments, 
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every iteration of cinema includes these elements and they are each critical in our understanding of film 
form, how movies do what they do to us, and why we let them. We’ll end the textbook with a final 
chapter that looks at documentary films, experimental films, and animation.  
There is an ancient story about a king who was so smitten by the song of a particular bird that he 
ordered his wisest and most accomplished scientists to identify its source. How could it sing so 
beautifully? What apparatus lay behind such a sweet sound? So they did the only thing they could think 
to do: they killed the bird and dissected it to find the source of its song. Of course, by killing the bird, 
they killed its song. 
The analysis of an art form, even one as dominated by technology as cinema, always runs the 
risk of killing the source of its beauty. By taking it apart, piece by piece, there’s a chance we’ll lose sight 
of the whole, that ineffable quality that makes art so much more than the sum of its parts. Throughout 
this text, my hope is that by gaining a deeper understanding of how cinema works you’ll appreciate its 
beauty even more. In other words, I don’t want to kill the bird. 
Because as much as cinema is an ongoing, collaborative social experiment, one in which we are 
all participants, it also carries with it a certain magic. And like any good magic show, we all know it’s 
an illusion. We all know that even the world’s greatest magician can’t really make an object float or saw 
a person in half (without serious legal implications). It’s all a trick. A sleight of hand that maintains the 
illusion. But we’ve all agreed to allow ourselves to be fooled. In fact, we’ve often paid good money for 
the privilege. Cinema is no different. A century of tricks used to fool an audience that’s been in on it 
from the very beginning. We laugh or cry or scream at the screen, openly and unapologetically 
manipulated by the medium. And that’s how we like it. 
This text is dedicated to revealing the tricks without ruining the illusion. To look behind the 
curtain to see that the wizard is one of us. That in fact, we are the wizard (great movie by the way). 
Hopefully by doing so we will only deepen our appreciation of cinema in all its forms and enjoy the 
artistry of a well-crafted illusion that much more. 
 
A Brief History of Cinema 
Leland Stanford was bored. 
In 1872, Stanford was a wealthy robber baron, former Governor of California, and horse racing 
enthusiast with way too much time on his hands. Spending much of that time at the track, he became 
convinced that a horse at full gallop lifted all four hooves off the ground. His friends scoffed at the idea. 
Unfortunately, a horse’s legs moved so fast that it was impossible to tell with the human eye. So he did 
what really wealthy people do when they want to settle a bet, he turned to a nature photographer, 
Eadweard Muybridge, and offered him $25,000 to photograph a horse mid gallop. 
Six years later, after narrowly avoiding a murder conviction (but that’s another story), 
Muybridge perfected a technique of photographing a horse in motion with a series of 12 cameras 
triggered in sequence. One of the photos clearly showed that all four of the horse’s hooves left the 
ground at full gallop. Stanford won the bet and went on to found Stanford University. Muybridge 
pocketed the $25,000 and became famous for the invention of series photography, a critical first step 
toward motion pictures. 
 




The Horse in Motion. Eadweard Muybridge, 1878. (public domain) 
 
Of course, the mechanical reproduction of an image had already been around for some time. The 
Camera Obscura, a technique for reproducing images by projecting a scene through a tiny hole that is 
inverted and reversed on the opposite wall or surface (think pinhole camera), had been around since at 
least the 5th century BCE, if not thousands of years earlier. But it wasn’t until a couple of French 
inventors, Nicephore Niepce and Louis Daguerre, managed to capture an image through a chemical 
process known as photoetching in the 1820s that photography was born. By 1837, Niepce was dead (best 
not to ask too many questions about that) and Daguerre had perfected the technique of fixing an image 
on a photographic plate through a chemical reaction of silver, iodine and mercury. He called it a 
daguerreotype. After himself. Naturally. 
But to create the illusion of movement from these still images would require further innovation. 
The basic concept of animation was already in the air through earlier inventions like the magic lantern 
and eventually the zoetrope. But a photo-realistic recreation of movement was unheard of. That’s where 
Muybridge comes in. His technique of capturing a series of still images in quick succession laid the 
groundwork for other inventors like Thomas Edison, Woodville Latham and Auguste and Louis Lumière 
to develop new ways of photographing and projecting movement. Crucial to this process was the 
development of strips of light-sensitive celluloid film to replace the bulky glass plates used by 
Muybridge. This enabled a single camera to record a series of high-speed exposures (rather than 
multiple cameras taking a single photo in sequence). It also enabled that same strip of film to be 
projected at an equally high speed, creating the illusion of movement through a combination of optical 
and neurological phenomena. But more on that in the next chapter. 
By 1893, 15 years after Muybridge won Stanford’s bet, Edison had built the first “movie studio,” 
a small, cramped, wood-frame hut covered in black tar paper with a hole in the roof to let in sunlight. 
His employees nicknamed it the Black Maria because it reminded them of the police prisoner transport 
wagons in use at the time (also known as “paddy wagons” with apologies to the Irish). One of the first 
films they produced was a 5 second “scene” of a man sneezing (you can see it here, courtesy of the 
Library of Congress: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wnOpDWSbyw). Riveting stuff. But still, 
movies were born. Sort of. 
 




"Black Maria" by www.brevestoriadelcinema.org is marked with CC PDM 1.0 
 
 
"Black Maria" by www.brevestoriadelcinema.org is marked with CC PDM 1.0 
 
There was just one problem: the only way to view Edison’s films was through a kinetoscope, a 
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machine that allowed a single viewer to peer into a viewfinder and crank through the images. The ability 




"Kinetoscope" by todd.vision is licensed under CC BY 2.0 
 
In 1895, Woodville Latham, a chemist and Confederate veteran of the Civil War, lured away a 
couple of Edison’s employees and perfected the technique of motion picture projection. In that same 
year, over in France, Auguste and Louis Lumière invented the cinematographe which could perform 
the same modern miracle. The Lumière brothers would receive the lion’s share of the credit, but Latham 
and the Lumières essentially tied for first place in the invention of cinema as we know it. Sort of. 
 




"File:Institut Lumière - CINEMATOGRAPHE Camera.jpg" by Victorgrigas is licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0 
 
It turns out there was another French inventor, Louis Le Prince (apparently we owe a lot to the 
French), who was experimenting with motion pictures and had apparently perfected the technique by 
1890. But when he arrived in the US for a planned public demonstration that same year – potentially 
eclipsing Edison’s claim on the technology – he mysteriously vanished from a train. His body and 
luggage, including his invention, were never found. Conspiracy theories about his untimely 
disappearance have circulated ever since (we’re looking at you, Thomas Edison). 
Those early years of cinema were marked by great leaps forward in technology, but not so much 
forward movement in terms of art. Whether it was Edison’s 5-second film of a sneeze, or the Lumières’ 
46-second film Workers Leaving a Factory (which is exactly what it sounds like; 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEQeIRLxaM4), the films were wildly popular because no one had 
seen anything like them, not because they were breaking new ground narratively. Here’s another 
example of films from the Lumière brothers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjG5bujrzGo&t=1s.    
There were, of course, notable exceptions. Alice Guy- Blaché was working as a secretary at a 
photography company when she saw the Lumières’ invention in 1895. The following year she wrote, 
directed and edited what many consider the first fully fictional film in cinema history, The Cabbage 
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Fairy (1896; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LdbR4asLy-E).  
But it was George Méliès who became the most well- known filmmaker-as-entertainer in those 
first few years. Méliès was a showman in Paris with a flare for the dramatic. He was one of the first to 
see the Lumières’ cinematographe in action in 1895 and immediately saw its potential as a form of mass 
entertainment. Over the next couple of decades he produced hundreds of films that combined fanciful 
stage craft, optical illusions, and wild storylines that anticipated much of what was to come in the next 
century of cinema. His most famous film, A Trip to the Moon, produced in 1902, transported audiences 
to surface of the moon on a rocket ship and sometimes even included hand-tinted images to approximate 
color cinematography (https://archive.org/details/silent-a-trip-to-the-moon). He was very much ahead of 
his time and would eventually be immortalized in Martin Scorsese’s 2011 film Hugo. 
 
 
"A Trip to the Moon" by drmvm1 is licensed under CC BY-ND 2.0 
 
By the start of the 20th century, cinema had become a global phenomenon. Fortunately, many of 
those early filmmakers had caught up with Méliès in terms of the art of cinema and its potential as an 
entertainment medium. In Germany, filmmakers like Fritz Lange and Robert Weine helped form one of 
the earliest examples of a unique and unified cinematic style, consisting of highly stylized, surreal 
production designs and modernist, even futuristic narrative conventions that came to be known as 
German Expressionism. Weine’s The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1920) was a macabre nightmare of a film 
about a murderous hypnotist and is considered the world’s first horror movie 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLmccWlgqd0). And Lange’s Metropolis (1927) was an epic 
science-fiction dystopian fantasy with an original running time of more than 2 hours 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZ_mcUz8hkQ).  
 




"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" by www.brevestoriadelcinema.org is marked with CC PDM 1.0 
"'Metropolis' (1927 film)" by Archives New Zealand is licensed under CC BY 2.0 
 
Meanwhile in Soviet Russia, Lev Kuleshov and Sergei Eisenstein were experimenting with how 
the creative juxtaposition of images could influence how an audience thinks and feels about what they 
see on screen (also known as editing, a relatively new concept at the time). Through a series of 
experiments, Kuleshov demonstrated that it was this juxtaposition of images, not the discrete images 
themselves, that generated meaning, a phenomenon that came to be known as The Kuleshov Effect. 
Eisenstein, his friend and colleague, applied Kuleshov’s theories to his own cinematic creations, 
including the concept of montage: a collage of moving images designed to create an emotional effect 
rather than a logical narrative sequence. Eisenstein’s most famous use of this technique is in the Odessa 
steps sequence of his historical epic, Battleship Potemkin (1925; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ps-
v-kZzfec).    
But it was the United States that was destined to become the center of the cinematic universe, 
especially as it grew into a global mass entertainment medium. Lois Weber was an early innovator and 
the first American director, male or female, to make a narrative feature film, The Merchant of Venice 
(1914). Throughout her career, Weber would pursued subjects considered controversial at the time, such 
as abortion, birth control and capital punishment (it helped that she owned her own studio). But it wasn’t 
just her subject matter that pushed the envelope. For example, in her short film, Suspense (1913; 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4no2UkPpPkA) she pioneered the use of intercutting and basically 
invented split screen editing. You can also watch a video from MoMA in which they talk about the film: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARysRxZJmaA.   
 




"Suspense" by Mostra internacional films dones Barcelona is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 
 
Others, like D. W. Griffith, followed suit (though it’s doubtful Griffith would have given Weber 
any credit). Like Weber, Griffith helped pioneer the full-length feature film and invented many of the 
narrative conventions, camera moves and editing techniques still in use today. Unfortunately, many of 
those innovations were first introduced in his ignoble, wildly racist (and wildly popular at the time) 
Birth of a Nation (1915). Griffith followed that up the next year with the somewhat ironically-titled 
Intolerance (1916), a box office disappointment but notable for its larger than life sets, extravagant 
costumes, and complex story-line that made George Méliès’s creations seem quaint by comparison. You 
can view a clip from it online here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AgQpI-jpJao.  
Weber, Griffith and many other filmmakers and entrepreneurs would go on to establish film 
studios able to churn out hundreds of short and long-form content for the movie theaters popping up on 
almost every street corner. 
Cinema Goes Hollywood 
This burgeoning new entertainment industry was not, however, located in southern California. Not yet, 
anyway. Almost all of the production facilities in business at the time were in New York, New Jersey or 
somewhere on the Eastern seaboard. Partly because the one man who still controlled the technology that 
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made cinema possible was based there: Thomas Edison. Edison owned the patent for capturing and 
projecting motion pictures, essentially cornering the market on the new technology (R.I.P. Louis Le 
Prince). If you wanted to make a movie in the 1900s or 1910s, you had to pay Edison for the privilege. 
Not surprisingly, a lot of would-be filmmakers bristled at Edison’s control over the industry. And 
since patent law was difficult to enforce across state lines at the time, many of them saw California as an 
ideal place to start a career in filmmaking. Sure, the weather was nice. But it was also as far away from 
the northeast as you could possibly get within the continental United States, and a lot harder for Edison 
to sue for patent violations. 
By 1912, Los Angeles had replaced New York as the center of the film business, attracting 
filmmakers and entertainment entrepreneurs from around the world. World-renowned filmmakers like 
Ernst Lubitsch from Germany, Erich von Stroheim from Austria, and an impish comedian from England 
named Charlie Chaplin, all flocked to the massive new production facilities that sprang up around the 
city. Universal Pictures, Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM), Warner Bros., all of them motion picture 
factories able to mass-produce dozens, sometimes hundreds of films per year. And they were surrounded 
by hundreds of other, smaller companies, all of them competing for screen space in thousands of new 
movie houses around the country. One small neighborhood in the heart of Los Angeles became most 
closely associated with the burgeoning new industry: Hollywood. By 1915, after a few years of failed 
lawsuits (and one imagines a fair number of temper-tantrums), Thomas Edison admitted defeat and 
dissolved his Motion Picture Patents Company. 
In the heyday of those early years, some of those larger studios decided the best way to ensure an 
audience for their films was to own the theaters as well. They built extravagant movie palaces in large 
market cities, and hundreds more humble theaters in small towns, effectively controlling all aspects of 
the business: production, distribution and exhibition. In business terms that’s called vertical integration. 
It’s a practice that would get them in a lot of trouble with the U.S. government a couple of decades later, 
but in the meantime, it meant big profits with no end in sight. 
Then, in 1927, everything changed. Warner Bros. was a family-owned studio run by five 
brothers and smaller than some of the other larger companies like Universal and MGM. But one of those 
brothers, Sam, had a vision. Or rather, an ear. Up to that point, cinema was still a silent medium. But 
Sam was convinced that sound, and more specifically, sound that was synchronized to the image, was 
the future. And almost everyone thought he was crazy. It seems absurd now, but no one saw any reason 
to add sound to an already perfect, and very profitable, visual medium. What next? Color? Don’t be 
ridiculous. 
Fortunately, Sam Warner persisted, investing the company’s profits into the technology required 
to not only record synchronized sound, but to reproduce it in their movie theaters around the country. 
Finally, on October 6th, 1927, Warner Bros. released The Jazz Singer, the first film to include 
synchronized dialog. You can view a clip from it online here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SzltpkGz0M. Spoiler alert: It was a HUGE success. Unfortunately, 
Sam Warner didn’t live to see it. He died of a brain infection on October 5th, the day before the 
premiere. 
Suddenly, every studio was scrambling to catch up to Warner Bros. That meant a massive capital 
investment in sound technology, retrofitting production facilities and thousands of movie theaters. Not 
every production company could afford the upgrade, and many struggled to compete in the new market 
for films with synchronized sound. And just when it seemed like it couldn’t get worse for those smaller 
companies, it did. In October of 1929, the stock market crashed, plunging the nation into the Great 
Depression. Hundreds of production companies closed their doors for good. 
At the start of the 1930s, after this tremendous consolidation in the industry, eight major studios 
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were left standing: RKO Pictures, Paramount, MGM, Fox, Warner Bros., Universal Pictures, Columbia 
Pictures and United Artists. Five of those – RKO, Paramount, MGM, Fox and Warner Bros. – also still 
owned extensive theater chains (aka vertical integration), an important source of their enormous 
profits, even during the Depression (apparently movies have always been a way to escape our troubles, 
at least for a couple of hours). But that didn’t mean they could carry on with business as usual. They 
were forced to be as efficient as possible to maximize profits. Perhaps ironically, this led to a 20-year 
stretch, from 1927 to 1948, that would become known as The Golden Age, one of the most prolific and 
critically acclaimed periods in the history of Hollywood. 
 
The Golden Age 
The so-called Golden Age of Hollywood was dominated by those eight powerful studios and defined by 
four crucial business decisions1. First and foremost, at least for five of the eight, was the emphasis on 
vertical integration. By owning and controlling every aspect of the business, production, distribution and 
exhibition, those companies could minimize risk and maximize profit by monopolizing the screens in 
local theaters. Theatergoers would hand over their hard-earned nickels regardless of what was playing, 
and that meant the studios could cut costs and not lose paying customers. And even for those few 
independent theater chains, the studios minimized risk through practices such as block booking and 
blind bidding. Essentially, the studios would force theaters to buy a block of several films to screen 
(block booking), sometimes without even knowing what they were paying for (blind bidding). One or 
two might be prestige films with well-known actors and higher production values, but the rest would be 
low- budget westerns or thrillers that theaters would be forced to exhibit. The studios made money 
regardless. 
The second crucial business decision was to centralize the production process. Rather than allow 
actual filmmakers – writers, directors, actors – to control the creative process, deciding what scripts to 
develop and which films to put into production, the major studios relied on one or two central producers. 
At Warner Bros. it was Jack Warner and Darryl Zanuck. At RKO it was David. O. Selznick. And at 
MGM it was Louis B. Mayer and 28-year-old Irving Thalberg. 
Thalberg would become the greatest example of the central producer role, running the most 
profitable studio throughout the Golden Age. Thalberg personally oversaw every production on the 
MGM lot, hiring and firing every writer, director and actor, and often taking over as editor before the 
films were shipped off to theaters. And yet, he shunned fame and never put his name on any of MGM’s 
productions. Always in ill-health, perhaps in part because of his inhuman workload, he died young, in 
1936, at age 37. 
The third business decision that ensured studios could control costs and maximize profits was to 
keep the “talent” – writers, directors and actors – on low-cost, iron-clad, multi-year contracts. As 
Hollywood moved into the Golden Age, filmmakers – especially actors – became internationally 
famous. Stardom was a new and exciting concept, and studios depended on it to sell tickets. But if any 
one of these new global celebrities had the power to demand a fee commensurate with their name 
recognition, it could bankrupt even the most successful studio. To protect against stars leveraging their 
fame for higher pay, and thus cutting in on their profits, the studios maintained a stable of actors on 
contracts that limited their salaries to low weekly rates for years on end no matter how successful their 
films might become. There were no per-film negotiations and certainly no profit sharing. And if an actor 
 
1 For a much more detailed analysis of this period (and a thoroughly entertaining read for film buffs), check out Thomas 
Schatz's The Genius of the System. 
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decided to sit out a film or two in protest, their contracts would be extended by however long they held 
out. Bette Davis, one of the biggest stars of the era, once fled to England to escape her draconian 
contract with Warner Bros. Warner Bros. sued the British production companies that might employ her 
and England sent her back. These same contracts applied to writers and directors, employed by the 
studio as staff, not the freelance creatives they are today. It was an ingenious (and diabolical) system 
that meant studios could keep their production costs incredibly low. 
The fourth and final crucial business decision that made the Golden Age possible was the 
creative specialization, or house style, of each major studio. Rather than try to make every kind of 
movie for every kind of taste, the studios knew they needed to specialize, to lean into what they did best. 
This decision, perhaps more than any of the others, is what made this period so creatively fertile. Despite 
all of the restrictions imposed by vertical integration, central producers, and talent contracts, the house 
style of a given studio meant that all of their resources went into making the very best version of certain 
kind of film. For MGM, it was the “prestige” picture. An MGM movie almost always centered on the 
elite class, lavish set designs, rags to riches stories, the perfect escapist, aspirational content for the 
1930s. For Warner Bros. it was the gritty urban crime thriller: Little Caesar (1931), The Public Enemy 
(1931), The Maltese Falcon (1941). They were cheap to make and audiences ate them up. Gangsters, 
hardboiled detectives, femme fatales, these were all consistent elements of Warner Bros. films of the 
period. And for Universal, it was the horror movie: Frankenstein (1931), Dracula (1931), The Mummy 
(1932), all of them Universal pictures (and many of them inspired by the surreal production design of 
German Expressionist films like The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari; see clip): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XgFWgYw9LM).  
But the fun and profits couldn’t last forever. Three important events conspired to bring an end 
the reign of the major studios and the Golden Age of Hollywood. First, in 1943, Olivia de Havilland, a 
young actress known for her role as Melanie in Gone with the Wind (1939), sued Warner Bros. for 
adding six months to her contract, the amount of time she had been suspended by the studio for refusing 
to take roles she didn’t want. She wasn’t the first Hollywood actor to sue a studio over their stifling 
contracts. But she was the first to win her case. The court’s decision in her favor set a precedent that 
quickly eroded the studios’ power over talent. Soon actors became freelance performers, demanding fees 
that matched their box office draw and even profit participation in the success of their films. All of 
which took a sizeable chunk out the studios’ revenue. 
Then, in 1948, the U.S. government filed an anti-trust case against the major studios, finally 
recognizing that vertical integration constituted an unfair monopoly over the entertainment industry. The 
case went to the Supreme Court and in a landmark ruling known as The Paramount Decision (only   
because Paramount was listed first in the suit), the court ordered that all of the major studios sell off 
their theater chains and outlawed the practices of block booking and blind bidding. It was a financial 
disaster for the big studios. No longer able to shovel content to their own theater chains, studios had to 
actually consider what independent theaters wanted to screen and what paying audiences wanted to see. 
The result was a dramatic contraction in output as studios made fewer and fewer movies with 
increasingly expensive, freelance talent hoping to hit the moving target of audience interest. And then it 
got worse. 
In the wake of World War II, just as the Supreme Court was handing down The Paramount 
Decision, the television set was quickly becoming a common household item. By the end of the 1940s 
and into the 1950s, the rise of television entertainment meant fewer reasons to leave house and more 
reasons for the movie studios to panic. Some of them, like MGM, realized there was money to be made 
in licensing their film libraries to broadcasters. And some of them, like Universal, realized there was 
money to be made in leasing their vast production facilities to television producers. But all of them knew 
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it was an end of an era. 
 
The New Hollywood 
The end of the Golden Age thrust Hollywood into two decades of uncertainty as the major studios 
struggled to compete with the new Golden Age of Television and their own inability to find the pulse of 
the American theater- going public. There were plenty of successes. MGM’s focus on musicals like 
Singin’ in the Rain (1952) and historical extravaganzas like Ben Hur (1959), for example, helped keep 
them afloat. (Though those came too late for Louis B. Mayer, one of the founders of the studio. He was 
fired in 1951.) But throughout the 1950s and 1960s, studios found themselves spending more and more 
money on fewer and fewer films and making smaller and smaller profits. To make matters worse, many 
of these once family-owned companies were being bought up by larger, multi-national corporations. 
Universal was bought out by MCA (a talent agency) in 1958. Paramount by Gulf Western in 1966. And 
Warner Bros. by Seven Arts that same year. These new parent companies were often publicly traded 
with a board of directors beholden to shareholders. They expected results. 
And that’s when Warren Beatty, an ambitious young actor, walked into Jack Warner’s office 
with a scandalous script about two mass murderers named Bonnie and Clyde in his hand. Inspired by the 
upstart, avant-garde filmmakers making waves in France with their edgy, experimental films like Agnes 
Varda’s La Pointe Courte (1955), Jean-Luc Godard’s Breathless (1960) and Francois Truffaut’s The 400 
Blows (1959) (we can’t seem to get away from the French!), Beatty wanted to break the mold of the 
Warner Bros. gritty crime thriller. He wanted to make something bold, unpredictable, and transgressive. 
He begged the aging Warner brother to finance the film. 
Maybe Jack Warner was at the end of his creative rope. Maybe he knew the movie business 
needed to start taking risks again. Maybe he was inspired by Beatty’s artistic vision. Or maybe he had 
just sold the studio to Seven Arts and figured Beatty’s crazy idea for a movie would be their problem, a 
parting shot before the last Warner left the building. 
Whatever the reason, Warner Bros. bankrolled Bonnie and Clyde (1967), tried to bury it on 
release, but ultimately had to admit they had a huge hit on their hands. It was as bold, unpredictable, and 
transgressive (for its time) as Beatty had hoped. And audiences, especially younger audiences, loved it. 
You can see a trailer from it here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZpm1zj9510.    
Six months later, an off-beat comedy no studio would touch called The Graduate (1967) opened 
to equally enthusiastic audiences and extraordinary profits. And two years after that, BBS, a fledgling 
production company bankrolled by its success in television, produced Easy Rider (1969), a drug-fueled, 
fever dream of a movie that captured a changing America, a seismic shift in the culture at the end of the 
1960s. It cost less the $500,000 to make and earned nearly $60 million at the box office. Something had 
indeed changed. The major studios weren’t sure exactly what “It” was, but they knew they wanted a 
piece of it. The next decade would become another creative renaissance for the film industry known as 
The New Hollywood2.  Like the Golden Age which rose from the ashes of the Great Depression and the 
rise of synchronized sound, The New Hollywood rose from the ashes of The Paramount Decision and 
the rise of television. Unlike the Golden Age, however, The New Hollywood emphasized the authority 
of the director and star over the material, not the central producer. And rather than control costs to 
maximize profits, studios allowed the freelance artists they employed to experiment with the form and 
take creative risks. In fact, more and more filmmakers were smart enough to shoot on location rather 
 
2 If you want to know more about this fertile, drug-fueled portion of Hollywood history, check out 
Peter Biskind's Easy Riders, Raging Bulls. 
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than on the studio backlot where executives might micromanage their productions. 
 
 
"Bonnie and Clyde" by miss_rogue is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0 
 
Those risks didn’t always pay off, but when they did, they more than made up for the 
disappointments. Films like The Godfather (1972) and The Exorcist (1973) broke every accepted norm 
of cinematography, sound design, narrative structure, editing, performance and even distribution models. 
And in the process broke every box office record. 
But such creative fertility and unpredictability couldn’t last forever. Not when there are billions 
of dollars at stake. The New Hollywood was done in by a one-two punch of films that were so 
successful, so astronomically profitable, they would have to coin a new term for them: Blockbusters. 
The first was meant to be a run-of-the-mill Universal monster movie, a direct descendent of the 
studio’s Golden Age classics like Frankenstein and Dracula. This time around it would be a shark. A 
really big shark. And in a (futile) effort to save some money, they assigned a young, 28-year-old 
television director named Steven Spielberg to helm the project. JAWS (1975) cost $9 million to make 
(three times more than Universal budgeted) and took 159 days to shoot (three times longer the Universal 
had hoped), but it grossed more than $120 million in its first theatrical run. It hit Hollywood like a tidal 
wave. A simple genre movie with clear heroes and just enough eye-popping special effects to wow the 
audience. Best of all, there was no need for an expensive, star-studded cast or a well-known, 
temperamental director. The concept was the star. It was a formula the studios understood and knew 
they could replicate. Indeed, as discussed in this video, established the summer blockbuster: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z41CHrwR4vg. Here is a trailer from the film: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U1fu_sA7XhE. Two years later, 20th Century Fox released Star 
Wars (1977). Its success dwarfed that of JAWS. Hollywood would never be the same. 
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Big Media and Global Entertainment 
The rise of the blockbuster breathed new life into the Hollywood studio system, and by the 1980s, they 
had successfully wrested control of the filmmaking process from the young upstart artists of The New 
Hollywood era. But with increasing profits came increasing interest from investors and larger multi-
national corporations looking to diversify their portfolios. The acquisition of major studios in the late 
50s and 60s by mega-companies such as Gulf Western continued into the 80s and 90s. 
For example, between 1969 and 2004, entrepreneur Kirk Kerkorian bought and sold MGM three 
times (mostly so he could put its name on a casino in Las Vegas) until finally selling it to Sony, the 
Japanese electronics company. In 1990, Warner Bros. merged with Time, Inc. to form Time Warner 
which was in turn purchased by AOL, an internet service provider, in 2000, then spun off into its own 
company again in 2009 before being purchase by AT&T in 2019. Throughout the 1980s, 20th Century 
Fox changed hands among private investors multiple times until finally falling into the hands of 
Australian media tycoon Rupert Murdoch. It was in turn acquired by Disney in 2019. But it’s Universal 
that has the most colorful acquisition history. In 1990, MCA which owned Universal was acquired by 
Panasonic, another Japanese electronics company. In 1995, Panasonic sold it to Seagram, a Canadian 
beverage company, which in turn sold it to Vivendi, a French water utility in 2000 (the French again!). 
Vivendi sold the studio to General Electric, this time an American electronics company that already 
owned NBC. Finally, in 2011, GE sold NBC Universal to Comcast, the cable provider (which 
incidentally joined forces with Sony to purchase MGM back in 2004). 
If all of that makes your head spin, you’re not alone. In short, back in 1983, 90% of all American 
media was controlled by more than 50 distinct companies. By 2012, that same percentage was controlled 
by just 5. By 2019, it was down to 4: Comcast, Disney, AT&T and National Amusements. 
This massive consolidation of American media companies has equally massive implications for 
cinema. Beholden to shareholders and the corporate bottom-line, Hollywood studios must be more 
efficient than ever, producing fewer and fewer movies at higher and higher budgets to attract more and 
more eyeballs. And if that sounds familiar, you’ve been paying attention. A similar consolidation 
occurred after the advent of sound and the financial havoc of the stock market crash of 1929. Only this 
time, major studios don’t have the luxury of monopoly control through vertical integration (though they 
are dancing close to the edge with Comcast and AT&T, both internet and cable providers, controlling 
nearly half of all media in the United States). Instead, they’ve looked abroad to a new and growing 
global audience to ensure profitability. 
Before 2008, international sales made up less than 20% of box office dollars. By 2008 it was 
50%. By 2013 it had grown to more than 70% of Hollywood’s bottom line. That’s due in part to a 
massive investment in theaters around the world. In 2019, there were more than 200,000 cinema screens 
globally. Just over 44,000 were in the United States and Canada. Nearly 100,000 were in Asia alone3. 
And the theaters themselves are not immune to consolidation. In 2013, Dalian Wanda, a Chinese 
company, bought the American theater chain AMC for $2.6 billion. 
What does all of this mean for contemporary cinema? At the corporate Hollywood level, it 
means tailoring content for a global audience. That means building film franchises around globally 
recognizable characters and brands. If you’re thinking Marvel and DC comics, you’re on the right track. 
That means fewer original movies and more entertainment spectacles that in turn cost more money to 
make. The lessons Hollywood learned from the blockbusters JAWS and Star Wars in the 1970s seem to 
have been carried to their logical conclusion. But corporate Hollywood isn’t the only hope for cinema.   
 
3 You can see a comprehensive report on the global entertainment marketplace here: https://www.motionpictures.org/wp-
content/ uploads/2020/03/MPA-THEME-2019.pdf 




A New Hope 
While much of this (very) brief history of cinema has focused on the media machine that is the 
Hollywood studio system, cinema – that is, the art of motion pictures – lives and breathes outside of that 
capital-intensive entertainment ecosystem. And it always has. 
Alice Guy-Blachè, Georges Méliès, Lois Weber, D.W. Griffith, and most of the very first cinema 
artists operated independently of any corporate studio. And during that great Golden Age of cinema, 
which was so dominated by Hollywood studios, independent producers like David O. Selznick were 
putting out massively popular films like Alfred Hitchcock’s Rebecca (1940) and the perennially remade 
A Star is Born (1937). 
One of the most successful films of the era, Gone with the Wind (1939) was arguably an “indie” 
picture (Selznick produced it with MGM as distributor). In fact, the New Hollywood of the 60s and 70s 
could not have taken hold at the corporate level without visionary filmmakers like Mike Nichols, Dennis 
Hopper and Hal Ashby working outside of the studio system. 
As the technology required to make motion pictures became easier and cheaper to acquire, more 
and more cinema artists chose to work outside of the studio system. Towering figures like Shirley 
Clarke in the 1960s, John Cassavetes in the 1970s, and Jim Jarmusch in the 1980s put out provocative 
and engaging cinema with limited distribution to match their limited budgets but often with enormous 
cultural impact. That trend continued into the 1990s and 2000s, supported by new production and 
distribution companies like Miramax (founded by the now disgraced Harvey Weinstein) that insisted on 
working outside of the studio system and often outside of Los Angeles itself. 
That independent spirit in American cinema also created space for women and people of color to 
have a voice in the art form. A quick scan of the history above and you’ll notice there are not a lot of 
women’s names. And almost all of the men are white. But filmmakers like Shirley Clarke, Julie Dash 
and Allison Anders didn’t wait around for Hollywood to give them permission to make great cinema. 
Nor did the filmmakers of the early so-called Blaxploitation movement (though their success was 
eventually and sadly co-opted by white filmmakers). And as the massive corporate consolidation of the 
American media landscape has created a narrowing of cinematic content from the big studios, that indie 
spirit – along with a healthy dose of investor interest – has led to new innovations in production and 
distribution models. Whether it’s pre-selling foreign rights to a script to fund its production, or turning to 
streaming services for funding in return for exclusive rights to content, filmmakers continue to find new 
ways to push the boundaries of what is possible in cinema. Just take a look at the nominees for best 
picture at any of the recent Academy Awards ceremonies. Once dominated by studio-financed pictures, 
almost all of them are now independent productions. 
But perhaps the most exciting new direction in cinema is not found in theaters at all. For more 
than a century, cinema has been most closely associated with that roughly 90 minute, closed-ended 
feature film playing at a theater near you. And while that continues to be an important cinematic space, 
the rise of cable and streaming services in desperate need of content has created exciting new frontiers to 
explore for the medium. No longer restricted to those 90 or so minutes, cinema can sprawl over 100s of 
hours or even just a few cut into 30 minutes chunks. And while it’s tempting to call this a new Golden 
Age of Television, even the term “television” no longer seems appropriate. We consume this content on 
all manner of devices, on our phones, laptops, even our wristwatches. Even theatrical content has picked 
up on the trend. What is the Fast and Furious, the Transformers or The Avengers franchises but multi-
billion dollar episodic series distributed to theaters (and after a few months to our phones, laptops and 
wristwatches)? 
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Ultimately, regardless of how it’s made or how we engage with it, all of the above still fits into 
one artistic medium: cinema, the art of the motion picture. The tools and techniques, the principals of 
form and content, are all exactly the same. And that will be true whatever comes next, whether it’s VR, 
AR or a cinema-chip implanted in our visual cortex (heaven forbid…). Mise-en-scene, narrative, 
cinematography, editing, sound and acting will all still matter. And our understanding of how those tools 




• Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat (The Lumière Brothers, 1895). Internet Archive. Paul Burns, THE HISTORY OF 
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• The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (Restored, 2017 Score) by qfunkify. Standard YouTube License. 
• Metrópolis (1927) | Full Movie by Pedro Campos Miranda. Standard YouTube License. 
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• 1916 D.W. Griffith – “Intolerance” (Babylon 539 B.C. sequence highlights) by magicalmotionmuseum. Standard 
YouTube License. 
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License. 
• Universal Classic Monsters | First Appearances of Frankenstein, Dracula, The Mummy, and more by Universal 
Pictures. Standard YouTube License. 
• Bonnie And Clyde (1967) Official Trailer #1 – Warren Beatty, Faye Dunaway Movie by Movieclips Classic Trailers. 
Standard YouTube License. 
• Jaws – Defining the Summer Blockbuster by Matt Draper. Standard YouTube License. 
• Jaws Official Trailer #1 - Richard Dreyfuss, Steven Spielberg Movie (1975) HD, Movieclips Classic Trailers, 13 
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Additional Resources  
Each chapter has a series of video lectures to accompany them. They supplement the reading, adding 
additional context and examples to help illustrate the concepts more clearly. They also take the place of 
classroom lectures. Our classroom time will be spent in activities, discussion, and additional exploration 
of the course concepts. These video lectures will be found on our course’s Blackboard page in the 
weekly folders – each hyperlinked in the section that tells you what to do before class. You will also find 
them hyperlinked in the course outline on the syllabus, as well. A study guide (chapter outlines) with all 
chapters will be located in the “Additional Resources” section of our Blackboard site as well as in the 
weekly folders for the weeks in which a quiz or exam is scheduled. Finally, you can access the 
PowerPoint presentations for the video lectures and my teaching presentations in the “Additional 
Resources” section. 
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CHAPTER 2 
How to Watch a Movie 
 
Step One: Evolve an optic nerve that “refreshes” at a rate of about 13 to 30 hertz in a normal active 
state1. That’s 13 to 30 cycles per second. Fortunately, that bit has already been taken care of over the 
past several million years. You have one of them in your head right now. 
Step Two: Project a series of still images captured in sequence at a rate at least twice that of your 
optic nerve’s ability to respond. Let’s say 24 images, or frames, per second. 
Step Three: Don’t talk during the movie. That’s super annoying. 
Okay, that last part is optional (though it is super annoying), but here’s the point: Cinema is built 
on a lie. It is not, in fact, a “motion” picture. It is, at a minimum, 24 still images flying past your retinas 
every second. Your brain interprets those dozens of photographs per second as movement, but it’s 
actually just the illusion of movement, a trick of the mind known as beta movement: the neurological 
phenomenon that interprets two stimuli shown in quick succession as the movement of a single object2.  
Because all of this happens so fast, faster than our optic nerves and synaptic responses can 
perceive, the mechanics are invisible. There may be 24 individual photographs flashing before our eyes 
every second, but all we see is one continuous moving picture. It’s a trick. An illusion. 
The same applies to cinematic language. The way cinema communicates is the product of many 
different tools and techniques, from production design to narrative structure to lighting, camera 
movement, sound design, performance and editing. But all of these are employed to manipulate the 
viewer without us ever noticing. In fact, that’s kind of the point. The tools and techniques – the 
mechanics of the form – are invisible. There may be a thousand different elements flashing before our 
eyes – a subtle dolly-in here, a rack focus there, a bit of color in the set design that echoes in the 
wardrobe of the protagonist, a music cue that signals the emotional state of a character, a cut on an 
action that matches an identical action in the next scene, and on and on and on – but all we see is one 
continuous moving picture. A trick. An illusion. 
In this chapter, we’ll explore how cinematic language works, a bit like breaking down the 
grammar and rules of spoken language, then we’ll take a look at how to watch cinema with these “rules” 
in mind. We may not be able to speed up the refresh rate of our optic nerve to catch each of those still 
images, but we can train our interpretive skills to see how filmmakers use the various tools and 
techniques at their disposal. 
 
Cinematic Language 
Like any language, we can break cinematic language down to its most fundamental elements. 
 
1 Okay, it's actually a lot more complicated than that. Optic nerves don't "refresh" in the way we normally think of that term. 
In fact, the optic nerve is part of a complex system that incudes your eyeballs, retinas and brain, each of which performs 
at varying degrees of efficiency and changes as we age. But the numbers here are a good rule of thumb for thinking about 
how quickly we can process images. For more on how the optic nerve works, check this out: 
https://wolfcrow.com/notes-by-dr-optoglass-motion- and-the-frame-rate-of-the-human-eye/. 
2A gif of beta movement:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phi_phenomenon#/media/File:Beta_movement.gif 
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Before grammar and syntax can shape meaning by arranging words or phrases in a particular order, the 
words themselves must be built up from letters, characters or symbols. The basic building blocks. In 
cinema, those basic building blocks are shots. A shot is one continuous capture of a span of action by a 
motion picture camera. It could last minutes (or even hours), or could last less than a second. Basically, 
a shot is everything that happens within the frame of the camera – that is, the visible border of the 
captured image – from the moment the director calls “Action!” to the moment she calls “Cut!” 
These discrete shots rarely mean much in isolation. They are full of potential and may be quite 
interesting to look at on their own, but cinema is built up from the juxtaposition of these shots, dozens or 
hundreds of them, arranged in a particular order – a cinematic syntax – that renders a story with a 
collectively discernable meaning. We have a word for that too: Editing. Editing arranges shots into 
patterns that make up scenes, sequences and acts to tell a story, just like other forms of language 
communicate through words, sentences and paragraphs. 
From these basic building blocks, we have developed a cinematic language, a set of rules and 
conventions by which cinema communicates meaning to the viewer. And by “we” I mean all of us, 
filmmakers and audiences alike, from the earliest motion picture to the latest VR experience. Cinematic 
language – just like any other language – is an organic, constantly evolving shared form of 
communication. It is an iterative process, one that is refined each time a filmmaker builds a story 
through a discrete number of shots, and each time an audience responds to that iteration, accepting or 
rejecting, but always engaging in the process. Together, we have developed a visual lexicon. A lexicon 
describes the shared set of meaningful units in any language. Think of it as the list of all available words 
and parts of words in a language we carry around in our heads. A visual lexicon is likewise the shared 
set of meaningful units in our collective cinematic language: images, angles, transitions and camera 
moves that we all understand mean something when employed in a motion picture. 
But here’s the trick: We’re not supposed to notice any of it. The visual lexicon that underpins our 
cinematic language is invisible, or at least, it is meant to recede into the background of our 
comprehension. Cinema can’t communicate without it, but if we pay too much attention to it, we’ll miss 
what it all means. A nifty little paradox. But not so strange or unfamiliar when you think about it. It’s 
precisely the same with any other language. As you read these characters, words, sentences and 
paragraphs, you are not stopping to parse each unit of meaning, analyze the syntax or double check the 
sentence structure. All those rules fade to the background of your own fluency and the meaning 
communicated becomes clear (or at least, I sure hope it does). And that goes double for spoken 
language. We speak and comprehend in a fluent flow of grammar and syntax, never pausing over the 
rules that have become second nature, invisible and unnoticed. 
So, what are some of those meaningful units of our cinematic language? Perhaps not 
surprisingly, a lot of them are based on how we experience the world in our everyday lives. Camera 
placement, for example, can subtly orient our perspective on a character or situation. Place the camera 
mere inches from a character’s face – known as a close-up – and we’ll feel more intimately connected to 
their experience than if the camera were further away, as in a medium shot or long shot. Place the 
camera below the eyeline of a character, pointing up – known as a low-angle shot – and that character 
will feel dominant, powerful, worthy of respect. We are literally looking up to them. Place the camera at 
eye level, we feel like equals. Let the camera hover above a character or situation – known as a high-
angle shot – and we feel like gods, looking down on everyone and everything. Each choice effects how 
we see and interpret the shot, scene and story. 
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Close-up from Get Out via Universal Pictures.  Long-shot from The Birds (Alfred Hitchcok) 
 
  
(Left) Low-angle shot from Inglorious Basterds via The Weinstein Company. 
(Right) High-angle shot from The Avengers via Marvel Studios. 
 
We can say the same about transitions from shot to shot. Think of them as conjunctions in 
grammar, words meant to connect ideas seamlessly. The more obvious examples, like fade-ins and 
fade-outs or long dissolves, are still drawn from our experience. Think of a slow fade-out, where the 
screen drifts into blackness, as an echo of our experience of falling asleep, drifting out of consciousness. 
In fact, fade-outs are most often used in cinema to indicate the close of an act or segment of story, much 
like the end of a long day. And dissolves are not unlike the way we remember events from our own 
experience, one moment bleeding into and overlapping with another in our memory. 
 
 
Dissolve from Space Balls (MGM) 
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But perhaps the most common and least noticed transition, by design, is a hard cut that bridges 
some physical action on screen. It’s called cutting on action and it’s a critical part of our visual lexicon, 
enabling filmmakers to join shots, often from radically different angles and positions, while remaining 
largely invisible to the viewer. The concept is simple: whenever a filmmaker wants to cut from one shot 
to the next for a new angle on a scene, she ends the first shot in the middle of some on-screen action, 
opening a door or setting down a glass, then begins the next shot in the middle of that same action. The 
viewer’s eye is drawn to the action on screen and not the cut itself, rendering the transition relatively 
seamless, if not invisible to the viewer. 
Camera placement and transitions, along with camera movement, lighting style, color palette and 
a host of other elements make up the visual lexicon of cinematic language, all of which we will explore 
in the chapters to follow. In the hands of a gifted filmmaker, these subtle adjustments work together to 
create a coherent whole that communicates effectively (and invisibly). In the hands of not so gifted 
filmmakers, these choices can feel haphazard, unmotivated, or perhaps worse, “showy” – all style and 
no substance – creating a dissonant, ineffective cinematic experience. But even then, the techniques 
themselves remain largely invisible. We are simply left with the feeling that it was a “bad” movie, even 
if we can’t quite explain why. (Though by the end of this book, you should be able to explain why in 
great detail, probably to the great annoyance of your date. You’re welcome.) 
 
Explicit and Implicit Meanings 
Once we have a grasp on these small, meaningful units of our collective cinematic language we can 
begin to analyze how they work together to communicate bigger, more complex ideas. Take the work of 
Lynne Ramsay, for example. As a director, Ramsay builds a cinematic experience by paying attention to 
the details, the little things we might otherwise never notice (https://vimeo.com/127199422).   
Cinema, like literature, builds up meaning through the creative combination of these smaller 
units, but, also like literature, the whole is – or should be – much more than the sum of its parts. For 
example, Moby Dick is a novel that explores the nature of obsession, the futility of revenge and 
humanity’s essential conflict with nature. But in the more than 200,000 words that make up that book, 
few if any of them communicate those ideas directly. In fact, we can distinguish between explicit 
meaning, that is the obvious, directly expressed meaning of a work of art, be it a novel, painting or film, 
and implicit meaning, the deeper, essential meaning, suggested but not necessarily directly expressed 
by any one element. Moby Dick is explicitly about a man trying to catch a whale, but as any literature 
professor will tell you, it was never really about the whale. 
That comparison between cinema and literature is not accidental. Both start with the same 
fundamental element, that is, a story. As we will explore in a later chapter, before a single frame is 
photographed, cinema begins with the written word in the form of a screenplay. And like any literary 
form, screenplays are built around a narrative structure. Yes, that’s a fancy way of saying story, but it’s 
more than simply a plot or an explicit sequence of events. A well-conceived narrative structure provides 
a foundation for that deeper, implicit meaning a filmmaker, or really any storyteller, will explore 
through their work. 
Another way to think about that deeper, implicit meaning is as a theme, an idea that unifies 
every element of the work, gives it coherence and communicates what the work is really about. And 
really great cinema manages to suggest and express that theme through every shot, scene and sequence. 
Every camera angle and camera move, every line of dialogue and sound effect, every music cue and 
editing transition will underscore, emphasize and point to that theme without ever needing to spell it out 
or make it explicit. An essential part of analyzing cinema is the ability to identify that thematic intent 
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and then trace its presence throughout. Unless there is no thematic intent, or the filmmaker did not take 
the time to make it a unifying idea. Then you may have a “bad” movie on your hands. But at least you’re 
well on your way to understanding why! 
So far, this discussion of explicit and implicit meaning, theme, and narrative structure points to a 
deep kinship between cinema and literature. But cinema has far more tools and techniques at its disposal 
to communicate meaning, implicit or otherwise. Sound, performance and visual composition all point to 
deep ties with music, theater, and painting or photography as well. And while each of those art forms 
employ their own strategies for communicating explicit and implicit meaning, cinema draws on all of 
them at once in a complex, multi-layered system. 
Let’s take sound, for example. As you know from the brief history of cinema in the last chapter, 
cinema existed long before the introduction of synchronized sound in 1927, but since then, sound has 
become an equal partner with the moving image in the communication of meaning. Sound can shape the 
way we perceive an image, just as an image can change the way we perceive a sound. It’s a relationship 
we call co-expressive. 
This is perhaps most obvious in the use of music. A non-diegetic musical score, that is music 
that only the audience can hear as it exists outside the world of the characters, can drive us toward an 
action-packed climax, or sweep us up in a romantic moment. Or it can contradict what we see on the 
screen, creating a sense of unease at an otherwise happy family gathering or making us a laugh during a 
moment of excruciating violence. In fact, this powerful combination of moving image and music pre-
dates synchronized sound. Even some of the earliest silent films were shipped to theaters with a musical 
score meant to be played during projection. 
But as powerful as music can be, sound in cinema is much more than just music. Sound design 
includes music, but also dialog, sound effects and ambient sound to create a rich sonic context for what 
we see on the screen. From the crunch of leaves underfoot, to the steady hum of city traffic, to the subtle 
crackle of a cigarette burning, what we hear – and what we don’t hear – can put us in the scene with the 
characters in a way that images alone could never do, and as a result, add immeasurably to the effective 
communication of both explicit and implicit meaning. 
We can say the same about the relationship between cinema and theater. Both use a carefully 
planned mise-en-scène – the overall look of the production including set design, costume, make-up – to 
evoke a sense of place and visual continuity. And both employ the talents of well-trained actors to 
embody characters and enact the narrative structure laid out in the script. 
Let’s focus on acting for a moment. Theater, like cinema, relies on actors’ performances to 
communicate not only the subtleties of human behavior, but also the interplay of explicit and implicit 
meaning. How an actor interprets a line of dialog can make all the difference in how a performance 
shifts our perspective, draws us in or pushes us away. And nothing ruins a cinematic or theatrical 
experience like “bad” acting. But what do we really mean by that? Often it means the performance 
wasn’t connected to the thematic intent of the story, the unifying idea that holds it all together. We’ll 
even use words like, “The actor seemed like they were in a different movie from everyone else.” That 
could be because the director didn’t clarify a theme in the first place, or perhaps they didn’t shape, or 
direct, an actor’s performance toward one. It could also simply be poor casting. 
All of the above applies to both cinema and theater, but cinema has one distinct advantage: the 
intimacy and flexibility of the camera. Unlike theater, where your experience of a performance is 
dictated by how far you are from the stage, the filmmaker has complete control over your point of view. 
She can pull you in close, allowing you to observe every tiny detail of a character’s expression, or she 
can push you out further than the cheapest seats in a theater, showing you a vast and potentially limitless 
context. And perhaps most importantly, cinema can move between these points of view in the blink of 
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an eye, manipulating space and time in a way live theater never can. And all of those choices effect how 
we engage the thematic intent of the story, how we connect to what that particular cinematic experience 
really means. And because of that, in cinema, whether we realize it or not, we identify most closely with 
the camera. No matter how much we feel for our hero up on the screen, we view it all through the lens 
of the camera. 
And that central importance of the camera is why the most obvious tool cinema has at its 
disposal in communicating meaning is visual composition. Despite the above emphasis on the 
importance of sound, cinema is still described as a visual medium. Even the title of this chapter is How 
to Watch a Movie. Not so surprising when you think about the lineage of cinema and its origin in the 
fixed images of the camera obscura, daguerreotypes and series photography. All of which owe a debt to 
painting, both as an art form and a form of communication. In fact, the cinematic concept of framing 
has a clear connection to the literal frame, or physical border, of paintings. And one of the most 
powerful tools filmmakers – and photographers and painters – have at their disposal for communicating 
both explicit and implicit meaning is simply what they place inside the frame and what they leave out. 
Another word for this is composition, the arrangement of people, objects and setting within the 
frame of an image. And if you’ve ever pulled out your phone to snap a selfie, or maybe a photo of your 
meal to post on social media, you are intimately aware of the power of composition. Adjusting your 
phone this way and that to get just the right angle, to include just the right bits of your outfit, maybe 
edge Greg out of the frame just in case things don’t work out (sorry, Greg). Point is, composing a shot is 
a powerful way we tell stories about ourselves every day. Filmmakers, the really good ones, are masters 
of this technique. And once you understand this principle, you can start to analyze how a filmmaker uses 
composition to serve their underlying thematic intent, to help tell their story. 
One of the most important ways a filmmaker uses composition to tell their story is through 
repetition, a pattern of recurring images that echoes a similar framing and connects to a central idea. 
And like the relationship between shots and editing – where individual shots only really makes sense 
once they are juxtaposed with others – a well-composed image may be interesting or even beautiful on 
its own, but it only starts to make sense in relation to the implicit meaning or theme of the overall work 
when we see it as part of a pattern. 
Take, for example, Stanley Kubrick and his use of one- point perspective: 
https://vimeo.com/48425421. Or how Barry Jenkins uses color in Moonlight (2016):  
https://vimeo.com/420828001. Or how Sofia Coppola tends to trap her protagonists in gilded cages: 
https://vimeo.com/213971937. These recurring images are part of that largely invisible cinematic 
language. We aren’t necessarily supposed to notice them, but we are meant to feel their effects. And it’s 
not just visual patterns that can serve the filmmaker’s purposes. Recurring patterns, or motifs, can 
emerge in the sound design, narrative structure, mise-en-scene, dialog and music. 
But there is one distinction that should be made between how we think about composition and 
patterns in cinema and how we think about those concepts in photography or painting. While all of the 
above employ framing to achieve their effects, photography and painting are limited to what is fixed in 
that frame by the artist at the moment of creation. Only cinema adds an entirely new and distinct 
dimension to the composition: movement. That includes movement within the frame – as actors and 
objects move freely, recomposing themselves within the fixed frame of a shot – as well as movement of 
the frame itself, as the filmmaker moves the camera in the setting and around those same actors and 
objects. This increases the compositional possibilities exponentially for cinema, allowing filmmakers to 
layer in even more patterns that serve the story and help us connect to their thematic intent. 
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Form, Content, and the Power of Cinema 
As we become more attuned to the various tools and techniques that filmmakers use to communicate 
their ideas, we will be able to better analyze their effectiveness. We’ll be able to see what was once 
invisible. A kind of magic trick in itself. But as I tried to make clear from the beginning, my goal is not 
to focus solely on form, to dissect cinema into its constituent parts and lose sight of its overall power. 
Cinema, like any art form, is more than the sum of its parts. And it should be clear already that form and 
content go hand in hand. Pure form, all technique and no substance, is meaningless. And pure content, 
all story and no style, is didactic and, frankly, boring. How the story is told is as important as what the 
story is about. 
However, just as we can analyze technique, the formal properties of cinema, to better understand 
how a story is communicated, we can also analyze content, that is, what stories are communicating to 
better understand how they fit into the wider cultural context. Cinema, again like literature, can represent 
valuable cultural documents, reflecting our own ideas, values and morals back to us as filmmakers and 
audiences. Cinema is an art form like any other, shaped by humans bound up in a given historical and 
cultural context. And no matter how enlightened and advanced those humans may be, that historical and 
cultural context is so vast and complex they cannot possibly grasp every aspect of how it shapes their 
view of the world. Inevitably, those cultural blind spots, the unexamined norms and values that makes us 
who we are, filter into the cinematic stories we tell and how we tell them. The result is a kind of cultural 
feedback loop where cinema both influences and is influenced by the context in which it is created. 
Because of this, on the whole, cinema is inherently conservative. That is to say, as a form of 
communication it is more effective at conserving or re-affirming a particular view of the world than 
challenging or changing it. This is due in part to the economic reality that cinema, historically a very 
expensive medium, must appeal to the masses to survive. As such, it tends to avoid offending our 
collective sensibilities, to make us feel better about who we already think we are. And it is also due in 
part to the social reality that the people who have historically had access to the capital required to 
produce that very expensive medium tend to all look alike. That is, mostly white, and mostly men. And 
when the same kind of people with the same kind of experiences tend to have the most consistent access 
to the medium, we tend to get the same kinds of stories, reproducing the same, often unexamined, 
norms, values and ideas. 
But that doesn’t mean cinema can’t challenge the status quo, or at least reflect real, systemic 
change in the wider culture already underway. That’s what makes the study of cinema, particularly in 
regard to content, so endlessly fascinating. Whether it’s tracking the way cinema reflects the dominant 
cultural norms of a given period, or the way it sometimes rides the leading edge of change in those same 
norms, cinema is a window – or frame (see what I did there) – through which we can observe the 
mechanics of cultural production, the inner-workings of how meaning is produced, shared, and 
sometimes broken down over time. 
 
Everyone’s a Critic 
One final word on how to watch a movie before we move on to the specific tools and techniques 
employed by filmmakers. In as much as cinema is a cultural phenomenon, a mass medium with a crucial 
role in the production of meaning, it’s also an art form meant to entertain. And while I think one can 
assess the difference between a “good” movie and a “bad” movie in terms of its effectiveness, that has 
little to do with whether one likes it or not. 
In other words, you don’t have to necessarily like a movie to analyze its use of a unifying theme 
or the way the filmmaker employs mise-en-scène, narrative structure, cinematography, sound and 
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editing to effectively communicate that theme. Citizen Kane (Orson Welles, 1941), arguably one of the 
greatest films ever made, is an incredibly effective motion picture. But it’s not my favorite. Between you 
and me, I don’t even really like it all that much. I’ve seen it dozens and dozens of times and it never 
ceases to astonish in its formal technique and innovative use of cinematic language. 
Fortunately, the opposite is also true: You can really, really like a movie that isn’t necessarily all 
that good. Maybe there’s no unifying theme, maybe the cinematography is all style and no substance (or 
no style and no substance), maybe the narrative structure is made out of toothpicks and the acting is 
equally thin and wooden. Who cares? You like it. That’s great. Embrace it. Because taste in cinema is 
subjective. But analysis of cinema doesn’t have to be. You can analyze anything. Even things you don’t 
like. 
 
Video and Image Attributions: 
• [10 HOURS] Ron Swanson Drinking Lagavulin by fire; az0nicmtb125, 6 Dec 2015. Standard YouTube License. 
• Lynne Ramsay – The Poetry of Details by Every Frame a Painting. Standard YouTube License. 
• Kubrick // One-Point  Perspective  by  kogonada. Standard Vimeo License. 
• MOONLIGHT // BLUE by Russell Leigh Sharman. Standard Vimeo License. 
• Sofia Coppola: Gilded Cages by Fandor. Standard Vimeo License. 






Allow me to introduce a word destined to impress your friends and family when you trot it out at the 
next cocktail party: Mise-en-Scène. And even if you don’t frequent erudite cocktail parties, and who 
does these days (a shame, really), it’s still a handy term to have around. It’s French (obviously), and it 
literally means “putting on stage.” Why French? Because sometimes we just like to feel fancy. And let’s 
face it, to an American, French is fancy. But the idea is simple. Borrowed from theater, it refers to every 
element in the frame that contributes to the overall look of a film. And I mean everything: set design, 
costume, hair, make-up, color scheme, framing, composition, lighting… Basically, if you can see it, it 
contributes to the mise-en-scène. 
I could have started with any number of different tools or techniques filmmakers use to create a 
cinematic experience. Narrative might seem a more obvious starting point. Cinema can’t exist without 
story, and chronologically speaking, it all starts with the screenplay. Or I could have led off with 
cinematography. After all, we often think of cinema as a visual medium. But mise-en-scène captures 
much more than any one tool or technique in isolation. It’s more an aesthetic context in which 
everything else takes place, the unifying look, or even feel, of a film or series. 
And this is probably as good a time as any to discuss the role of a director in cinema. There’s a 
school of thought out there, known as the auteur theory, that claims the director is the “author” of a 
work of cinema, not unlike the author of a novel, and that they alone are ultimately responsible for what 
we see on the screen. The fact is cinema requires dozens if not hundreds of professionals dedicated to 
bringing a story to life. The screenwriter writes the script, the production designer designs the sets, the 
cinematographer photographs the scenes, the sound crew captures the sound, the editor connects the 
shots together, and each of them have whole teams of experts working below them to make it all work 
on screen. But if there’s any hope of that final product having a unified aesthetic, and a coherent, 
underlying theme that ties it all together, it needs a singular vision to give it direction. That, really, is the 
job of a director. To make sure everyone is moving in the same direction, making the same work of art. 
And they do that not so much by managing people – they have an assistant director and producers for 
that – they do it by managing mise-en-scène, shaping the overall look and feel of the final product. And 
while mise-en-scène has many moving parts and many different professionals in charge of shaping those 
individual parts into something coherent, it’s the one element of cinema that is most clearly the 
responsibility of the director. 
This talent for shaping mise-en-scène is one of the reasons we can so readily identify the work of 
great directors. Think about the films of Alfred Hitchcock, Agnes Varda, Wes Anderson, Yosujiro Ozu, 
Claire Denis or Steven Spielberg (and if some of those names are unfamiliar, seek them out!). If we 
know their work at all, most of us could pick out one of their films after just a few minutes, even if we 
had never seen it before. And not just because of some signature flourish or idiosyncratic visual habit 
(though that’s often part of it), but because their films have a certain look to them, a certain aesthetic 
that saturates the screen.  
Take the films of Claire Denis for example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AmKsEaURJog.  
Denis’s films generate an enveloping atmosphere that you can almost taste and feel, and all of that is 
part of her consistent (and brilliant) use of mise-en-scène. Or how about the films of Wes Anderson: 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xv6o1K8lpBE. Anderson’s films carry with them these consistent 
elements, like symmetrical compositions, the use of slow motion in key scenes, and smooth, precise 
tracking shots, but it’s the overall effect, the mise-en-scène that makes the impression. 
Because mise-en-scène refers to this “overall look” it can feel rather broad (and even vague) as a 
concept. So let’s break it down into four elements of design: setting, character, lighting, and 
composition. We’ll tackle each one in turn. 
Setting 
Nothing we see on the screen in cinema is there by accident. Everything is carefully planned, arranged 
and even fabricated – sometimes using computer generated imagery (CGI) – to serve the story and 
create a unified aesthetic. That goes double for the setting. 
If mise-en-scène is the overall aesthetic context for a film or series, setting is the literal context, 
the space actors and objects inhabit for every scene. And this is much more than simply the location. It’s 
how that location, whether it’s an existing space occupied for filming or one purpose-built on a 
soundstage, is designed to serve the vision of the director. 
As we saw in Chapter One, in the early days of motion pictures, when cinematic language was 
still in its infancy, not much thought was given to the design of a setting (or editing or performance and 
no one was even thinking about sound yet). But it didn’t take long for filmmakers to realize they could 
employ the same tricks of set design they used in theater for the cinema. 
One of the pioneers of this was the French filmmaker, Georges Méliès. Take, for example, his 
1903 film The Kingdom of the Fairies: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfmH7WyWXg8. Méliès’s 
use of elaborate sets, along with equally elaborate costumes, hair styles, make-up, and even the hand-
tinting of the film itself, all contribute to the fantastical look and feel of the film. He brought a similar 
design sensibility to all of his films, including the ground-breaking 1902 film A Trip to the Moon. 
A decade or so later, this attention to detail in the design elements of cinema had become 
commonplace. Indeed, many of the more well-known early silent films are famous for their 
sophisticated mise-en-scène, particular in regard to setting, often above all else. Check out this scene 
again from D. W. Griffith’s Intolerance (1916): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lg9REHb9en8. 
The set design alone is staggering. Built in the middle of Los Angeles, it took four years just to 
dismantle it. Or consider the opening of Fritz Lange’s Metropolis (1927):   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mK46KprASM. The film draws us into a mechanized, dystopian 
future – one of the first science-fiction films in history – and its success lies in its careful design of the 
setting to serve that narrative purpose. 
Once filmmakers realized the importance of setting as an element of design and what it 
contributed to the overall look of their films, it wasn’t long before a position was created to oversee it 
all: the production designer. The production designer is the point person for the overall aesthetic design 
of a film or series. Working closely with the director, they help translate the aesthetic vision for the 
project – its mise-en-scène – to the various design departments, including set design, art department, 
costume, hair and make-up. But arguably their most important job is to make sure the setting matches 
that aesthetic vision, specifically through set design and set decoration. 
Set design is exactly what is sounds like, the design and construction of the setting for any given 
scene in a film or series. Plenty of productions use existing locations and don’t necessarily have to build 
much of anything (though that doesn’t mean there isn’t an element of design involved, as we shall see). 
But when a production requires complete control over the filming environment, production designers, 
along with conceptual artists, construction engineers, and sometimes a whole army of artisans, must 
create each setting, or set, from the ground up. And since these sets have to hold up under the strain of a 
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large film crew working in and around them for days and even weeks, they require as much planning 
and careful construction as any other real-life home, building, or interplanetary city out there in the 
universe. Take a look at the incredible detail involved in bringing the set design to life for Thor: 
Ragnarok (Taika Waititi, 2017): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PWn3Lu_Q78. D. W. Griffith can 
take a seat.  
These sets may be built on site to blend in with the surrounding landscape, or they may be built 
within a large, windowless, sound-proof building called a soundstage. A soundstage provides the 
control over the environment production designers need to give the director exactly the look and feel she 
wants from a particular scene. On a big enough soundstage, a production designer can fabricate interiors 
and exteriors, sections of buildings, even small villages. And since it is all shielded from the outside, the 
production has complete control over lighting and sound. It can be dawn or twilight for 12 hours a day. 
And a shot will never be interrupted by an airplane flying loudly overhead. 
The use of soundstages is particularly helpful when producing serialized content. A TV or 
streaming series, especially one that uses the same few locations over and over – the family home, the 
mobster’s headquarters, the king’s palace – needs access to those sets for months at a time, year after 
year, for as long as we keep watching. Of all those series you binge watch on the weekends (or during 
the week, when you should be reading this), almost all of them depend upon sets built from the ground 
up and housed on soundstages for years on end. 
Of course, sometimes the setting of a particular production requires more than a production 
designer can deliver with the materials available (or the time or the budget as the case may be). In that 
case, the setting must be augmented with computer generated imagery (CGI). The most common way 
this is implemented is through the use of green screen technology. The idea is fairly simple. The set is 
dressed with a backdrop of bright green (or blue, the actual color isn’t terribly important) and the scene 
filmed as usual. Then, in post-production, software picks out that particular color and replaces it with 
imagery either filmed elsewhere or generated by digital artists, a process called keying. For this to work, 
no other object or article of clothing can match that shade of green, or it will be replaced as well. And 
with ever-improving technology, the sky is no longer the limit to what designers can offer up for the 
screen. See this video for more information: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rk0279i7vM.  
Whether the production designer is building the set from the ground up on a soundstage, or 
simply using an existing location, the setting is still a kind of blank canvas until that space is filled with 
all of the important details that really tell the story. That’s where set design meets set decoration. Still 
under the supervision of the production designer, set decorating falls to any number of skilled artisans in 
the art department. And they design everything from the color on the walls, to the texture of the 
drapes, to the style of the furniture, to every ashtray, book and family photo that might show up on 
screen. And that goes for existing locations as well. A film production using someone’s actual home for 
a scene will likely replace all of the furniture, repaint the walls, and fill it with their own odds and ends 
that help tell the cinematic story. And then, hopefully, put it all back the way they found it when they’re 
done. 
Take a look at the ways the production designer for the Netflix series The Crown converts 
existing locations into a Buckingham Palace throne room or the Queen’s private apartment: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OiIxePlKZ1A. This is where storytelling through the physical 
environment – the setting – can really come alive. Every object placed just so on a set adds to the mise-
en-scène and helps tell the story. Those objects could be in the background providing context – framed 
photos, a trophy, an antique clock – or they could be picked up and handled by characters in a scene – a 
glass of whisky, a pack of cigarettes, a loaded gun. We even have a name for those objects, props, short 
for “property” and also borrowed from theater, and a name for the person in charge of keeping track of 
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them all, a prop master. 
As should be clear by now, setting is one of the most important design elements in creating a 
consistent mise- en-scène. Not simply the location – a suburban home, a high-rise office building, a 
spaceport on Mos Eisley – but all of the details that fill that location, make it come alive as a lived-in 
space, and most importantly, help tell the cinematic story. And one way we can begin to really see the 
intention of the filmmaker, to understand how she is subtly (and maybe not so subtly) manipulating our 
emotions through cinematic language, is to pay attention to these details. The very details we’re not 
supposed to notice. 
 
Character 
Character is a term that will come up a lot. We use it to describe how a screenwriter invents believable 
characters that inhabit a narrative structure. And we use it to describe how an actor inhabits that 
character in their performance. But we can also examine how the physical design of a character, through 
costume, make-up and hair style, not only contributes to the mise-en-scène, but also helps fully realize 
the work of both screenwriters and actors. 
Typically, when we think of “character design” we might immediately think of fantastic 
creatures dreamed up in a special effects studio. They might be animated through CGI or fabricated 
from latex and worn by an actor. And all of that is a reasonable way to think about the concept of 
character design. But in some ways, that is just a much more extreme version of how I would like to 
frame the work of costume designers and hair and make- up professionals. 
Just as a screenwriter must create – or design – a character on the page, and an actor must create 
– or design – their approach to inhabiting that character, the wardrobe, hair and make-up departments 
must also design how that character is going to look on screen. This design element is, of course, more 
obvious the less familiar the world of the character might be. The clothing, hair and make-up of 
characters inhabiting worlds in a distant time period or even more distant galaxy will inevitably draw 
our attention. (Though even there the intention is to add to the mise-en-scène without distracting us from 
the story.) But even when the context is closer to home, a story set in our time, in our culture, maybe 
even our own hometown, every element of the clothes, the hair and the make-up is carefully chosen, 
sometimes made from scratch, to fit that context and those particular characters. In other words, each 
character’s look is carefully designed to support the overall mise-en-scène and help tell the story. 
Take costume design, for example. We often think of “costume” as another word for disguise or 
playing a character. But the last thing a filmmaker wants is the audience to think of their characters as 
actors in disguise or playing dress-up. They want us to see the characters. Period. The wardrobe should 
fit the time and place, and most importantly, the character. And once that is established, the designer can 
layer in more subtle hints about the larger context, the underlying theme, by adding a touch of color that 
serves as a visual motif, or introducing some alteration in the wardrobe that dramatize some narrative 
shift: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRAmIaSlm80. What is important to note is that costume 
design in film is not about fashion or even what looks “good” on an actor. It’s about what looks right on 
a character, what fits the setting and the overall look of the film.  
These same principles can be applied to hair and make-up. As with costume design, it’s easy to 
think of the more extreme examples of hair and make-up design, especially when the setting calls for 
something historic or other-worldly or… horrifying. The special effects make-up for the gory bits of 
your favorite horror films can sometimes take center stage. But more often, these elements are not meant 
to draw our attention at all. To achieve that, perhaps ironically, hair and make-up require even more 
attention from their respective designers. This is due in part to the technical requirements of filming. 
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Bright lights that can reveal every distracting blemish or poorly applied foundation, and as camera and 
image technology improves, the techniques required to hide the fact that actors are even wearing make-
up must be continually refined. But it is also because hair and make-up are incredibly personal and 
intimately connected to the character: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYOcJf9PLq4.  
This video from John Tindell shows us how mise-en-scène introduces characters to the audience 
using examples from four popular films: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qyNmm4q9g_o&t=476s. 
And while all of this is tremendously important for the audience, it is even more important for the actor 
playing the character. We’ll discuss the various ways an actor approaches their performance in detail in 
another chapter, but for now it’s important to note how much actors rely upon the design of their 
character through costume, hair and make-up. Putting on the wardrobe, seeing themselves in another era, 
a different hair style, looking older or younger, helps the actor literally and metaphorical step into the 
life of someone else, and do so believably enough that we no longer see the actor, only the character in 
the story.  
 
Lighting 
The first two elements of design in mise-en-scène – setting and character – fall squarely under the 
supervision of the production designer and the art department. The next two – lighting and composition 
– fall to the cinematographer and the camera department but are just as important as elements of design 
in the overall look of the film. We will take a deeper dive into each in a later chapter on cinematography, 
but for now let’s a take a quick look at how these elements fit into mise-en-scène. 
As should be obvious, you can’t have cinema without light. Light exposes the image and, of 
course, allows us to see it. But it’s the creative use of light, or lighting, is what makes it an element 
design. A cinematographer can illuminate a given scene with practical light, that is, light from lamps 
and other fixtures that are part of the set design, set lights, light fixtures that are off camera and 
specifically designed to light a film set, or even available light, light from the sun or whatever 
permanent fixtures are at a given location. But in each case, the cinematographer is not simply throwing 
a light switch, they are shaping that light, making it work for the scene and the story as a whole. They do 
this by emphasizing different aspects of lighting direction and intensity. A key light, for example, is the 
main light that illuminates a subject. A fill light fills out the shadows a strong key light might create. 
And a back light helps separate the subject from the background. And it’s the consistent use of a 
particular lighting design that makes it a powerful part of mise-en-scène. 
Two basic approaches to lighting style can illustrate the point. Low-key lighting refers to a 
lighting design where the key light remains subtle and even subordinate to other lighting sources. The 
result? A high-contrast lighting design that make consistent use of harsh shadows. Another word for this 
is chiaroscuro lighting (this time we’re stealing a fancy word from Italian). Think of old detective 
movies with the private eye stalking around the dark streets of San Francisco. Classic low-key lighting 
design. (see the image from The Big Combo below) 
High-key lighting refers a lighting design where the key light remains the dominant source, 
resulting in a low-contrast, even flat or washed-out look to the image. Think of art-house dramas set in 
stark, snowy landscapes, or even big Hollywood comedies that try to avoid “interesting” shadows that 
might distract us from the joke. In either case, the cinematographer, working closely with the director 
and production designer, is using light as an element of design, contributing to the overall mise- en-
scène. 
 




Low-key lighting in The Big Combo, 1955, Joseph H. Lewis, dir. 
 
Composition 
The fourth and final design element in considering mise-en-scène – one that I touched on in the last 
chapter and will receive much more attention in the chapter on cinematography – is composition. As 
discussed in Chapter Two, composition refers to the arrangement of people, objects and setting within 
the frame of an image. And because we are talking about moving pictures, there are really two important 
components of composition: framing, which even still photographers must master, and movement. In the 
case of cinematic composition, movement refers to movement within the frame as well as movement of 
the frame as the cinematographer moves the camera through the scene. All of which are critical aspects 
of how we experience mise-en-scène. 
Like lighting, composition fall under the responsibility of the cinematographer. And while there 
are many technical and artistic considerations when it comes to framing and movement, 
cinematographers are also keenly aware of the design element of composition. In fact, they often 
describe at least part of their job as designing a shot. Part of this process involves arranging people, 
objects and setting in the frame to achieve a sense of balance and proportion, often dividing the frame 
into thirds horizontally and vertically to ensure proper distribution. We call this the rule of thirds and 
it’s fairly common in photography. In fact, take out your phone right now, open the camera app, and 
you’re likely to see a faint grid across the screen. That’s there to help you balance the composition of 
your selfie according to the rule of thirds. Another important part of the process of designing a shot is 
the choreography involved in moving the camera through the scene, whether on wheels, on a crane or 
strapped to camera person. 
Again, we’ll spend more time on this subject in a later chapter, but take a look at how Japanese 
filmmaker Akira Kurosawa approaches the composition of movement in designing his shots: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=doaQC-S8de8. Or how Andrea Arnold uses framing and 
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composition to communicate isolation, captivity or a deep connection to the earth: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aG4jUVsSzXw. A thoughtfully composed frame does more than 
create a pleasing image. It can isolate characters, focus our attention and draw us into the story – all 
without us ever really noticing the technique itself. Unless we know to look for it. 
 
Cinematic Style 
Taken together, setting, character, lighting and composition make up the key elements of design in 
creating an effective and coherent mise-en-scène. As discussed earlier, it’s one of the ways we can pick 
out the work of great filmmakers. A consistent mise-en-scène becomes a kind of signature style of a 
filmmaker. 
But it can also mark the signature style of a particular genre or type of cinema. Take film noir, 
for example. Remember those detective movies I mentioned earlier? They are part of a whole trend in 
filmmaking that began in the 1940s with titles like The Maltese Falcon (John Huston, 1941), Double 
Indemnity (Billy Wilder, 1944) and The Big Sleep (Howard Hawks, 1946). These films and many more 
are part of a style of filmmaking that includes a gritty, urban setting, tough, no-nonsense characters, low 
key lighting, and off-balance compositions. Sometimes they feature a private detective on a case, but not 
always. Usually they were filmed in black and white, but not always. In fact, film noir – which literally 
means “dark film” in French (what is with all the French ?!) – has been historically difficult to define 
because the specific elements can vary so widely. But one easy way to identify a film as part of that 
tradition is by its mise-en-scène. Mise-en-scène isn’t about any one element, it’s that overall look, the 
whole that is greater than the sum of its parts. 
And that can extend to a whole national trend in cinema as well. Because cinema is so deeply 
connected to a particular cultural context, part of that give and take in the cultural production of 
meaning, it should come as no surprise that there are certain periods in a given place and time where 
cinema can take on a kind of national style. Where cinema artists in that same place and time are all 
speaking the same cinematic language. As a result, produce a unified, identifiable style, which is another 
way of saying a consistent mise-en-scène. 
One example of this can be found in the films produced in Germany around the time of the First 
World War. It was still early days in cinema, before the introduction of sound, and German filmmakers 
were experimenting with how far they could push the new medium (and their audience). The result was 
a style of film – a national cinematic mise-en-scène – that would come to be known as German 
Expressionism. These films were notable for their consistent use of surreal, exaggerated set design and 
very low key lighting schemes. The films were full of dark shadows and macabre settings. Films like 
Robert Weine’s The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1920): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLmccWlgqd0. Or 
F. W. Murnau’s Nosferatu (1922): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DipI_jJwKw8&t=2s. In fact, we 
can trace the origins of modern horror films to German Expressionism. And I don’t just mean borrowing 
the mise-en-scène. A lot of the first Hollywood horror movies were made by German filmmakers who 
pioneered German Expressionism and were fleeing Germany before the Second World War. 
Another example of national style in cinema is Italian Neorealism, which coalesced around a 
consistent mise- en-scène in Italian cinema around the end of World War II until the mid-1950s. It was 
quite the opposite from German Expressionism. Italians, filmmakers included, were coming out of a 
brutal period of state repression and terrible violence. They had no patience for an escapist cinema with 
surreal settings and macabre monsters. They had just survived real monsters who were very much 
human. Films like Roberto Rossellini’s Rome Open City (1945) and Vittorio De Sica’s Bicycle Thieves 
(1948) showed Italian life in a stark, almost documentary-like style. They often used non-professional 
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actors, rarely built any sets, and avoided showy camera techniques. Take a look at a critical scene from 
De Sica’s Bicycle Thieves where the main character, Antonio, who depends upon his bicycle to provide 
for his family, is robbed while on the job: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYtQ6xz-YnI. Notice the 
stark realism of the setting, the wardrobe, the way the camera tells us exactly what we need to know. 
Now check out this analysis of the film’s mise-en-scène: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WL3eiaEXSxI.  
It’s a stylistic approach that could not be more different from the work of Weine or Murnau in Germany. 
Italian Neorealism was a film movement, unified around a particular mise-en-scène, that acted as a kind 
of collective, aesthetic catharsis through cinema. 
Of course, any individual filmmaker can draw inspiration from any of these stylistic movements 
in their work. And sometimes, they can combine them in startlingly creative ways. Agnes Varda, the 
founding mother of the French New Wave of the 1950s and 60s, did just that in her very first film La 
Pointe Courte (1955). The film tells two stories, one grounded in a neo-realist aesthetic, which would 
come to define her work in documentary filmmaking, and the other grounded in a formalist, 
impressionistic mise-en-scène that would characterize much of her narrative work. The result is a 
surprisingly cohesive cinematic experience: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFVrju3sP8A.   
That is the power of mise-en-scène in any context, the power to unify a cinematic experience, to 
provide the aesthetic context for whatever else the filmmaker might be up to. Drawing on setting, 
character, lighting and composition, mise-en-scène is more than any one technique, it’s the overall look 
or even feel of a film, and it is far greater than the sum of its parts. Which is why I chose to start here in 
our exploration of how, exactly, cinema works the way it does. 
 
Video Attributions: 
• The Sensual World of Claire Denis by Little White Lies. Standard YouTube License. 
• Wes Anderson | Visual Style | Compilation by Wes TV. Standard YouTube License. 
• Georges Méliès – The Kingdom of the Fairies / Le Royaume des Fées (music by Steffen Wick) by PIANO 
PARTICLES. Standard YouTube License. 
• Intolerance (1916) — Belshazzar’s feast in Babylon by Fix Me A Scene. Standard YouTube License. 
• Metropolis (opening scenes) with score by Zack Kline by Zack Kline. Standard YouTube License. 
• Go behind-the-scenes of the ‘Thor: Ragnarok’ set design by QAGOMA. Standard YouTube License. 
• All Hollywood VFX Removed! What Movies Really Look Like by Fame Focus. Standard YouTube License. 
• ‘The Crown’ Sets Explained by the Show’s Set Designer Notes on a Set by Architectural Digest. Standard 
YouTube License. 
• Costume Design: The Hidden Layer of Movie Magic by Now You See It. Standard YouTube License. 
• The art of Hollywood special effects makeup by CBS Sunday Morning. Standard YouTube License. 
• The Big Combo, 1955, Joseph H. Lewis, dir. Public Domain Image. 
• Akira Kurosawa – Composing Movement by Every Frame a Painting. Standard YouTube License. 
• Andrea Arnold’s Women in Landscapes by Fandor. Standard YouTube License. 
• The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (Restored, 2017 Score) by qfunkify. Standard YouTube License. 
• NOSFERATU Best Scenes (1922 Horror Movie) by Movie Scene Provider. Standard YouTube License. 
• Bicycle Thieves   –   Theft!   by   criterioncollection. Standard YouTube License. 
• Bicycle Thieves – Mise En Scène by Alexander Smit. Standard YouTube License. 
• Between Neo-Realism and Formalism: Agnès Varda’s La Pointe Courte by IUCinema. Standard YouTube License. 





Over the past century, cinema has evolved into an incredibly complex medium involving the art and 
science of capturing the moving image, the equally important and co-expressive craft of sound design, 
not to mention new innovations in virtual reality and immersive technologies that will push the 
boundaries of what is possible in the years to come. But one thing hasn’t changed: the importance of a 
good story. 
No matter how innovative the visual delights, how creative the soundscape, or how many 
millions are spent on the production design and celebrity talent, if it isn’t all in service of a compelling 
narrative we’ll walk away unmoved and unsatisfied. And good storytelling, of course, has been around 
at least as long as humans have been able to put together complete sentences. Let’s face it, probably 
longer. 
In this chapter we’ll examine what makes cinematic storytelling unique, how narrative structure 
shapes our experience of the moving image, how compelling characters move that narrative forward, 
how the theme and narrative intent inform everything from the mise- en-scène to the cinematography, 
music, sound design and editing, and how all of this can morph into different narrative forms, or genres, 
in cinema. But before we explore the technique of crafting a compelling narrative for cinema, let’s take 
a look at the essential tool in that process: the screenplay. 
 
The Screenplay 
The screenplay, or script, in cinema is many things at once. Though rarely meant to be read as literature, 
it is a literary genre unto itself, with its own unique form, conventions, and poetic economy. It is also 
often a sales pitch, at least in the early stages of production, the best version of the idea, on paper, to 
attract collaborators and, ultimately, the capital required to make a motion picture. But first and 
foremost, the screenplay is a technical document, a kind of blueprint for the finished film. 
Ever seen a screenplay? Let’s take a look at what one looks like in the first image below. Every 
element of the script page is there for a reason and helps everyone on the creative team stay on the same 
page. Literally. (Sorry, couldn’t resist.) The scene heading, for example, lets everyone know at a quick 
glance if that particular scene is set inside or outside, INT (interior) or EXT (exterior), where, exactly, 
they are supposed to be, and what time of day it is. That information, of course, will affect every 
member of the crew, from the producers and assistant director responsible for scheduling, to the camera 
crew responsible for lighting the scene, to the production designer responsible for the look of the 
location, to the transportation crew responsible for getting everyone there safely. 
But notice too how economical the writing must be. There is no room to probe the inner life of 
characters or spin off into detailed descriptions of the space. And that is one of the most important 
aspects of great screenwriting: the economy of language. Imagine you’re watching a film or tv show and 
your roommate is in the other room making a nice medium rare New York strip and a mushroom risotto 
(ok, fine, a bowl of ramen). They don’t want to miss anything, so you have to describe in detail 
everything you’re seeing and hearing by yelling across the apartment. What do you include? What do 
you leave out? Obviously you want to include what characters are saying, but beyond that, probably just 
the essentials. In fact, as a general rule of thumb, every page of script should equal about a minute of 
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screen time. That doesn’t always work out exactly, but does tend to average out over the length of the 
screenplay. So there simply isn’t time to include anything but the essentials and allow the other creative 
collaborators on the team the freedom to interpret the rest.
 
Differences between what is on the screenplay and what ends up being filmed are expected. 
Some of them are intentional. How the camera moves is the cinematographer’s job, not the 
screenwriter’s. Likewise, wardrobe is the concern of the production designer and wardrobe department 
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(though the script might mention a costume element that is important to the narrative, and that is the 
screenwriter’s job). But some of the differences are due to the realities of production. Just like a 
blueprint is a plan for a building, the screenplay is a plan for a motion picture. Once you start building 
it, you have to confront and overcome hundreds, maybe thousands of variables you could not anticipate. 
Maybe the weather turns on the last day of filming and you’ve got to incorporate a thunderstorm into the 
story. Or a neighbor is out walking their dog and ends up in a shot, so you have to layer in a dog barking 
in the sound design and carry that over to the next scene. Or maybe once you’re in post-production and 
the editor is putting it all together, they realize that last line would work much better over the next scene. 
And that alarm clock? Maybe the director decided that was too cliché once they were on the set and 
wanted to try something different with their actor. 
The most important thing to remember is that cinema is a collaborative medium. There’s always 
a give and take between the script and the finished film, just like there is between the director and the 
screenwriter, cinematographer, production designer, sound designer, actors, editor, etc., etc. And as 
much as a screenplay can and should be a great read, it is, ultimately, a technical document, a plan for 
something exponentially more complex. 
And now that we have a sense of what this technical document looks like, let’s examine more 
generally how a screenplay works. That is, how it tells a uniquely cinematic story. 
 
Narrative Structure 
Here’s the recipe for a good story: 
• 1 protagonist. 
• 1 goal. 
• A whole bunch of obstacles. 
That’s it. Pretty much every story ever told can be boiled down to those three elements: A protagonist 
pursuing a goal confronted by obstacles. Cinematic storytelling draws from this same narrative source, 
and in that sense, is not so different from a good novel or even just a good yarn spun around the 
campfire. In fact, a lot of what we’ll discuss here can apply to those other literary genres. Compelling 
characters are important no matter the form the story takes. Likewise, a clear theme or narrative intent 
from the storyteller. And sure, cinema, just like novels or short stories or even poetry, come in all shapes 
and sizes, otherwise known as genres, from thrillers to westerns, comedies to romance. 
But I’d like to make the (somewhat controversial) case that cinema has developed its own unique 
structure, a rhythm to how a story is told cinematically. Not so much a “rule” to which all screenwriters 
must conform, more a pattern or set of patterns that writers have found most effective in communicating 
cinematically. This pattern has developed over time, evolved along with all of the other elements of 
cinematic language, and is, in fact, continuing to evolve as cinema moves into new, more open-ended 
forms like limited and streaming series. For now, let’s examine just one cinematic form, the narrative 
feature film. 
The closed-ended, narrative feature film, what we typically call a “movie” with a beginning, 
middle and an end and a running time anywhere from 90 minutes to over 2 hours, has been around from 
more than a century and served as a kind of foundational form in cinematic storytelling (though its 
cultural dominance has arguably lessened over the past decade or so, but we’ll get to that). Over that 








Act one, which generally runs to 25 or 30 pages (or the first 25 to 30 minutes of screen time), 
introduces the protagonist, sets up their world, and clarifies the goal they’ll be pursuing for the rest of 
the story. It might also introduce a central antagonist, or it might wait until later. But typically, by page 
25 or 30, we know who we’re rooting for, what they want, and what’s in their way. Maybe they’ve 
resisted going on the journey to that point, but by the end of act one, they are launched into act two, 
sometimes against their will. 
Act two, which is usually about twice as long as act one, is all about the obstacles. Our 
protagonist must confront and overcome each one, and typically, the stakes get higher every time. That 
is, with every obstacle, the protagonist must risk more and more, making their journey more and more 
difficult. Often, those obstacles are put there by someone or something specific, the antagonist. But the 
obstacles could also be internal, some part of the protagonist’s own psychology. Either way, there’s 
usually a midpoint, right around page/minute 55 or 60, where the protagonist has a choice: they can turn 
back, give up on the pursuit of the goal, or double-down and never look back. Of course, they double-
down. But by the end of act two, around page/minute 85 or 90, our protagonist meets their biggest 
obstacle yet. In fact, it seems to seal their fate. All hope is lost. They, and we, feel they will never reach 
their goal after all. This is referred to as the crisis. But that’s not what we paid good money to see.  
Act three, which is usually about the same length as act one, is all about our protagonist rallying 
to overcome that last obstacle leading to a climactic showdown and a resolution to their story. Usually 
that means they reach the goal defined in act one. But sometimes the journey clarifies a new goal, or 
they realize they always had what they were searching for and just needed to see it in themselves. But 
you get the idea, act three brings some kind of resolution. 
This narrative structure as outlined above may seem all too familiar, and for some, its 
predictability is everything that’s wrong with mainstream, Hollywood cinema. But I would argue that 
the cinematic three-act structure is one of the most important contributions to the global story-telling 
form in the past century. The Greeks had their tragedies, Shakespeare his five-act epics, Japanese poets 
the haiku. Hollywood has given us the three-act movie. And like the haiku, it is the structure of the three 
acts that, perhaps ironically, provides movies their creative freedom. We know the stories will resolve, 
the protagonist will reach their goal, that’s why we show up at the theater, but it’s the how – how this 
particular filmmaker is going to solve this particular problem – that keeps us in the seats. For all the 
rigidity of the haiku form (and come to think of it, that form of three lines of varying length echoes 
cinematic three act structure pretty nicely), no two poems are the same. Hopefully we can say the same 
of great cinema. 
To be clear, the three-act structure is not an explicit industry standard or a rule to which 
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screenwriters must conform. In fact, it is less a writing technique than it is an analytic tool, a way of 
breaking down cinematic stories for analysis. Unlike stage plays, there are no explicit act breaks in the 
script itself. And some writers actively work against that structure in an effort to push beyond 
expectations in cinema. The films of Quentin Tarantino, for example, often “break the rules” for how 
cinema is supposed to work (and as a result his scripts often read more like novels than screenplays). 
But even Tarantino accepts the importance of setting up audience expectations and, eventually, paying 
them off. Even he understands that the journey of a protagonist toward their goal is littered with 
obstacles and follows an arc toward resolution. And more often than not, the exceptions ultimately prove 
the “rule” of how effective the three-act structure has become. Not just because screenwriters find it 
useful, but because we, as the audience, have internalized it as part of our shared cinematic language: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0QO7YuKKdI.   
But as cinema has evolved into other forms, including television and streaming series, so too has 
narrative structure evolved. Beginning nearly half a century ago with the rise of broadcast television, 
cinematic storytelling for the small screen required an adjustment to the pace and rhythm of how a 
protagonist pursued their goal. Commercial interruptions, for example, came at regular intervals, forcing 
writers into a four- or even five-act structure with cliffhangers at each break to make sure the audience 
didn’t change the channel. Even today, broadcast television scripts still have explicit act breaks in the 
text to indicate where a commercial break might appear. 
As binge-worthy streaming series have become the dominant form of cinematic entertainment, 
we see yet another evolution. With no commercial breaks, writers need not write a cliffhanger every 10 
or 15 minutes. But they are keenly aware of how important it is that viewers hit play on the next episode. 
So, the narrative structure of a streaming series tends to apply the classic three-act structure to an entire 
eight- or ten-episode season, converting that eight- to ten-hour experience into one that echoes the ups 
and downs of a two-hour feature film. And, interestingly, that evolution of the form has in turn informed 
the narrative structure of the most popular feature film franchises. What are The Fast and the Furious or 
Transformers film franchises but multi- billion dollar series with each episode doled out every two or 
three years? 
Which is why these innovations in the form represent an evolution of cinematic language, not a 
radical break. Just as cinematic storytelling itself is simply an evolution of the classic, age-old formula: 
A protagonist pursuing a goal confronted by obstacles. 
 
Compelling Characters and the Primary Narrator 
Now, let’s talk about that protagonist for a moment. Narrative structure may be a critical component of 
cinematic language, but ultimately, structure is another word for plot, and we don’t go to the movies to 
root for plots, we root for people. If there isn’t a compelling character or characters at the center story, 
all of the plot points (and special effects) in the world won’t hold our attention or capture our 
imagination. 
But what does it mean to be a compelling character? Some distinguish between round and flat 
characters. A round character is a complex, often conflicted character with a deep internal life who 
usually undergoes some kind of change over the course of the story. A flat character lacks that 
complexity, does not change at all over the course of the story, and is usually there only to help the more 
round characters on their journeys. 
Obviously, most protagonists are, or should be, round characters. Though sometimes 
protagonists can be rather flat (check out any Steven Seagal flick from the 90s… or better yet, don’t), 
and sometimes side characters who are only peripheral to the main story can be incredibly complex and 
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undergo dramatic transformation. Still, a protagonist should at the very least be interesting, and that does 
not necessarily mean they are inherently good. In fact, often the most interesting protagonists are flawed 
in some fundamental way, and part of the fun is watching them struggle with that flaw. That’s one 
reason Superman is such a difficult character to pull off on screen. He’s just so… good. And he doesn’t 
change all that much. But Batman? That guy is dark. And that’s what makes him so much fun to watch 
(and perhaps why he’s so much more successful at the box office). 
Sometimes those flaws can be so deep and so disturbing that the character is no longer a 
protagonist and is more an anti-hero. An anti-hero is an unsympathetic hero pursuing an immoral goal, 
and somehow we end up rooting for them anyway. Think of basically every heist movie. Or every 
vigilante action movie. Or any Tarantino movie for that matter. The main characters are all essentially 
criminals intent on breaking the law. And we can’t wait to see how they pull it off: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0WZWNFazQ18.   
To be clear, an anti-hero is not the same as an antagonist. The antagonist’s role is to stop the 
hero from reaching their goal. In The Dark Knight (2008), Batman is the protagonist, the hero, and the 
Joker is the antagonist. But in Joker (2019), the Joker is the protagonist, in this case an anti-hero, and the 
police, ostensibly the “good guys”, are the antagonists. 
Whether protagonist or anti-hero, the central character of a cinematic narrative should always 
drive the story forward. We are on their journey, and it’s their actions that move us through the plot. 
But… they are not in control. That is to say, they are not, in fact, the primary narrator in cinema. Let me 
explain. When you read a novel, unless it is written in the first person, it’s not any one character in the 
book telling you the story. One could argue it’s the author herself, but the singular “voice” of the 
narrator is more an abstraction than a person. 
The next time you are watching a film or series, take a step back and ask yourself: Who or what 
is telling this story? Not what character are we following or with whom do we most closely identify in 
the story, but who or what is actually relaying the events. Yes, there’s the screenwriter and the director 
and ultimately the editor who are all responsible for narrative as we receive it. Just like the author of a 
novel. But moment to moment, the primary narrator in cinema is always the camera. Let’s face it, we’re 
all voyeurs. We like sitting in the dark and peering into other people’s lives unnoticed and undetected. 
That’s what cinema is. And our window into those lives is the camera frame. The camera dictates where 
we look and when. The camera provides all the information we need to construct the narrative 
unspooling at 24 frames per second. 
But more generally, we can distinguish between two kinds of narration, two ways the camera 
tells the story. Does the camera restrict our view to the experiences of just one character? Or does it 
allow us to follow all sorts of characters, round and flat, major and minor, protagonist and antagonist, 
wherever they might go? Restricted narration refers to stories that never leave the protagonist, 
restricting our access to any other character unless they are in the same space as our hero. Omniscient 
narration can follow any character, even minor ones, if it helps tell the story. But in both cases, it’s the 
camera than controls the story. It’s the camera that serves as the primary narrator. 
 
Theme and Narrative Intent 
A clear narrative structure and compelling, round characters are crucial elements in our shared cinematic 
language. And once we understand these principles of how a screenplay works, how it goes about telling 
a story, we can look more deeply into what, exactly, it is trying to say. We’ll spend more time on that 
towards the end of this book, but for now, it’s important to distinguish between a plot – what happens in 
a film – and a theme – what the film is really about. Star Wars (1977) is about a farm boy saving a 
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princess and defeating a planet-destroying weapon wielded by the evil Empire. That’s the plot. But it’s 
really about believing in oneself and the difference one brave person can make in the face of 
overwhelming evil. That is its narrative intent. It’s that underlying idea that activates the plot, defines 
the characters, and leads us to a satisfying resolution. 
That does not mean every film or series has a “message” like those saccharine after-school 
specials. But it does mean that great cinema is organized around an idea, an arguable point, that can 
focus the action and clarify character. A clear and well-planned narrative theme can serve as a unifying 
principle, informing every other element of the cinematic experience. Not just plot and character, but 
mise-en-scène, cinematography, sound design and editing as well. In Star Wars, the climactic Death Star 
sequence is a spectacular action set piece, but it also serves the central narrative theme. Luke Skywalker 
becomes the last pilot, one tiny fighter against a planet- sized weapon. And to defeat it, he must draw 
upon skills he learned back on the farm. 
Compare that to the action set piece at the center of G.I. Joe: Rise of Cobra (2009). A missile 
filled with nanomites strikes the Eiffel Tower and destroys it in a blaze of CGI glory. What’s a 
nanomite? Doesn’t matter. The sequence is not connected to a clear theme because there is no clear 
theme, just a plot, a sequence of events where things happen. One is left with the impression that the 
only reason the Eiffel Tower scene exists is because someone thought it would look cool on screen. And 
it does. I guess. But it doesn’t move us. It’s meaningless, a mere plot point. And that’s often why 
cinematic spectacles can leave us flat. They look cool, but have no unifying theme, no narrative intent 
aside from the spectacle itself. 
But when that spectacle is tied to a clear theme, one that we can identify with and even argue 
over, then cinema can become transformative. Take Pixar’s Toy Story (1995) for example. The plot is 
fairly simple. A child’s favorite toy is threatened by the arrival of a shiny new toy. His jealousy leads to 
them both becoming lost and working together to return home. A simple sequence of events. And with 
the innovation of 3D animation at the time, that might have been all it needed to hold our attention if not 
capture our imagination. But the movie is much more than that. It’s really about friendship and the 
importance of self-sacrifice. And every scene serves that theme, serving either as counterpoint or 
confirmation. The plot, then, is not simply a random sequence of events, it is a carefully planned 
dramatization of the theme where every obstacle encountered reveals something important about the 
hero’s journey. That’s what makes Toy Story a classic, and not just another cartoon. 
Genre in Cinema 
Genre is likely a term you’ve encountered before. We use it when analyzing literature to distinguish 
between different types of stories. The word itself is French and it literally means “a kind” or type. And 
yes, it’s related to the word gender, as in a “type” of person. And even the word generic, as in, non- 
specific, plain or even uninteresting. And that’s the blessing and the curse of genre. It’s a useful way to 
categorize types of cinematic narrative – westerns, romantic comedies, horror, superhero – but it also 
implies a non-specificity, a certain sameness to films of a type. But sometimes… that’s exactly what we 
want. 
When we go to see a romantic comedy, we know we’re going to see two people meet cute early 
on in the story and then spend about 90 minutes overcoming all sorts of obstacles to be together. There 
will likely be some terrible misunderstanding or other calamity late in the film that dooms their 
relationship (end of act two!), and then someone will run through an airport or stand outside in the rain 
to profess their true feelings and they’ll finally be together. We know all of this before the opening 
credits. That’s the point. We want to see how this particular filmmaker gets them there. But they better 
get there. That’s why we paid for our ticket. 
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These similarities, and they extend to types of characters, settings, themes, even musical scores, 
are called narrative conventions. Cinematic genres, just like literary genres, are grouped according to 
these conventions. We know a Western when we see one because they share similar settings (the 19th 
century American west), characters (the lone gunslinger, the homesteading widow, the disillusioned 
sheriff) and themes (rugged individualism and frontier justice). The same with Science Fiction, Horror, 
Gangster movies, and the Musical. 
Genre distinctions are handy for us as viewers when deciding what kinds of stories we want to 
engage, but they are even more handy for producers and studios when it comes to meeting the demand 
of audiences. Cinema is an incredibly capital intensive medium, and the more targeted the content, the 
more likely filmmakers will see a return on that investment. In that sense, genre is a convenient 
shorthand for both the people who consume cinema and the people who produce it: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uavggssb_rM. And as we discussed with the three-act structure, the 
apparent rigidity of narrative conventions when it comes to genre might seem like a recipe for boredom. 
A formula instead of an art form. But structure doesn’t dictate predictability. It can just as easily inspire 
creativity. Just like that “predictable” romantic comedy, genre can pose a creative challenge to surprise 
an audience that already thinks it knows what’s coming. 
Of course, sometimes a filmmaker can lean into one genre, setting up expectations, and then 
really pull the rug out from under us: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0nqEu8LTOA. But perhaps 
more importantly, genre – again, like three- act structure – is really more an analytic technique than a 
writing tool. While some screenwriters work firmly and unequivocally within a particular genre, the 
narrative conventions we associate with certain types of films help us analyze how a particular 
filmmaker approaches the fundamental questions in any story: Who is the hero? What do they want? 
How are they going to get it? 
1 protagonist. 
1 goal. 
A whole bunch of obstacles. 
 
Video Attributions: 
• How Three-Act Screenplays Work (and why it matters) by Lindsay Ellis. Standard YouTube License. 
• Top  10   Movie   Anti-Heroes   by   WatchMojo.com. Standard YouTube License. 
• Introduction to Genre Movies – Film Genres and Hollywood by Ministry Of Cinema. Standard YouTube 
License. 
• 10 Movies That Made Shocking Genre Shifts Halfway Through by WhatCulture. Standard YouTube License. 
 




Photography is the art of fixing an image in durable form through either a chemical or digital process. It 
requires a detailed, scientific knowledge of how light reflects off the lived environment and how that 
light reacts to various light-sensitive media. It also requires a sophisticated grasp of color temperature 
and the interplay of light and shadow. And an artist’s sensibility to composition, the arrangement of 
objects and setting within the frame of the camera to achieve balance and visual interest. Not to mention 
a deep, technical understanding of the gear required, cameras, formats, lenses and their respective 
idiosyncrasies. And it helps if you know how to tell a story in a single image, frozen in time. After all, a 
picture is worth a thousand words. Now do that at least 24 times every second. That’s cinematography. 
Capturing the moving image. For many of film lovers, and even just the casual viewer, this is what we 
show up for. But I’ve waited five chapters to discuss it because it’s important to understand that 
cinematography – while it may often get the most glory – is only one part of how cinema works. 
Without a sophisticated mise-en-scéne and a narrative to follow, it’s just a bunch of meaningless images. 
Not to mention the importance of editing, sound and performance. Put it all together and 
cinematography becomes the anchor point to a much larger cinematic experience. 
The person responsible for all of this is the cinematographer, sometimes known as the director 
of photography (DP). Their job is to translate the director’s vision into usable footage, using all of the 
photographic skills listed above and only after making a series of crucial decisions which we will get to 
below. It is one of the most technical jobs in cinema, requiring as much science as it does art: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bCkr1APSp0w.  
And just as the production designer oversees a whole crew of craftspeople helping to fully 
realize the mise-en- scéne, the cinematographer also relies on a large team known as the camera 
department. The camera department includes the camera operator, the person actually handling the 
camera. I know, seems like that should be the cinematographer. And it often is. But on larger 
productions where you have multiple cameras or very complex shots, the cinematographer can only be 
in one place at a time. There’s also the 1st assistant camera (1st AC), who is responsible for the 
camera components, swapping out lenses, and most importantly, keeping the camera in focus. Though 
that last job is sometimes given to another dedicated member of the team, the focus puller. Then you 
have the 2nd assistant camera (2nd AC) who assists the 1st AC and often operates the slate, or 
clapper (more on that later). 
A relatively new member of the camera department is the Digital Imaging Technician (DIT). 
With the rise of digital cinematography, instead of a dedicated person responsible for loading film onto 
the camera (known as a film loader, so creative with the names), we now have a person solely 
responsible for organizing the digital files coming off the camera. And that can include quality control 
and color correction during the shoot. 
Outside the dedicated camera department, the cinematographer also oversees the lighting 
department as well as the grip department, also known collectively as grip and electric. The lighting 
department is, well, responsible for all the lights required to shoot a scene. 
As should be obvious, lights require electricity. And electricity can be dangerous. Especially 
when you have 100 crew people running around trying to get a shot before lunch. So, the head of the 
lighting department is a skilled electrician, known as the gaffer. The gaffer has a first assistant as well, 
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called a best boy. (I know, not very gender neutral. If the “best boy” is female, they might be called best 
babe, which is worse.) And then a whole crew of electrics who are responsible for putting the lights 
wherever the gaffer tells them to. Grips are there to move everything else that isn’t a light. That includes 
lighting stands, flags, bounces, even cranes, dollies and the camera itself. The head of the grip 
department is the key grip, and one of their most important jobs is on-set safety. With so many literal 
moving parts, it is very easy for someone to get hurt. 
That’s a lot of people to keep track of for one cinematographer, but fortunately there is a tightly 
controlled hierarchy and they all know their jobs. A simple command from the cinematographer, “Flag 
off that 10k, we’re going wide on the dolly,” may sound like gibberish, but everyone on a film set knows 
exactly what to do. In fact, there’s a whole cinema-specific vocabulary that film crews use to keep the 
shoot moving quickly and efficiently. From apple boxes to barn doors to C- stands, the lingo can get 
downright bizarre. Clothespins are not clothespins, they’re C-47s (and yes, they use a lot of clothespins 
on a film set), and breakfast isn’t the morning meal, it’s the first meal on set, which could be 6 o’clock 
in the evening. And if someone is in the bathroom, they’re 10-100 (or 10-200 as the case may be), but 
they’re definitely not “in the can”, which is what you say when a scene is completed. 
But aside from the esoteric lingo on the set, there are a few key terms everyone should know. 
The first is the shot, the most basic building block of cinematography. As mentioned in Chapter Two, a 
shot is one continuous capture of a span of action by a motion picture camera. A finished film is made 
up of a series of these shots, of varying length, that ultimately tell the story. But during production, each 
shot may need to be repeated several (or dozens or even hundreds of) times until everyone gets it right. 
Every time they repeat the shot, it’s called a take. And once the director and cinematographer feel they 
have the best version of that shot, it’s time to move the camera – and everything associated with it – to a 
new shot, sometimes just a slightly different angle on the same scene. That’s called a set-up. New set-
ups require everyone on the crew to jump into action, re-arranging the camera, the lights, the set 
dressing, etc. That can take time. Lots of time. And it’s one reason assistant directors, responsible for 
planning how long it will all take, think of the schedule in terms of the number of set-ups a crew can 
accomplish each day. 
Obviously, a film set is a complicated place requiring a complex choreography of dozens if not 
hundreds of personnel all dedicated to rendering the moving picture. But there are many decisions a 
cinematographer has to make before they even arrive on set. These decisions – film or digital, black and 
white or color, lighting, lenses, framing and movement – are all made in collaboration with director and 
in service to the narrative and the overall mise-en-scéne. Some of them are incredibly technical, some 
are purely aesthetic, but each one of them will affect how we engage the cinematic experience. 
 
Film versus Digital 
One of the first decisions a cinematographer must make is what medium she intends to use to record the 
images, a physical film stock or a digital sensor. While this is a highly technical decision, it is also an 
important aesthetic choice that will affect the overall look of the final image. Not only are there 
differences in the look of film versus digital recording generally, but there are also subtle distinctions in 
the various film stocks and manufacturers, as well as the different types of digital sensors that come with 
different camera systems. Let’s take each one in turn. 
Good old-fashioned film stock has been around since the dawn of cinema, though it has evolved 
quite a bit since those early days. In the beginning, the strips of light-sensitive material were made from 
nitrate, a highly flammable material, which was not so great when it was whirring through a projector 
past a hot lamp. It’s one of the reasons many early films are lost to history. They simply burned up too 
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easily. Today, film stock is made from a much sturdier plastic. And on that plastic is a gelatin coating   
containing thousands of microscopic grains of light-sensitive crystals called silver halide. When light 
hits those crystals, they darken, depending on the amount of light. (And if it’s color film, there will be 
three separate layers of those crystals, one blue, one red and one green.) A chemical bath enhances that 
reaction to light, rendering a negative image that can then be projected. 
Once a cinematographer commits to this analog, chemical process, there are still a lot of 
decisions to make. First, they must choose a film gauge, that is, the size of the film stock. The film 
gauge is determined by measuring from corner to corner the individual frames that will be exposed to 
light. The standard film gauge in cinema today is 35mm, but sizes range from as small as 8mm all the 
way up to 70mm. And each size will render a different look, with more or less detail once enlarged. 
They must also decide how sensitive the film will be to light. Highly sensitive, or “fast” film stock, that 
is film that reacts quickly to relatively low levels of light, contains relatively large silver halide crystals 
(more surface area to absorb the light). The benefit is the ability to film at night or other low-light 
situations. The drawback is a loss in resolution, or detail in the image, due to an increase in the crystals. 
or grain. Less sensitive, or “slower” film stock produces a crisper image (due to the smaller crystals), 
but requires more light. 
There are many other decisions to be made that may affect the final image – the manufacturer, 
black and white versus color, the developing process – but using the physical medium of film stock 
renders an image that many filmmakers claim has a more organic look, a difference you can almost feel 
more than see. And that comes at a price. Film stock must be purchased by the foot, forcing filmmakers 
to plan every shot carefully to avoid wasting material. (Of course, many filmmakers see this as a good 
thing). Not to mention the fact that you don’t really know what you have until you develop the film after 
a day of shooting. Or the fact that you have to assemble your final film by actually cutting and taping 
together physical strips of film. Or the fact that even if you choose to shoot on analog film stock, most of 
your audience is going to watch a digitized version in the multiplex or on their television, laptop or 
smartphone anyway. 
For these and many other reasons, good old-fashioned film has fallen somewhat out of fashion in 
favor of the flexibility of digital cinematography. Digital cinematography is identical in every way to 
analog film cinematography – same basic equipment, same need to control exposure, shape light, 
compose the image, etc. – with one important difference: the light passing through the lens hits a digital 
image sensor instead of a strip of plastic film. That sensor uses software to analyze and convert the light 
bouncing off its surface into a series of still images (just like film stock) that are recorded onto flash 
memory or an external hard drive. 
The advantages should be obvious. First and foremost, there are almost no limits on how much 
you can record, especially as digital data storage becomes cheaper and cheaper. And since the sensor is 
controlled by software, you can adjust settings such as light sensitivity at the press of a button rather 
than changing out the film stock. But there are still lots of decisions to be made. Just as there are various 
film gauges, digital sensors come in all shapes and sizes, and every camera manufacturer produces their 
own subtle variations. And while most of us could probably never tell the difference, cinematographers 
are very particular about the way a Canon sensor renders color differently from a Sony sensor, or a RED 
sensor from an Arri sensor. 
And then there’s the issue of resolution. The standard for “high definition” is an image 
measuring 1,920 pixels by 1,080 pixels, also known as 1080p (the “p” stands for progressive scan since 
the image is rendered line by line from top to bottom). Pixels are the smallest visible unit in a screen’s 
ability to produce an image. Think of them as analogous to those tiny silver halide crystals in film stock. 
1,920 by 1,080 pixels is a lot of detail, but most digital cinema today is recorded at a much higher 
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resolution of at least 4,096 pixels by 2,160 pixels, or 4K. And even that has become commonplace and 
somewhat outdated. In fact, you probably have a 4K camera in your pocket right now. It’s in your 
phone. And as the technology improves, we’ll see 6K, 8K and 10K become standard. All that 
information packed into every image renders an incredible amount of detail (and also eats up a lot of 
storage space). Detail most of us, frankly, will not be able to see with naked eye. 
But resolution isn’t the only factor that affects image clarity. Cinematographers can also 
manipulate the frame rate to render super sharp imagery. For decades, the standard frame rate for 
cinema has been 24 frames per second. That produces a familiar, cinematic “look” to the finished film in 
part because of motion blur, the subtle blurring that occurs between still images passing at 24 fps. But 
film shot and projected at 48 or 96 or even 120 frames per second renders an ultra-sharp image with 
almost no motion blur as our brains process far more detail between each individual frame. To be fair, 
this is possible with analog film stock, but it is impractical to shoot that much film stock at that high a 
rate. Digital cinematography gives filmmakers like Ang Lee (Billy Lynn’s Long Halftime Walk [2016], 
Gemini Man [2019]) and James Cameron (the Avatar series) the freedom to experiment with these 
higher frame rates combined with higher resolution sensors to produce images we literally have never 
seen before. 
Ever wonder what the Lumiere brothers could have done with 4K resolution and a higher frame 
rate? Someone decided to find out by using complex algorithms to upscale the original footage (and add 
a little sound design): https://uark.pressbooks.pub/movingpictures/?p=191.  
 
Black and White versus Color 
Another decision cinematographers must make early in the process, in collaboration with the director, is 
whether to record the image in black and white or color. For many of you this may seem more a 
question of history. Old movies are black and white, modern movies are in color. Once the technology 
allowed for color cinematography, why would anyone look back? But there are a number of reasons 
why a filmmaker might choose to film in black and white over color, even today. They may want to 
evoke a certain period or emulate some of those “old” movies. Or, if the subject matter is relatively 
bleak, they may want the added thematic element of literally draining the color from the image. Or they 
may want to take advantage of the heightened reality and sharp contrast that black and white 
cinematography provides. Or maybe they want to foreground the performances. One of the greatest 
directors in cinema history, Orson Welles, once said black and white was the actor’s friend because 
every performance is better without the distraction of color. But I get it. It’s not 1920. You don’t ride a 
penny-farthing or listen to music on wax cylinders. Why would you watch a movie in black and white? 
Maybe this will convince you: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B13r456NUy0&t=2s.   
Whatever their reason, cinematographers must take several things into account once they choose 
between black and white and color. First, if they are shooting black and white on film, they typically 
have to use a film stock designed for black and white imagery. It is possible to print black and white 
from a color negative, but it won’t render the light and shadows in quite the same way as a dedicated 
film stock. And, of course, if they are filming in color, different film stocks from different manufacturers 
will render colors differently depending on the desired effect. If they are using digital technology and 
want the final product to be black and white, the color is usually removed after filming in post- 
production. But they still have to balance lighting and exposure for how the image will render without 
color. In either case, it’s important to note that black and white cinematography requires just as much 
attention to detail in the filming process as color. 
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Light and Lighting 
Whether shooting film or digital, black and white or color, one of the most powerful tools a 
cinematographer has to work with is light itself. Without light, there is no image and there can be no 
cinema. But simply having enough light to expose an image is not enough. A great cinematographer – 
heck, even a halfway decent one – knows that their job is to shape that light into something uniquely 
cinematic. To do that, they must have a deep understanding of the basic properties of light. Four 
properties, to be specific: Source, Quality, Direction and Color. 
Source refers to both the origin and intensity of the light. There are two basic distinctions in 
terms of origin: natural or artificial. Natural light refers to light from the sun or moon (which is really 
just the sun bouncing off the moon, but you knew that), and artificial light refers to light generated from 
any number of different technologies, LED, incandescent, fluorescent, etc. Each source will have its 
own particular characteristics, exposing a shot in its own particular way. Artificial light allows a 
cinematographer an incredible amount of freedom to manipulate and shape the light. Scenes shot 
indoors on a soundstage can be made to look like daytime exteriors with enough artificial light. And 
scenes shot outdoors at night can also be augmented with artificial lights standing in for moonlight. But 
natural light can also be manipulated and shaped through filters, flags (large black fabric squares used to 
block off the sun’s direct light) and diffusers. 
Each new scene will require the cinematographer to consider their light source and how they 
want to shape it. And a big part of that calculation is intensity. How bright is the source and how is that 
going to affect exposure? We’ll discuss depth of field later on, but how much light a cinematographer 
has to work with affects how much (or how little) of the shot can be in focus, and how balanced their 
exposure will be in the final image. Sometimes a cinematographer can get away with just using 
available light, that is the light from the pre-existing fixtures in a location (also called practical lights). 
But more often they want to control the intensity more precisely, so they use specialized lights to 
illuminate the scene from outside the frame of the image. The lamps and overhead lights you might see 
in a film or tv series are actually more props than true lighting sources. They indicate to the viewer 
where the light is coming from in a given shot – what cinematographers call motivating the light source 
and direction – but they rarely adding anything to the exposure of the scene. Check out this short clip: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LG6zGiUb46c. The subject in the scene is lit by several bright 
artificial lights just off camera. The table lamp in the background is only there to “motivate” the light 
that illuminates the side of the subject’s face. But it’s really just a psychological trick. If you really think 
about it, a dim lamp behind and to the right of the subject should not illuminate his face at all, but our 
brain tells us, “Sure, that makes sense.” That’s because we really want to believe, we don’t want to think 
about a crew of people standing around bright lights while a camera records it all. We want to be fooled, 
and the cinematographer knows that. 
The second property of light cinematographers have to think about is quality. This doesn’t mean 
“good” or “bad,” it’s more about how the light “feels” in the shot. The easiest way to think about quality 
is in terms of hard or soft lighting. Hard lighting is intense and focused, creating harsh, dramatic 
shadows. Soft lighting is more diffused and even, filling the space with smooth, gradual transitions from 
light to dark. The difference is actually less about the light on the subject and more about the shadows 
cast by the subject. Are the shadows clearly defined with a hard edge? You’ve got hard lighting. Are the 
shadows fuzzy, less clearly defined or maybe even absent entirely? You’ve got soft lighting. 
Cinematographers can control the quality of light by adjusting the size of the light source and its 
distance from the subject. Typically, the smaller the light source and the closer to the subject, the harder 
the light: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jw066PBZe60.    
The third important property of light is direction. Where is the light coming from in the scene? 
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Not the source, what makes the light, but what direction is it coming from? Left, right, below, above? 
Each decision will affect the look and feel of a scene, and practical lights in the set design can help 
motivate lighting direction. A single overhead lamp in an interrogation room will motivate a hard light 
from above. Large windows can help motivate a soft, diffused light from one side of the room. 
Cinematographers plan their lighting set-up for any given scene by thinking carefully about what 
direction the light is coming from, starting with the main source of illumination, the key light. The key 
light is usually the brightest light on the set, used to properly expose the main subject. But just one 
bright light will feel like a spotlight, creating unwanted shadows. So, they use a fill light, usually less 
intense and a bit softer than the key light, to fill out those shadows. But those two lights shining on the 
front of your subject can make the scene feel a bit two-dimensional. To bring some depth to the image, 
they use a back light, usually a hard light that shines on the back of a subject’s head (also called a hair 
light), to create some separation between the subject and the background. The brightness of each of 
these lights relative to each other is known as the lighting ratio and can be adjusted for various different 
effects. This lighting set-up is known as three-point lighting, and it’s the most basic starting point for 
lighting a scene: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBt8qdO03-k. Of course, three-point lighting is 
just that, a starting point. Really complex lighting schemes will require far more layers to the set-up. But 
even then, cinematographers will talk to their gaffers, electrics and grips in terms of key, fill and back 
lights. 
The fourth property of light that every cinematographer must understand is color. And no, I don’t 
mean red, blue and green light bulbs. I mean the subtle color cast that different light sources give off that 
will ultimately affect the exposed image. For example, a typical household incandescent light bulb uses 
a tungsten filament to produce light. That light usually has a warm, orange glow to it. But a fluorescent 
tube light in a ceiling fixture gives off a cooler, bluer light. In fact, we’ve come up with a way to 
measure these differences using the concept of color temperature. Color temperature is measured in 
degrees Kelvin. The lower the degree Kelvin, the warmer, or more “red” the light. The higher the degree 
Kelvin, the cooler, more “blue” the light. The orange glow of a tungsten bulb is around 3200 Kelvin. 
Daylight is around 5600 Kelvin. It can get a little confusing, I know. Check out this quick overview on 
the science behind color temperature and how we use it in cinema: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HnhIRPLWsM. As should be clear by now, color temperature 
matters a great deal when a cinematographer wants to set a particular mood. For example, a romantic 
scene in a candle-lit restaurant should have a warm, orange glow. Fortunately, you don’t need to rely on 
a thousand candles to achieve that effect. Most modern LED (light-emitting diode) lights can be adjusted 
according to color temperature. All you have to do is dial in 2000K to your key, fill and back lights, and 
you get the equivalent of the warm glow of candlelight without the fire hazard. 
Source, quality, direction and color are the four most important properties of light 
cinematographers must master to create great cinema. And once we understand these same properties, 
we can start to understand how cinematographers combine them to achieve an effective lighting style in 
any given scene, film or series. For example, by lowering or removing the key light and relying more on 
indirect, relatively hard fill and back lights, you create deep shadows and high contrast in a scene. As 
mentioned in Chapter Three, this is style of lighting is known as low-key lighting (because of the lack 
of a dominant key light, not because it’s laid back), used to evoke mystery and even terror. Check out 
this short video essay on one of the greatest living cinematographers, Roger Deakins, and how he 
approaches lighting style in his work: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1XzOqWs3XUI.   
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The Lens 
Another powerful tool a cinematographer has to work with is, of course, the camera. And there is a lot 
that goes into how that particular apparatus works and the nuances between different formats and 
manufacturers. But I want to focus on the one component that is interchangeable and allows for endless 
variety: the lens. No matter what camera a cinematographer chooses, it’s the lens that determines the 
clarity, framing, depth of field and exposure of the image. Just by changing the lens, without moving the 
camera at all, you can radically transform the look of a shot. 
The principle behind a camera lens is a pretty simple. A piece of curved glass (or several pieces 
depending on the lens), held in place on the front of the camera, focuses light through an adjustable 
aperture (a fancy word for “hole”) and onto light-sensitive material (film or a digital sensor). The 
aperture controls the amount of light entering the camera, and the glass “elements” control the sharpness 
of the image by moving closer or further away in tiny increments from the aperture. The overall distance 
between the sensor and the point at which the light passes through those glass elements is called the 
focal length and is measured in millimeters1. So, in a 50mm lens the distance between the sensor of the 
camera and the point where the light passes through the glass of the lens is 50 millimeters. 
Focal length determines both the angle of view and the magnification of the image. The shorter 
the focal length, the wider the angle of view and the smaller the magnification. The longer the focal 
length, the narrower the angle of view and the greater the magnification. Any lens below 35mm is 
generally considered a “wide-angle lens” because of its relatively short focal length. Any lens above 
70mm is considered a “telephoto lens” because it greatly magnifies the image. 
Lenses can be divided into two basic types based on how they treat focal length: zoom and 
prime. Zoom lenses allow you to adjust the focal length by sliding the glass elements closer to or further 
away from the sensor, thus greatly magnifying the image or widening the angle of view without 
swapping out the lens itself. Prime lenses have a fixed focal length. What you see is what you get. Now I 
know what you’re thinking. Why not just slap a zoom lens on there and choose your own focal length? 
But actually, cinematographers almost always use prime lenses when filming. For one thing, zoom 
lenses tend to have many more glass elements than primes and that can affect the quality of the image. 
But more importantly, prime lenses force the cinematographer to be more deliberate and intentional 
about the angle of view and magnification of a particular shot. Confused yet? Maybe this will help: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGujsKb2e10. Still confused? Here’s an explanation in just 23 
seconds: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbrwcevUcAg.    
Angle of view and magnification are important in terms of what’s visible in the frame, but just as 
important is what appears to be in sharp focus. Lenses also allow cinematographers to control the depth 
of the image by either isolating a subject as the only element we see clearly in a particular shot or 
allowing us to see everything in the background and foreground equally. This is called depth of field, 




1 Okay, so it’s a little more complicated than that. Technically, focal length is measured from the point 
where the light converges in the middle of the glass elements, known as the optical center, before it is 
refracted back out toward the aperture and sensor. Feel better? 




Note how the figure of the man lighting his cigarette is isolated from the background, focusing 
our attention on the spark from the lighter. This is an example of narrow depth of field. The range of 
distance in front of the camera in which subjects are in sharp focus is relatively small, creating less 
depth to the image. Now check out this image: 
 
Note that everything seems to be equally in focus, allowing us to pick out all of the details of the 
set design. This is an example of a wide depth of field or deep focus. But since cinematography is all 
about moving pictures, this is not necessarily a binary choice. A cinematographer can change the depth 
of field within a shot to shift our attention from one subject to another. This is called a rack focus or 
pull focus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tT_qv9ptauU. Now that you know what it is, you’ll see 
it all the time in film and tv. In fact, there’s usually one person on set whose only job is to manage those 
shifts in the depth of field within a shot. They’re called, appropriately enough, a focus puller. 
The zoom lens became so common and overused by the 1970s and 1980s that it gained the 
reputation of being a “lazy” filmmaking technique. But the 1950s gave us a rather unique effect that 
could only have been achieved using the technology of a zoom lens: the dolly zoom. This effect was 
developed by Hitchcock for his film Vertigo (1958). After fainting at a party, Hitchcock wanted to 
cinematically recreate the feeling of dizziness, which he could only describe as “vertigo”. After many 
experiments, his special effects team landed on a visual trick that combined a dolly track and a zoom 
lens. The dolly zoom, also called the Vertigo effect, pulls a camera away from an object as the camera 
lens zooms in on the object. The zoom changes the lens by which the object is captured – first it is a 
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wide-angle lens, then it becomes a telephoto lens. The dolly track out keeps the object occupying the 
same space of the frame as the zoom becomes a telephoto lens. By keeping the object generally in the 
same space on the screen but meanwhile changing the focal length, the environment around the object 
will appear to move while the object appears to stay static.  
In a dolly zoom that dollies away while zooming in, the environment will at first feel vast and 
elongated, but as the lens zooms in, the environment will become compressed and dense. The effect is 
environmental distortion that seems to be a representation of what the character is feeling internally. 
Dolly zooms are often used in times of critical peril: a psychological crisis, a sudden realization, or a 
feeling of powerlessness. They are used most famously in Vertigo and Jaws (Spielberg, 1975), but have 
become quite common in every genre and in every cinematic medium, including TV and commercials. 
What was once a unique solution using technological innovation has become a widely accepted and 
standardized metaphor. 
 
Framing the Shot 
Composition, the arrangement of people, objects and setting within the frame of an image, has already 
come up a few times in previous chapters. That’s because how a cinematographer composes the image, 
how they design each shot, is one of the most important elements in cinematic storytelling. How those 
people, objects and setting are arranged with in the border of the image can bring balance or imbalance, 
reveal or hide information, indicate power or weakness, all without a word of dialog, an edit or even a 
character on the screen. 
But before a cinematographer can start to think about how to properly compose a shot, they have 
one more decision to make: the shape of their frame. Okay, every frame (for now) is some variation on a 
rectangle. But the proportions of that rectangle will dictate how people, objects and setting are arranged 
within it. This is known as the aspect ratio, the width of the frame relative to its height. The current 
standard for motion pictures is 16:9, or 1.78:1, a rectangle that is almost twice as wide as it is tall. But in 
the early days of cinema, the standard was much closer to a square, 4:3, sometimes called the academy 
ratio. And sometimes filmmakers opt for a much wider frame, as wide as 2.35:1. That aspect ratio is a 
particular favorite of Quentin Tarantino. Whatever aspect ratio a filmmaker chooses will affect the 
choices they make regarding composition. Check out this quick comparison: 
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Once a filmmaker has chosen their aspect ratio, the most basic starting point for composition, 
one we all intuitively understand from our own experience snapping photos with our phones, is balance. 
Images that are well-balanced use the space within the frame to evenly distribute visual interest, creating 
a proportional, pleasing composition. (Unless that’s not what you’re going for, but we’ll get to that). 
One way to achieve that balance is the rule of thirds. The idea is to divide the frame into thirds 





By arranging the actors along the intersection of the grid lines, the composition feels well-
balanced and proportional. It has the added benefit of helping to tell the story, where the two characters 
share the screen as equals. Now take a look at another image from the same film: 
 
In this composition, the subjects are still evenly distributed within the frame, but the relative size 
difference between the characters indicates an unequal power dynamic. Again, helping to tell the story. 
The rule of thirds is all about balance and proportion in the composition, to bring a sense of symmetry to 
the image. Some filmmakers take this notion of symmetry in composition to the extreme. Check out this 
supercut of Wes Anderson’s apparent obsession with symmetry in his films: https://vimeo.com/89302848.  
This consistent use of balanced composition is one of the elements that makes a Wes Anderson film a 
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Wes Anderson film. That pattern in his framing is part of his signature mise-en-scéne. 
But just like three-point lighting, the rule of thirds is really just a starting point for understanding 
how composition can be used to help tell a cinematic story. Framing the shot is really about directing 
our attention, showing us where to look in the shot or scene, and ultimately how to feel about it. There 
are lots of ways to do this. Take a look at how Nicholas Winding Refn uses another way to divide up the 
frame, a quadrant approach, to direct our attention in a given shot or sequence: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsI8UES59TM.  Or how Japanese master filmmaker Akira 
Kurosawa combines framing and movement to constantly redefine relationships and motivations using 
simple geometry: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGc-K7giqKM. Sometimes a filmmaker will 
direct our attention by framing the subject within another frame in the composition. Check out how 
Wong Kar-Wai uses this technique in the stunning romance In the Mood for Love (2000): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=01E5otZCpqw.   
All of these examples demonstrate how filmmakers use framing to direct our attention and help 
tell the story. And as discussed in Chapter Two, these techniques contribute to our shared cinematic 
language, as filmmakers and viewers. Some of the more obvious ways filmmakers employ framing as 
form of communication is by using imagery we already intuitively understand from our everyday lives. 
Take, for example, the apparent proximity of the subject to the camera. As discussed in Chapter Two, a 
close-up creates a sense of intimacy with the subject, just like it would in real life if we stood within 
inches of another person (hopefully with their permission, because if not, that’s just creepy). If the 
subject appears far away, as in an extreme long shot, that communicates a sense of disconnection or 
emotional distance from the subject. In fact, directors and cinematographers have a convenient 
shorthand for how close or far way the subject should appear, a code for where to place the camera (or 
what focal length to use). A close up and extreme long shot are obvious enough. But there is also the 
extreme close-up, medium close-up, medium shot, medium long, long etc. Each term means 
something specific in terms of composition. A medium long shot, for example, will typically compose a 
character from the knees up. A medium shot will be from the waist up. Having a specific term for a 
specific composition saves time (and money) on the set during production. 
Another way filmmakers can communicate through composition using imagery we already 
intuitively understand is by adjusting the angle of view. If a cinematographer frames the shot below the 
eyeline of a character – so we are literally looking up to them – that character will feel dominant and 
powerful (low-angle shot). Frame the subject in profile and the character will feel a bit more 
mysterious, leaving us wanting to know more about them. 
A filmmaker can also “break” the rules of balance and proportion for a desired effect. For 
example, if a cinematographer intentionally creates an asymmetrical, unbalanced image, it will likewise 
make the viewer feel uneasy and off balance. Or they can compose the image so the main subject is 
isolated and small relative to the rest of the frame, creating what is known as negative space. This can 
help communicate a character’s isolation or powerlessness in a scene. 
Want more examples? Check out this video essay on how filmmakers use composition to tell a 
cinematic story: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CvLQJReDhic.  
 
Moving the Camera 
Much of the above discussion about composition is as true for still photography and painting as it 
is for cinematography. But what makes cinema special is, of course, movement, both in terms of how 
subjects move within the frame – also known as blocking – and how the frame itself moves through 
a scene. And while the blocking of actors in a scene is important, I want to focus on how a 
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cinematographer can move their camera within a single shot to reframe an image and potentially 
change the meaning of the scene. 
There are many ways a camera can move. Let’s take a look at some of the simplest, starting with 
pans and tilts. A tilt is simply moving the camera up or down from a fixed point, usually a tripod. A pan 
is simply rotating the camera from side to side, also from a fixed point. The effect is the same as if you 
simply turned your head from left to right, keeping your eyes straight ahead. But by moving the frame, 
the cinematographer is able to radically reorient our point of view while also creating a sense of 
anticipation as to what will be revealed. 
But if you want the camera to actually move through the space, not simply move left to right or 
up and down, there are a few options. You could just pick it up and move it. That’s called, 
appropriately enough, a handheld shot. But if you want that movement to be more subtle, or at 
least a lot smoother, you’ll want more precise control over how the camera moves. One way to 
achieve that is to put it on wheels. Sometimes those wheels are stuck on a track that grips have laid 
down for a particular shot, and sometimes they’re just well-oiled wheels that will go wherever the grip 
pushes them. Either way, this is called a dolly shot. Dolly shots come in all sort of flavors. 
You can dolly in or dolly out, that is, move toward or away from a stationary subject. Or you 
can set up a tracking shot that tracks along with a subject in motion (and may or may not be on actual 
tracks). You can also put the camera on a crane to achieve a really dramatic shift in the point of view, 
like this crane shot from High Noon (1952, Fred Zinneman, director): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Aqk4I4zmG8. Notice how effective this shift in perspective is in 
making the character seem isolated, small and powerless without even knowing the context or the rest of 
the story (it’s an amazing film and you should go watch it right now). 
If you want the freedom of physically carrying the camera around through a scene, but still 
want the smooth motion of a dolly, you can use a special rig called a Steadicam. Steadicam is actually 
a brand name for a camera stabilizer that has become a somewhat generic term (like Kleenex). The 
camera is strapped to the camera operator using a system of counterweights, gimbals and gyroscopes 
(it feels like I’m making those words up, but I’m not): 
 
 
Steadicam and operator (public domain image) 
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The result is incredibly smooth motion regardless of terrain. Here’s one of the most famous Steadicam 
shots in cinema history from Martin Scorsese’s Goodfellas (1990): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Sr-
vxVaY_M. Try following those two actors through all of that with a camera on wheels! 
Pans, tilts, dollies, cranes and Steadicams, regardless of how a filmmaker moves the camera, 
one question they must always answer first is: Why move the camera at all? That is, is the movement 
motivated? In the case of Scorsese’s Steadicam shot above, we’re following the main characters into a 
nightclub. Motivation enough to move with them. Or that crane shot from High Noon, the move 
reveals something important about the character. Again, solid motivation. But what happens when a 
camera move is unmotivated? If the camera moves simply because the filmmaker thinks it “looks 
cool”? (I’m looking at you Michael Bay). Most often, an unmotivated camera move that isn’t serving 
the story reminds the viewer they are watching a movie. The move becomes visible instead of 
invisible, and usually, that’s the last thing a filmmaker wants. All of this is supposed to be invisible, 
remember? 
But sometimes a filmmaker intentionally moves the camera without clear motivation to 
achieve a certain effect. For example, a tracking shot can move laterally through a scene with or 
without subjects in motion. Since there is no reason to move the camera, the movement can feel 
unmotivated and therefore more noticeable to the viewer. So why do it? Here’s a deep dive into how 
effective a lateral tracking shot can be: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pdSKot0psNg.    
Maybe the best example of a really effective but completely unmotivated camera movement is 
one of filmmaker Spike Lee’s signature camera moves: The Spike Lee Dolly. At least once every 
film, Spike Lee will put one or more characters on the same dolly as the camera and move them both 
through the scene. It’s disorienting and a little bizarre, but creates a fascinating image that can draw 
the viewer into the psychology of the character: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cu9-UymSApM.   
Well planned and thoughtful camera movement, usually the motivated kind, can not only help 
tell the story, it can also radically transform our relationship to the story. It doesn’t always have to be 
flashy. It could just be a subtle shift in perspective. A slight pan, or a minute push in on a dolly. But it 
can change everything: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2c3JZ6X3f8.  
 
The Long Take 
One of the last points I’d like to make regarding cinematography is how really great cinematographers 
can combine all of the above into one, continuous bravura shot that manages to move the story forward 
without a single edit. Don’t get me wrong, editing is important, and we’ll get to that next. But sometimes 
a filmmaker finds a way to move through a scene, choreographing the actors and the camera department 
in such a way that the story unfolds in one long, continuous take. And it can be breathtaking. 
In fact, the shot above from Goodfellas is a pretty good example. Notice how Scorsese moves the 
camera through several different settings without ever needing to cut away from the shot. But the most 
famous long take is probably Orson Welle’s opening shot from Touch of Evil (1958). Seriously, check 
this out: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EhmYY5ZMXOY. Imagine the planning required to 
choreograph that sequence. Everything had to work like clockwork (pun intended). And yet nothing was 
sacrificed in terms of cinematic storytelling. Welles is able to move in and out of close-ups, medium 
shots and long shots, overhead crane shots and smooth tracking shots, directing our attention, revealing 
information and creating suspense. All without a single cut. 
Now check out how filmmakers like Sam Mendes are still imitating that iconic shot in films like 
Spectre (2015): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbqv1kbsNUY. Sometimes these long takes are 
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much less noticeable. Take a look at how a filmmaker like Steven Spielberg, not necessarily known for 
bravura camera moves, still finds ways to use the occasional long take to serve the story: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8q4X2vDRfRk&t=49s.     
 
Special Effects 
The question of believability in cinema lies not only in the way that action in front of the camera is 
captured, but also in how the eye can be tricked into believing movie “magic”. Special effects have 
always been a part of film production, and many of the first special effects were created or inspired by 
theater magicians. Special effects in part work because they look believable, but some less authentic-
looking effects work simply because the film has created such an immersive story world that the viewer 
is put into a suspension of disbelief. 
Some classic special effects no longer look convincing to the contemporary viewer, but they are 
the basis for our more convincing visual effects of the digital age. Matte paintings, for example, which 
use paintings and, as we move into the digital age, 3D renderings of landscapes, are the predecessors of 
green screens. Rear projection, in which footage is projected onto a backdrop while the actor before it 
is filmed from the front, is the predecessor of travelling mattes and digital rotoscoping. The rear 
projection technique was used often for car shots to showcase characters conversing in the front seat 
while the environment flashes past them, and for high action sequences filmed in studio, like chases on 
foot, by boat, or even on horse-back. When the special effect is made on the film stock itself such as 
painting or drawing on the film stock, this is called an optical effect. Effects created on the set such as 
wind, rain, fire, gunshots, explosions, mechanical puppets, and miniature models are called mechanical 
effects or also practical effects. Given the advent of technology and the rise of visual effects created 
with computers, when we say “special effects” today, we are often referring to those mechanical or 
practical effects. For a great look at how special effects are created, watch this TED talk by filmmaker 
Rob Legato: https://www.ted.com/talks/rob_legato_the_art_of_creating_awe?language=en.   
Another common effect that has changed little since early cinema is slow motion and fast 
motion. With traditional film stock, the change in motion is achieved by adjusting the speed of image 
capture. With hand-crank cameras, the cameraman would over- crank the film stock in production so 
that when projected at a regular speed, the image would seem to move slowly. Similarly, for motion, the 
cameraman would undercrank the film stock so that the projection would appear to move quickly. Silent 
cinema often looks undercranked to us now because our projection standards have changed. In silent 
cinema, film stock was captured and projected at 16 frames per second (fps) but since the advent of 
sound cinema, the standards have adjusted to 24 fps. So, when projecting a 16 fps film at 24 fps, the film 
will appear to be in slightly fast motion. 
Slow motion has often been used to evoke despair, isolation, or inner turmoil. French 
Impressionist cinema of the 1920s famously used slow motion to explore characters’ inner emotions and 
psychology. More contemporary films, like Casino (Scorsese, 1995) and Chungking Express (Wong, 
1994), continue to use slow motion to express inner feelings: an isolating emotion, a hazy memory, a 
thought process, or the effect of alcohol or drugs. Slow motion can also give a “cool” factor to a 
character by extending their movement or to an action otherwise unseen by the human eye. Films like 
Reservoir Dogs (Tarantino, 1992) and The Usual Suspects (Singer, 1995) use this effect to show power 
in characters’ gait. Films like The Hurt Locker (Bigelow, 2008) and Drive (Refn, 2011) use this effect to 
expand time in order to appreciate the small moments captured on film. 
Fast motion was classically used to show the supernatural, as in Nosferatu (Murnau, 1922), or to 
show inhuman action, like a brutal murder. Lately, action films have combined the slow motion effect 
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with fast motion to create a ramping effect. Films like 300 (Snyder, 2007) and Sherlock Holmes 
(Ritchie, 2009) use ramping to put focus on a character’s isolated movements and their mode of thinking 
through this movement. By suggesting that only this character would be able to think and act so quickly, 
ramping suggest supernatural abilities along with a “cool” factor. Though special effects like ramping 
are not meant to look realistic, in that we cannot see ramping in the real world with our own eyes, these 
effects feel realistic because they exist within an immersive story world that has become believable to 
the audience. Objectivity in cinema does not always align with realism. It is entirely possible for an 
impossible fantasy space to be realistic. And it is entirely possible for a realistic scenario to be filmed in 
a way that could not be seen with our own eyes. The camera eye is a subjective point of view even when 
it is not positioned in a point of view shot. Through cinematography decisions, like camera placement, 
movement, lenses, color, and special effects, we are displaced from our theater seats and moved into the 
story world, gazing through a particular vision of this world. This kind of suspension of disbelief allows 
us to engage with a historical biopic like Ali (Mann, 2001) through just as much imaginative movie 
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• Wolf Children (2012) – The Lateral Tracking Shot by Every Frame a Painting. Standard YouTube License. 
• Spike Lee – The Dolly Shot by Richard Cruz. Standard YouTube License. 
• 5 Brilliant Moments of Camera Movement by CineFix. Standard YouTube License. 
• Touch of Evil (1958) — The Opening Sequence (Welles’ original) by Fix Me A Scene. Standard YouTube License. 
• Spectre- Opening Tracking Shot in 1080p by Movie Maker. Standard YouTube License. 
• The Spielberg   Oner   by   Every   Frame   a   Painting. Standard YouTube License. 




They say a film is made three times. The first is by the screenwriter. The second by the director and 
crew. And the third is by the editor in post-production. I don’t know who “they” are, but I think 
they’re onto something.  
When the screenwriter hands the script off to the director, it is no longer a literary document, it’s 
a blueprint for a much larger, more complex creation. The production process is essentially an act of 
translation, taking all of those words on the page and turning them into shots, scenes and sequences. And 
at the end of that process, the director hands off a mountain of film and/ or data, hours of images, to the 
editor for them to sift through, select, arrange and assemble into a coherent story. That too is, essentially, 
an act of translation. 
The amount of film or data can vary. During the Golden Age of Hollywood last century, most 
feature films shot about 10 times more film than they needed, otherwise known as a shooting ratio of 
10:1. That includes all of the re-takes, spoiled shots, multiple angles on the same scene, subtle variations 
in performance for each shot, and even whole scenes that will never end up in the finished film. And the 
editors had to look at all of it, sorting through 10 hours of footage for every hour of film in the final cut1. 
They didn’t know it then, but they were lucky. 
With the rise of digital cinema, that ratio has exploded. Today, it is relatively common for a film 
to have 50 or 100 times more footage than will appear in the final cut. The filmmakers behind Deadpool 
(2016), for example, shot 555 hours of raw footage for a final film of just 108 minutes. That’s a shooting 
ratio of 308:1. It would take 40 hours a week for 14 weeks just to watch all of the raw footage, much 
less select and arrange it all into an edited film!2 
So, one of the primary roles of the editor is to simply manage this tidal wave of moving images 
in post-production. But they do much more than that. And their work is rarely limited to just post-
production. Many editors are involved in pre-production, helping to plan the shots with the end product 
in mind, and many more are on set during production to ensure the director and crew are getting all of 
the footage they need to knit the story together visually. 
But, of course, it’s in the edit room, after all the cameras have stopped rolling, that editors begin 
their true work. And yes, that work involves selecting what shots to use and how to use them, but more 
importantly, editing is where the grammar and syntax of cinematic language really come together. Just 
as linguistic meaning is built up from a set sequence of words, phrases and sentences, cinematic 
meaning is built up from a sequence of shots and scenes. A word (or a shot) in isolation may have a 
certain semantic content, but it is the juxtaposition of that word (or shot) in a sentence (or scene) that 
gives it its full power to communicate. As such, editing is fundamental to how cinema communicates 
with an audience. And just as it is with any other language, much of its power comes from the fact that 
we rarely notice how it works, the mechanism is second nature, intuitive, invisible. 
But before we get to the nuts of bolts of how editors put together cinema, let’s look at how the 
art of editing has evolved over the past century. To do that, we have to go back to the beginning. And we 
 
1 Footage is a common way to refer to the recorded moving image, whether it’s on celluloid film or digital media. The 
term comes from the fact that physical film was measured in feet, with a standard reel of 35mm film measuring 1000 
feet (or about 11 minutes at 24 frames per second). The technology has changed, but the terminology has stuck. 
2 https://vashivisuals.com/shooting-ratios-of-feature-films/ 
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have to go to Russia. 
 
Soviet Montage and the Kuleshov Effect 
As you may recall, the earliest motion pictures were often single-take actualités, unedited views of a 
man sneezing, workers leaving a factory or a train pulling into a station. It took a few years before 
filmmakers understood the storytelling power of the medium, before they realized there was such a thing 
as cinematic language. Filmmakers like Georges Melies seemed to catch on quickly, not only using 
mise-en-scène and in-camera special effects, but also employing the edit, the joining together of discrete 
shots in a sequence to tell a story. But it was the Russians, in this early period, that focused specifically 
on editing as the essence of cinema. And one Russian in particular, Lev Kuleshov. 
Lev Kuleshov was an art school dropout living in Moscow when he directed his first film in 
1917. He was only 18 years old. By the time he was 20, he had helped found one of the first film schools 
in the world in Moscow. And he was keenly interested in film theory, more specifically, film editing and 
how it worked on an audience. He had a hunch that the power of cinema was not found in any one shot, 
but in the juxtaposition of shots. So, he performed an experiment. He cut together a short film and 
showed it to audiences in 1918. Here’s the film: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Um-ybncJ4eo.    
After viewing the film, the audience raved about the actor and his performance (he was a very 
famous actor at the time in Russia). They praised the subtly with which he expressed his aching hunger 
upon viewing the soup, and the mournful sadness upon seeing the child in a coffin, and the longing 
desire upon seeing the scantily clad woman. The only problem? It was the exact same shot of the actor 
every time! The audience was projecting their own emotion and meaning onto the actor’s expression 
because of the juxtaposition of the other images. This phenomenon – how we derive more meaning from 
the juxtaposition of two shots than from any single shot in isolation – became known as The Kuleshov 
Effect. 
Other Russian filmmakers took up this fascination with how editing works on an audience, both 
emotionally and psychologically, and developed an approach to filmmaking known as the Soviet 
Montage Movement. Montage is simply the French term for “assembly” or “editing” (even the 
Russians had to borrow words from the French!), but Russian filmmakers of the 1920s were pushing the 
boundaries of what was possible, testing the limits of the Kuleshov Effect. And in the process, they were 
accelerating the evolution of cinematic language, bringing a sophisticated complexity to how cinema 
communicates meaning. 
The most famous of these early proponents of the Soviet Montage Movement was Sergei 
Eisenstein. Once a student of Kuleshov’s (though actually a year older), Eisenstein would become one 
of the most prolific members of the movement. Perhaps his most well- known film, Battleship Potemkin 
(1925), contains a sequence that has become one of the most famous examples of Soviet montage, and 
frankly, one of the most famous sequences in cinema period. It’s known as The Odessa Steps 
Sequence. You may remember it from Chapter One. Let’s take another look: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ps-v-kZzfec&t=1s. One thing you might notice about that sequence: 
It doesn’t make a whole lot of sense, at least in terms of a logical narrative. But Eisenstein was more 
interested in creating an emotional effect. And he does it by juxtaposing images of violence with images 
of innocence, repeating images and shots, lingering on some images, and flashing on others. He wants 
you to feel the terror of those peasants being massacred by the troops, even if you don’t completely 
understand the geography or linear sequence of events. That’s the power of the montage as Eisenstein 
used it: A collage of moving images designed to create an emotional effect rather than a logical narrative 
sequence. 
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Editing Space and Time 
In the hundred or so years since Kuleshov and Eisenstein, we’ve learned a lot about how editing works, 
both as filmmakers and as audience members. In fact, we know it so well we hardly have to give it much 
thought. We’ve fully accepted the idea that cinema uses editing to not only manipulate our emotions 
through techniques like the Kuleshov Effect, but also to manipulate space and time itself. When a film 
or TV episode cuts from one location to another, we rarely wonder whether the characters on screen 
teleported or otherwise broke the laws of physics (unless of course it’s a film about wizards). We 
intuitively understand that edits allow the camera – and by implication the viewer – to jump across space 
and across time to keep the story moving at a steady clip. 
The most obvious example of this is the ellipsis, an edit that slices out time or events we don’t 
need to see to follow the story. Imagine a scene where a car pulls up in front of a house, then cuts to a 
woman at the door ringing the doorbell. We don’t need to spend the screen time watching her shut off 
the car, climb out, shut and lock the door, and walk all the way up to the house. The cut is an ellipsis, 
and none of us will wonder if she somehow teleported from her car to the front door (unless, again, she’s 
a wizard). And if you think about it for a moment, you’ll realize ellipses are crucial to telling a story 
cinematically. If we had to show every moment in every character’s experience, films would take years 
or even decades to make much less watch! 
Other ways cinema manipulates time include sequences like flashbacks and flashforwards. 
Filmmakers use these when they want to show events from a character’s past, or foreshadow what’s 
coming in the future. They’re also a great indicator of how far cinematic language has evolved over 
time. Back in the Golden Age of Hollywood, when editors were first experimenting with techniques like 
flashbacks, they needed ways to signal to the audience, “Hey, we’re about to go back in time!” They 
would employ music – usually harp music (I’m not sure why, but it was a thing) – and visual cues like 
blurred focus or warped images to indicate a flashback. As audiences became more fluent in this new 
addition to cinematic language, they didn’t need the visual cues anymore. Today, movies often move 
backwards and forwards in time, trusting the audience to “read” the scene in its proper context without 
any prompts. Think of films like Quentin Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction (1994) which plays with time 
throughout, re-arranging the sequence of events in the plot for dramatic effect and forcing the viewer to 
keep up. Or a more recent film like Greta Gerwig’s adaptation of Little Women (2019) which also moves 
backwards and forwards in time, hinting at the shift through mise-en-scène and subtle changes in 
performance. 
Another, much more subtle way editing manipulates time is in the overall rhythm of the 
cinematic experience. And no, I don’t mean the music. Though that can help. I mean the pace of the 
finished film, how the edits speed up or slow down to serve the story, producing a kind of rhythm to the 
edit. Take the work of Kelly Reichardt for example. As both director and editor on almost all of her 
films, she creates a specific rhythm that echoes the time and space of her characters: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avlWhOxnlMU.    
Sometimes an editor lets each shot play out, giving plenty of space between the cuts, creating a 
slow, even rhythm to a scene. Or they might cut from image to image quickly, letting each flash across 
the screen for mere moments, creating a fast-paced, edge-of-your seat rhythm. In either case, the editor 
has to consider how long do we need to see each shot. In fact, there’s a scientific term for how long it 
takes us to register visual information: the content curve. A relatively simple shot of a child’s smile 
might have a very short content curve. A more complex shot with multiple planes of view and maybe 
even text to read would have a much longer content curve. Editing is all about balancing the content 
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curve with the needs of the story and intent of the director for the overall rhythm of each scene and the 
finished film as a whole. 
This is why editing is much more than simply assembling the shots. It is an art that requires an 
intuitive sense of how a scene, sequence and finished film should move, how it should feel. In fact, most 
editors describe their process as both technical and intuitive, requiring thinking and feeling: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Q3eITC01Fg.    
  
Continuity Editing 
Maybe it’s obvious, but if editing is where the grammar and syntax of cinematic language come 
together, then the whole point is to make whatever we see on screen make as much sense as possible. 
Just like a writer wants to draw the reader into the story, not remind them they’re reading a book, an 
editor’s job, first and foremost, is to draw the viewer into the cinematic experience, not remind them 
they’re watching a movie. (Unless that’s exactly what the filmmaker wants to do, but more on that later.) 
The last thing most editors want to do is draw attention to the editing itself. We call this approach to 
editing continuity editing, or more to the point, invisible editing. 
The goal of continuity editing is to create a continuous flow of images and sound, a linear, 
logical progression, shot to shot and scene to scene, constantly orienting the viewer in space and time 
and carrying them through the narrative. All without ever making any of that obvious or obtrusive. It 
involves a number of different techniques, from cutting-on-action to match cuts and transitions, 
and from maintaining screen direction to the master shot and coverage technique and the 180 
degree rule. Let’s take a look at these and other tricks editors use to hide their handiwork. 
 
Cutting on Action 
The first problem an editor faces is how and when to cut from one shot to the next without disorienting 
the viewer or breaking continuity, that is, the continuous flow of the narrative. Back in Chapter Two, I 
discussed one of the most common techniques is to “hide” the cut in the middle of some on-screen 
action. Called, appropriately enough, cutting-on-action, the trick is to end one shot in the middle of an 
action – a character sitting down in a chair or climbing into a car – and start the next in the middle of the 
same action. Our eyes are drawn to the action on screen and not the cut itself. The edit disappears as we 
track the movement of the character. And now that you know what to look for, you’ll see this technique 
used in just about every film or tv show, over and over, all the time. Here’s a tutorial with some 
examples: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5PzQYwN5eNw.  
 
Match Cuts 
Cutting-on-action is arguably the most common continuity editing trick, but there are plenty of other 
cuts that use the technique of matching some visual element between two contiguous shots, also known 
as a match cut. There are eyeline match cuts that cut from a shot of a character looking off camera to a 
shot of whatever it is they are looking at, graphic match cuts that cut between two images that look 
similar (the barrel of a gun to James Bond in an underground tunnel, for example), and even subject 
match cuts that cut between two similar ideas or concepts (a flame from a matchstick to the sun rising 
over the desert in David Lean’s Lawrence of Arabia (1962). 
Almost all of these examples rely on a hard cut from one shot to the next, but sometimes an 
editor simply can’t hide the edit with some matching action, image or idea. Instead, they have to 
transition the viewer from one shot to the next, or one scene to the next, in the most organic, unobtrusive 
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way possible. We call these, well, transitions. As discussed in Chapter Two, you can think of these as 
conjunctions in grammar, words meant to connect ideas seamlessly. The more obvious examples, like 
fade-ins and fade-outs or long dissolves, are drawn from our own experience. A slow fade-out, where 
the screen drifts into blackness, reflects our experience of falling asleep, drifting out of consciousness. 
And dissolves, where one shot blends into the next, reflect how one moment bleeds into and overlaps 
with another in our memory. But some transitions, like wipes and iris outs, are peculiar to motion 
pictures and have no relation to how we normally see the world. Sure, they might “call attention to 
themselves,” but somehow they still do the trick, moving the viewer from one shot or scene to the next 
without distracting from the story itself. 
Wondering what some of these match cuts and transitions look like? Check out several examples 
of each (along with some not-so-invisible edits like jump cuts) here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAH0MoAv2CI.   
 
Screen Direction 
Maintaining consistent screen direction is another technique editors use to keep us focused on the story 
and keep their work invisible. Take a look at this scene from Casablanca: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RbDv7XXrPqE. We are entering the main setting for the film, a 
crowded, somewhat chaotic tavern in Morocco. Notice how the camera moves consistently from right to 
left, and that the blocking of the actors (that is, how they move in the frame) is also predominantly from 
right to left, until we settle on the piano player, Sam. The flow of images introduces the tavern as if the 
viewer were entering as a patron for the first time. This consistent screen direction helps establish the 
geography of the scene, orienting the viewer to the physical space. An editor concerned about continuity 
never wants the audience to ask “Where are we?” or “What’s going on?” And obviously, this isn’t 
something an editor can do after the fact all by themselves. It requires a plan from the beginning, with 
the director, the cinematographer, the production designer and the editor all working together to ensure 
they have the moving images they need to execute the scene. 
Some filmmakers can take this commitment to consistent screen direction to the extreme to serve 
the narrative and emphasize a theme. Check out this analysis of Bong Joon-ho’s Snowpiercer (2013): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X05TDsoSg2Y&t=105s.  
 
Master Shot and Coverage 
Consistent screen direction is an important part of how continuity editing ensures the audience is always 
aware of where everyone is located in relation to the setting and each other. Another common technique 
to achieve the same goal is to approach each scene with a master shot and coverage. 
The idea is fairly simply. On set during production, the filmmaker films a scene from one, wide 
master shot that includes all of the actors and action in one frame from start to finish. Then, they film 
coverage, that is, they “cover” that same scene from multiple angles, isolating characters, moving in 
closer, and almost always filming the entire scene again from start to finish with each new set-up. When 
they’re done, they have filmed the entire scene many, many times from many different perspectives.  
And that’s where the editor comes in. It’s the editor’s job to build the scene from that raw 
material, usually starting with the master shot to establish the geography of the scene, then cutting to the 
coverage as the scene plays out, using the best takes and angles to express the thematic intent. They can 
stay on each character for their lines of dialogue, or cut to another character for a reaction. They can also 
cut back to the master shot whenever they choose to re-establish the geography or re-set the tone of the 
scene. But maybe most importantly, by having so many options, the editor can cut around poor 
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performances or condense the scene by dropping lines of dialogue between edits. Done well, the viewer 
is drawn into the interaction of the characters, never stopping to ask where they are or who is talking to 
whom, and hopefully never even noticing a cut. 
Let’s take a look at a scene from Damien Chazelle’s Whiplash (2014), shot and edited in the 
classic master shot and coverage technique: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ywqo9IiGBE. The 
scene opens with a master shot. We see both characters, Andrew and Nicole, in the same frame, sitting 
at a table in a café. The next shot is from the coverage, over Nicole’s shoulder, on Andrew as he reacts 
to her first line of dialogue. Then on Nicole, over Andrew’s shoulder as she reacts to his line. The editor, 
Tom Cross, moves back and forth between these two shots until Andrew asks a question tied to the 
film’s main theme, “What do you do?” Then he switches to close-up coverage of the two characters. 
Tension builds, until there is a subtle clash between them, a moment of conflict. And what does the 
editor do? He cuts back to the master shot, resetting the scene emotionally and reorienting the viewer to 
the space. The two characters begin to reconnect, and the editor returns to the coverage, again shifting to 
close-ups until the two find a point of connection (symbolized by an insert shot of their shoes gently 
touching). The rhythm of this scene is built from the raw materials, the master shot and the coverage, 
that the editor has to work with. But more than just presenting the scene as written, the editor has the 
power to emphasize the storytelling by when to cut and what shots to use. 
The master shot and coverage technique gives the editor an incredible amount of freedom to 
shape a scene, but there is one thing they can’t do. A rule they must follow. And I don’t mean one of 
those artistic rules that are meant to be broken. Break this rule, and it will break the continuity of any 
scene. It’s called the 180-degree rule and it’s related to the master shot and coverage technique. 
Basically, the 180-degree rule defines an axis of action, an imaginary line that runs through the 
characters in a scene, that the camera cannot cross: 
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Once the master shot establishes which side of the action the camera will capture, the coverage 
must stay on that side throughout the scene. The camera can rotate 180 degrees around its subject, but if 
it crosses that imaginary line and inches past 180 degrees, the subjects in the frame will reverse positions 
and will no longer be looking at each other from shot to shot. Take a look at that scene from Whiplash 
again. Notice how the master shot establishes the camera on Andrew’s left and Nicole’s right. Every 
subsequent angle of coverage stays on that side of the table, Andrew always looking right to left, and 
Nicole always looking left to right. If the camera were to jump the line, Andrew would appear to be 
looking in the opposite direction, confusing the viewer and breaking continuity. 
Now, I know I just wrote that this is not one of those artistic rules that was meant to be broken. 
But the fact is, editors can break the rule if they actually want to disorient the viewer, to put them into 
the psychology of a character or scene. Or if they need to jump the line to keep the narrative going, they 
can use a new master shot to reorient the axis of action. 
 
Parallel Editing 
All of these techniques, cutting-on-action, match cuts, transitions, consistent screen direction and the 
master shot and coverage technique are all ways that editors can keep their craft invisible and maintain 
continuity. But what does an editor do when there is more than one narrative playing out at the same 
time? How do you show both and maintain continuity? One solution is to use cross-cutting, cutting 
back and forth between two or more narratives, also known as parallel editing. 
  Parallel editing has actually been around for quite some time. Perhaps one of the most famous 
early examples is from D. W. Griffith’s Way Down East (1920). Kuleshov had already demonstrated the 
power of juxtaposing shots to create an emotional effect. But Griffith, among others, showed that you 
could also create a sense of thrilling anxiety by juxtaposing two or more lines of action, cross- cutting 
from one to another in a rhythmic pattern. In a climactic scene from the film, a man races to save a 
woman adrift on a frozen river and heading straight for a dangerous waterfall. To establish these lines of 
action and to increase our own sense of dread and anxiety, the editor cuts from the man to the woman to 
the waterfall in a regular, rhythmic pattern, cross-cutting between them to constantly remind the 
audience of the impending doom as we cheer on our hero until the lines of action finally converge. 
Here’s the scene: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBl1UxwEpHI. By cross-cutting in a regular 
pattern – man, woman, man, waterfall, woman, man, woman, waterfall – the audience is not only drawn 
into the action, they are also no longer paying attention to the editing itself, thus maintaining continuity. 
This technique has become so common, so integral to our shared cinematic language, that editors 
can use our fluency against us, subverting expectations by playing with the form. Check out this (rather 
disturbing) clip from Jonathan Demme’s The Silence of the Lambs (1991): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ts1x6uADFtM. The scene uses the same parallel editing technique 
as Way Down East, using cross-cutting to increase our anxiety as two lines of action converge. But in 
this case, the editor subverts our expectations by revealing there were actually three lines of action, not 
two. But the trick only works if parallel action is already part of our cinematic language. 
A connected technique is referred to as intercutting. Unlike cross-cutting, though, in 
intercutting, cuts are inserted into a scene to disrupt the narrative. This could be a flashback, flash-
forward, seeing the character’s thoughts, etc. To be fair, there is some dispute about this definition. You 
will also see intercutting used to refer to parallel editing. As long as you remember what parallel editing 
is, you’ll be fine for the purpose of this introductory class on film.  
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Shot/Reverse Shot  
Perhaps one of the most common types of editing cuts is the shot/reverse shot. It is used when 
characters are having a conversation to cut between the two characters as they are talking to each other. 
Tony (Every Frame a Painting) explores how the Coen brothers use that technique is this tutorial: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5UE3jz_O_EM&t=78s. Once you’ve learned what it is, you’ll 
notice it all the time when watching films and television.  
 
Split Screen 
Another editing technique is splitting the screen into two or more parts (remember back in Chapter One 
when we discussed how Lois Weber did this in her short film, Suspense, in 1913) to show action 
happening simultaneously in multiple locations. Of course, this is used in television, too. Indeed, during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, I noticed an increasing use of the split screen. For example, as talk shows 
used split screen to show conversations between the hosts and guests who were both on Zoom for the 
interviews. My favorite use of split screen, though, comes from the 1959 film, Indiscreet, starring Cary 
Grant and Ingrid Bergman. The director, the late great Stanley Donen, wanted to shoot a scene with the 
two unmarried characters in bed together, but the censors wouldn’t allow it.3 So he shot the scene in split 
screen with each character lying in their own bed, talking on the phone to each other. You can see the 
scene here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbOKuP5CNXk&t=68s.  
 
Montage Sequence  
Let’s say a filmmaker wants to explain a longer period of time in the film, but do it in just a few 
minutes. For example, Rocky training for his upcoming boxing match in any of the Rocky films, Carl 
and Ellie’s relationship in Pixar’s Up, or the two week’s of Ben’s affair with Mrs. Robinson in The 
Graduate (1967). One option – that was used in each of those examples – is a montage sequence (not to 
be confused with the idea of montage editing as was previously discussed, although there is certainly 
overlap). In a montage sequence, a longer period of time is condensed into a much shorter period of 
time. You can see The Graduate montage here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2adl_GGhHxo. You 
can see the Up montage here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyYG0GGvErE. And one from 
Rocky: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YYmfM2TfUA.  
 
Discontinuity Editing 
Continuity, or “invisible” editing is all about hiding the techniques of filmmaking, allowing an audience 
to be carried away by the cinematic experience and never reminding them they are watching a motion 
picture. But what if that’s exactly what you want to do? What if you want to break the usual continuity 
of cinema? Maybe you want to dramatize the fractured mind of a character. Or maybe you want to 
comment on the act of watching a film itself. There may be any number of reasons an editor might break 
the rules outlined above. And the really talented ones know how to do it on purpose and to great effect. 
In some ways, this brings us back full circle to Soviet montage editing. Eisenstein was more 
interested in creating an emotional effect than creating a linear narrative. Take another look at his edit of 
the Odessa Steps Sequence above. In it, he knits together a series of discontinuous shots that do very 
little to establish geography or the spatial relationships of characters in the scene. In fact, we may be 
constantly asking the questions “Where are we?” and “What’s going on?” But for Eisenstein, that was 
 
3 http://www.allgoodfound.com/2014/11/the-split-screen-scene-in-indiscreet-1958.html  
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precisely the point. He wants you to feel disoriented. 
One of the most common discontinuity tricks is the jump cut, a cut between two shots of the 
same subject with little or no variation in framing. In some cases, the jump cut is used for comedic effect 
to show the passage of time. But it can also be used to dramatize a chaotic or disoriented situation or 
state of mind. For example, check out this clip from Jean Luc Godard’s Breathless (1960), especially the 
last 30 seconds or so: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rsKkFIsus1I&t=120s. As the main character is 
cornered by the police, Godard uses jump cuts and reverse screen direction to deliberately confuse and 
disorient the viewer, putting them in the character’s state of mind. Godard, part of the French New Wave 
of filmmakers in the 1960s and 1970s, would become known for his consistent use of discontinuity 
editing in his films. 
A more modern example of discontinuity editing, and my personal favorite, is Steven 
Soderbergh’s The Limey (1999). The film follows a British ex-con as he visits Los Angeles in search of 
his daughter’s killer. A pretty straight-forward thriller. But Soderbergh is not terribly interested in a 
straight-forward thriller. Instead, he tells the story through the main character’s fractured memory. And 
his editor, Sarah Flack, uses discontinuity editing to dramatize that narrative idea. But don’t take my 
word for it. Check out this video essay that covers just about everything I love about Flack’s editing in 
Soderbergh’s film: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uxeqt6dIziQ. Ultimately, Flack’s editing 
choices in The Limey, despite the disorientation and discontinuity, serve the thematic intent of the film. 
And that’s the editor’s job. To piece together the shots, scenes and sequences into a coherent – if not 
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Just listen for a moment. What do you hear? Maybe you’re in a coffeeshop, surrounded by the bustle of 
other customers, the busywork of baristas, the sound of the city just outside. Maybe you’re in your 
room, a dog barking in the distance outside, cars passing, music playing in the background, maybe even 
the television. Maybe you’re alone in the library. It’s quiet. But is it really? Distant footsteps among the 
stacks. The hum of the air conditioning… 
Unless you’re reading this in a sensory deprivation chamber, you are surrounded by sound. The 
soundscape around us shapes our understanding of the world, becoming its own meaningful context for 
every other sense perception. Most of the time, it barely registers, we don’t attend to it unless we are 
listening for something in particular. But take it away and we feel lost, vulnerable, disoriented. 
Not surprisingly, sound provides an equally meaningful context for cinema. Or at least, it 
shouldn’t be surprising. But then again, it wasn’t until 1927 that Sam Warner figured out how to marry 
sound and image in The Jazz Singer, the first film with synchronized dialogue. Before that, no one much 
cared that cinema was a purely visual medium. And as Sam toiled away at the new technology, most of 
the other movie moguls in Hollywood assumed it was a passing fad. That no one really wanted to hear 
the actors talking. Filmmaker IQ has a great discussion of the history of sound here, if you’re interested 
in learning more: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot5IryUt9SM&t=30s.  
In the century or so since they were all proven wrong, sound has become co-expressive with 
cinematography, that is, it shapes how we see what’s on screen, just as the images we see influence how 
we perceive the sounds. Just listen to how French filmmaker Agnès Varda has used sound and image 
together over the last half century: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-En99_TTCpw.   
And like cinematography, sound recording and reproduction has increased in sophistication and 
technical complexity, developing its own important contribution to cinematic language along the way. 
So much so that when we talk about the use of sound in cinema we talk about it in terms of sound 
design, a detailed plan for the immersive effects of a motion picture’s soundscape that begins in pre-
production before a single frame is shot and extends to the very end of post-production, often the final 
element in the entire process. 
 
Sound Recording 
Before we get to how that soundscape is shaped in the post-production process, let’s look at how (and 
what) sound is recorded during production. The production sound department is made up of several 
specialists dedicated to recording clean sound on set as the camera rolls. They include the on-set 
location sound recordist or location sound mixer, who oversees the recording of on-set sound and 
mixes the various sources in real- time during production, boom operators, who hold microphones on 
long poles to pick up dialogue as close to actors as possible without being seen on camera (it helps if 
they are very tall, and relatively strong, those poles get heavy after a while), and assistant sound 
technicians, responsible for organizing the equipment and generally assisting the sound mixer. 
And just like the camera department, the sound department has their own set of specialized 
equipment to make their work possible. Obviously, there are microphones involved. But sound 
recordists can be as particular about their microphones, what brand, type and technology, as 
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cinematographers are about their cameras. Microphones can be omni-directional or directional, cardioid 
or super-cardioid, mono or stereo, and each one will pick up sounds in a distinctly different way. You 
can use a shotgun mic on a boom pole to target a sound source from a reasonable distance with a 
shielded cable. Or you can use a tiny lavalier mic taped to the collar of an actor that sends an audio 
signal wirelessly to the recorder. Or you can use all of the above in an endless number of configurations 
all feeding into the same field mixer for the recordist to monitor and record. 
Now you may be wondering, isn’t there a microphone right there on the camera? Why not just 
use that and save all that headache? First of all, if you asked that out loud, every sound recordist in the 
universe just collectively screamed in agony. Second, the reason they’re all so upset is that cameras are 
designed to record an image, not sound. And while they may have a relatively cheap omni-directional 
microphone built-in, or even inputs for higher-quality microphones, nothing can replace the trained ears 
of a location sound mixer precisely controlling the various streams of audio into equipment designed to 
do just that. Which is why, even now, most cinema uses dual-system recording, that is, recording 
sound separate from image during production. 
Dual-system recording allows for a more precise control over the location sound, but it also 
comes with its own problem: synchronization. If the sound is recorded separately from the image, how 
do you sync them up when you’re ready to edit? Glad you asked. Ever seen one of these: 
 
 
The Slate. Traditional Wooden Slate. Public Domain Image. 
 
We have lots of names for it, clapper, sticks, sound marker, but the most common is slate, based 
on the fact that in the early days it was made out of slate, the same stuff they use to make chalkboards. It 
serves two purposes. The first is to visually mark the beginning of each take with the key details of the 
production as well as the scene, shot, and take number. This comes in handy for the editor as they are 
combing through all of the footage in post-production. The second is to set a mark for sound 
synchronization. A crew member, usually the second camera assistant, holds the slate in front of the 
camera and near a microphone and verbally counts off the scene, shot and take number, then SLAPS the 
slate closed. In post-production, the editors, usually an assistant editor (cause let’s face it, this is tedious 
work), can line up the exact frame where the slate closes with the exact moment the SLAP is recorded 
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on the microphone. After that, the rest of the shot is synchronized. 
In fact, this whole process, repeated for every take during production, is a kind of call-and-
response ritual: 
 
1st Assistant Director: “Quiet on the set! Roll camera!” Cinematographer: “Rolling!” 
1st AD: “Roll sound!” 
Sound mixer: “Sound speed!” 
2nd Assistant Camera: “Scene 1 Apple Take 1” SLAP! Cinematographer: “Hold for focus. 
Camera set!” Director: “And… ACTION!” 
 
Every. Single. Time. And note that the 2nd AC mentions the scene number, 1, the shot, Apple 
(for shot “A” of scene 1), and the take number, 1. But wait… sound speed? That’s another of those little 
anachronisms of cinema. For much of cinema sound history, sound was recorded onto magnetic tape on 
a clunky reel-to-reel recorder. It would take a moment for the recorder to get up to “speed” once the 
recordist hit record, so everyone would have to wait until they called out “sound speed!” We use digital 
recording these days with no lag time at all, but the ritual never changed. Sometimes, 2nd ACs can have 
a lot of fun with this little ritual. Check out Geraldine Brezca’s spin on the tradition throughout Quentin 
Tarantino’s Inglorious Basterds (2009): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ul04AA3R4d0.   
Now that we have a sense of how things get recorded on set during production, we should 
probably cover what gets recorded. The answer: not much. Or at least a lot less than you might think. In 
fact, the focus of on-set recording is really just clean dialogue. That’s it. Everything else, background 
sounds, birds chirping, music on a radio, even footsteps, are almost always recorded after production. 
The main job of location sound recordists is to isolate dialogue and shut out every other sound. Why? 
Because sound editors, the folks who take over from the recordists during post-production, want to 
control everything. Remember how nothing is on screen by accident? The same goes for sound. Clean 
dialogue has to match the performance we see on screen, but everything else can be shaped to serve the 
story by layering in one sound at a time. There is one exception. Another little ritual everyone gets used 
to on a set. At the end of a scene, when all of the shots are done, the location sound recordist will 
whisper to the 1st AD, and the 1st AD will call out: “Hold for room tone!” And then everyone stops in 
their tracks and holds still, remaining completely silent for at least 60 seconds. It’s awkward: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uSjo8AMvXc. But what is room tone? Every space, interior or 
exterior, has its own unique, underlying ambient sound. What we sometimes call a sound floor. During 
production, as the actors deliver their lines, the microphones pick up this sound floor along with the 
dialogue. But in post- production, as the editors pick and choose the takes they want to use, there will 
inevitably be gaps in the audio, moments of dead air. Room tone recordings can be used to fill in those 
gaps and match the sound floor of the recorded dialogue. Of course, as I mentioned, it can be a bit 
awkward. But it can also be kind of beautiful in its own way: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ER6Z_KrxyAA. Room tone is just another example of how sound 
editors control every aspect of the sound in the cinematic experience.  
 
Sound Editing 
In the last chapter, we focused on editing the visual elements in a motion picture. How the shots fit 
together to creative a narrative flow and communicate with the audience. As it turns out, sound requires 
a similar approach in post-production and is often even more “invisible” than the techniques of picture 
editing. (In fact, if there are any sound editors reading this book, they probably noticed that picture 
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editing got a whole chapter and all they get is this one crumby section. Typical.) But sound editing is 
much more than simply joining up the sounds that already exist. It involves creating all of the sounds 
that weren’t recorded on set to make up the rich soundscape of the finished motion picture. In that sense, 
it is literally more “creative” than picture editing! (How’s that, sound editors? Feel better now?) 
One important bit of post-production sound creation has to do with dialogue. Sometimes, 
because of distracting ambient sounds or a poorly placed microphone, an actor’s dialogue for that 
perfect take is unusable. (C’mon, location sound recordist, you had one job!) In that case, sound editors 
bring in the actors to perform ADR, short for Automated Dialogue Replacement (sometimes also 
referred to as Additional Dialogue Recording, or “looping”). They simply play the scene in a repeating 
“loop” as the actors record the lines over and over until it matches the performance on screen. Then the 
sound editors adjust the quality of the recording to match the setting of the scene. (It’s also used to dub 
in alternate words to replace forbidden curse words when editing a film for network television. It can 
also be used for dubbing entire film dialogue into another language.) 
But what about all those other sounds that weren’t recorded on set? The birds chirping, the cars 
passing, even those footsteps? Those too have to be created and gathered together in post-production and 
layered into the sound design. Many of these sounds already exist in extensive sound libraries, pre-
recorded by sound technicians and made available for editors. But many of them must be created to 
match exactly what the audience will see on screen. That’s where Foley artists come in. 
Foley artists are a special breed of technician, part sound recordist and part performance artist. 
Their job is to fill in the missing sounds in a given scene. By any means necessary: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WnozP8OWeik. Foley artists have to get creative when it comes to 
imitating common (and not-so-common) sounds. But sound editors must go beyond recreating the most 
obvious sounds associated with a scene. Every rustle of clothing, a hand on a cup, brushing a hair behind 
an ear. It’s these tiny details, most of which we would never notice unless they weren’t there, that help 
create continuity in the final edit. Their most commonly created sound is footsteps as discussed in this 
interview with three Foley artists: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_tqB4IZvMk.    
Yes, there’s a that word again: continuity. Editing picture for continuity means creating a 
narrative flow that keeps the audience engaged with the story. Editing sound for continuity has the same 
goal but relies on different techniques. For example, if we see someone walking on gravel, but hear them 
walking on a hard wood floor, that break with continuity – or in this case, logic – will take us out of the 
narrative. The soundscape must match the cinematography to maintain continuity. And since so much of 
the sound we hear in cinema is created and added in post-production, that requires an incredible 
attention to detail. 
But there are other ways editors can use sound to support the principle of narrative continuity, 
and not always by matching exactly what we see on screen. For example, a sound bridge can be used to 
help transition from one shot to another by overlapping the sound of each shot. This can be done in 
anticipation of the next shot by bringing up the audio before we cut to it on screen, known as a J-cut, or 
by continuing the audio of the previous shot into the first few seconds of the next, known as an L-cut. 
This technique is most noticeable in transitions between radically different scenes, but editors use it 
constantly in more subtle ways, especially in dialogue-heavy scenes. Here are some quick examples: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyH-a964kAs&feature=emb_imp_woyt.   
And just like picture editing, sound editing can also work against audience expectations, leaning 
into discontinuity with the use of asynchronous sounds that seem related to what we’re seeing on 
screen but are otherwise out of sync. These are sound tricks, intended to either directly contrast what we 
see on screen, or to provide just enough disorientation to set us on edge. Here’s one famous example of 
asynchronous sound from Alfred Hitchcock’s The 39 Steps (1935): 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LzAoCsvvFBY. The woman opening the train compartment door 
discovers a dead body, but instead of hearing her scream, we hear the train whistle. In this case we get 
an asynchronous sound combined with a J-cut. 
Production sound recording and sound editing are all part of the overall sound design of cinema, 
and there are lots of moving parts to track throughout the process. Take a look at how one filmmaker, 
David Fincher (along with Christopher Nolan, George Lucas, and a few others), uses all of these 
elements of sound design to embrace the idea of sound as co-expressive with the moving image: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=as2Rk4WcljA. Here, too, is a great exploration of the importance of 
sound design in film: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kavxsXhzD48.    
 
Sound Mixing 
Once all of the sound editing is done and matched up with the image, the whole process moves to the 
sound mixer to finalize the project. And if you’ve ever wondered why there are two Academy Awards 
for sound, one for sound editing and one for sound mixing, this is why. Sound mixers must take all of 
the various sound elements brought together by the editors, including the music composed for the score 
(more on that later), and balance them perfectly so the audience hears exactly what the filmmakers 
wants them to hear from shot to shot and scene to scene. 
This is a very delicate process. One the one hand, the sound mix can be objectively calibrated 
according to a precise decibel level, or degree of loudness, for each layer of sound. Dialogue within a 
certain acceptable range of loudness, music in its range, sound effects in theirs. Basic math. On the other 
hand, the mix can and should be a subjective process, actual humans in a room making adjustments 
based on the feel of each shot and scene. Most of the time, it’s both. And when it’s done well, the 
audience will feel immersed in each scene, hearing every line of dialogue clearly even when there are 
car crashes, explosions and a driving musical score. For example, check out this deconstruction of the 
sound design from a single scene from The Bourne Identity (2002)1: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBFferOQeVI.  
Sound mixing is one of those technical aspects of filmmaking that has evolved over the decades, 
especially as the technology for sound recording and reproduction has changed in more recent years. 
Starting with the birth of cinema sound in 1927, movie houses had to be rigged for sound reproduction. 
Which usually meant a couple of massive, low-quality speakers. But by 1940, sound mixers already 
experimenting with the concept of surround sound and the ability to move the various channels of 
sound around a theater through multiple speakers to match the action on screen. 
As the century rolled on, newer, hi-fidelity sound reproduction found its way into theaters 
allowing for more sophisticated surround sound systems, and consequently, more work for sound mixers 
to create an immersive experience for audiences. George Lucas introduced THX in 1983, a theatrical 
standard for sound reproduction in theaters to coincide with the release of Return of the Jedi. In 1987, a 
French engineer pioneered 5.1 surround sound, which standardized splitting the audio into 6 distinct 
channels, two in the front, two in the rear, one in the center and one just for low bass sound. And as 
recently as 2012, Dolby introduced Dolby Atmos, a new surround sound technology that adds height to 
the available options for sound mixers. Now sound can appear to be coming from in front, behind, below 
or above audiences, creating a 3-D aural experience. 
And every element in the final sound track has to be calibrated and assigned by the sound mixer. 
Check out how complex the process was for the sound mixers on Ford v Ferrari (2019): 
 
1 If you want to see more videos like this one, check out InDepth Sound Design's YouTube channel, it's pretty cool: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIaYa00v3fMxuE5vIWJoY3w 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1GyqrRu492Q&feature=emb_imp_woyt. Finding the right mix of 
sound is critical for any cinematic experience, but one element that many filmmakers (and audiences) 
neglect is the use of silence. The absence of sound can be just as powerful, if not more powerful than the 
many layers of sound in the final track. Silence can punctuate an emotional moment or put us in the 
headspace of a character in a way that visuals alone simply cannot. Check out how skillfully Martin 
Scorsese uses silence throughout his films: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUrTRjEXjSM.   
Of course, in most of these examples, silence refers to the lack of dialogue, or a dampening of 
the ambient sound. Rarely is a filmmaker brave enough to remove all sound completely from a 
soundtrack. Dead air has a very different quality to it than simply lowering the volume on the mix. But a 
few brave souls have given it a try. Here’s French New Wave experimental filmmaker Jean Luc Godard 
playing an aural joke in Band à part (1964): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nTvuUDvHh4. It’s 
not actually a full minute of dead air – it’s more like 36 seconds – but it feels like an hour. Compare that 
to this scene from the more recent film Gravity (2013): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EThczHxvjKo&t=10s. That was also 36 seconds. Perhaps a little 
wink from the director Alfonso Cuaròn to the French master Godard. But both are startling examples of 
the rare attempt to completely remove all sound to great effect. 
 
Music 
One of the most recognizable elements in the sound of cinema is, of course, music. And its importance 
actually pre-dates the synchronization of sound in 1927. Musical accompaniment was almost always 
part of the theatrical experience in the silent era, and films were often shipped to theaters with a written 
score to be performed during the screening2. Predictably, the first “talking picture” was a musical and 
had more singing than actual talking. 
As the use of sound in cinema has become more and more sophisticated over the last century, 
music has remained central to how filmmakers communicate effectively (and sometimes not so 
effectively) with an audience. At its best, music can draw us into a cinematic experience, immersing us 
in a series of authentic, emotional moments. At its worst, it can ruin the experience altogether, telling us 
how to feel from scene to scene with an annoying persistence or taking us out of the experience, if the 
music doesn’t match our expectations of the scene (for an example, watch the 1985 film, Ladyhawke, 
which is set in medieval time but uses pop music throughout the film3). 
But before we try to sort out the best from the worst, let’s clarify some technical details about 
how and what type of music is used in cinema. First, we need to distinguish between diegetic and non-
diegetic music. If the music we hear is also heard by the characters on screen, that is, it is part of the 
world of the film or TV series, then it is diegetic music. If the music is not a part of the world of the film 
or TV series, and only the audience can hear it, then it is non-diegetic music. Too abstract? Okay, if a 
song is playing on a radio in a scene, and the characters are dancing to it, then it is diegetic. But if scary, 
high-pitched violins start playing as the Final Girl considers going down into the basement to see if the 
killer is down there (and we all know the killer is down there because those damn violins are playing 
even though she can’t hear them!), then it is non-diegetic.  
Diegetic versus non-diegetic sound is a critical concept in the analysis of cinema, and crafty 
filmmakers can play with our expectations once we know the difference (even if we didn’t know the 
terms before now). For example, non-diegetic music can communicate one emotion for the audience, 
 
2 You can learn more about this in a CBS Sunday Morning piece on the Mighty Wurlitzer organ: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tVpnL4Wrips&t=12s.  
3 You can read about it here: https://moviemusicuk.us/2015/04/16/ladyhawke-andrew-powell/ 
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while diegetic music communicates something entirely different for the characters on screen. Think 
about the movie JAWS (1975). Even if you haven’t seen it, you know those two, deep notes – da dum… 
da dum – that start out slow then build and build, letting us know the shark is about to attack 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rW23RsUTb2Y). Meanwhile, the kids in the water are listening to 
pop music, completely oblivious to the fact that one of them is about to be eaten alive! And this concept 
applies to more than just music. Titles, for example, are a non-diegetic element of mise-en- scène. The 
audience can see them, but the characters can’t. So, too, is voice-over narration, as only the audience 
hears it. 
Second, we need to distinguish between a score written by a composer, and what we could call a 
soundtrack of popular music used throughout that same motion picture. The use of popular music in 
film has a long history, and many of the early musicals in the 1930s, 40s and 50s were designed around 
popular songs of the day. These days, most films or TV series have a music supervisor who is 
responsible to identifying and acquiring the rights for any popular or pre-existing music the filmmakers 
want to use in the final edit. Sometimes those songs are diegetic – that is, they are played on screen for 
the characters to hear and respond to – or they are non-diegetic – that is, they are just for the audience to 
put us in a certain mood or frame of mind. Either way, they are almost always added in post- production 
after filming is complete. Even if they are meant to be diegetic, playing the actual song during filming 
would make editing between takes of dialogue impossible. The actors have to just pretend they are 
listening to the song in the scene. Which is fine, since pretending is what they do for a living. 
But the type of music that gets the most attention in formal analysis is the score, the original 
composition written and recorded for a specific motion picture. A film score, unlike popular music, is 
always non-diegetic. It’s just for us in the audience. If the kids in the water could hear the theme from 
JAWS they’d get out of the damn water and we wouldn’t have a movie to watch. It is also always 
recorded after the final edit of the picture is complete. That’s because the score must be timed to the 
rhythm of the finished film, each note tied to a moment on screen to achieve the desired effect. Changes 
in the edit will require changes in the score to match. 
It is in the score that a film can take full advantage of music’s expressive, emotional range. But 
it’s also where filmmakers can go terribly wrong. Music in film should be co-expressive with the 
moving image, working in concert to tell the story (pun intended, see what I did there?). The most 
forgettable scores simply mirror the action on screen. Instead of adding another dimension, what we see 
is what we hear. Far worse is a score that does little more than tell us what to feel and when to feel it. 
The musical equivalent of a big APPLAUSE sign. 
These tendencies in cinematic music are what led philosopher and music critic Theodor Adorno 
to complain that the standard approach to film scores was to simply “interpret the meaning of the action 
of the less intelligent members of the audience.” Ouch. But, in a way, he’s not wrong. Not about the less 
intelligent bit. But about how filmmakers assume a lack of intelligence, or maybe awareness, of the 
power of music in cinema. Take the Marvel Cinematic Universe for example. You all know the theme to 
JAWS. You probably also know the musical theme for Star Wars, Raiders of the Lost Ark, maybe even 
Harry Potter. But can you hum a single tune from any Marvel movie? Weird, right? Check this out:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7vfqkvwW2fs.   
The best cinema scores can do so much more than simply mirror the action or tell us how to feel. 
They can set a tone, play with tempo, subvert expectations. Music designed for cinema with the same 
care and thematic awareness as the cinematography, mise-en-scène or editing, can transform our 
experience without us even realizing how and why it is happening. 
Take composer Hans Zimmer for example. Zimmer has composed scores for more than 150 
films, working with dozens of filmmakers. And he understands how music can support and enhance a 
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narrative theme, creating a cohesive whole. In his work with Christopher Nolan, The Dark Knight 
(2008), Inception (2010), Interstellar (2014), his compositions explore the recurring theme of time: 
https://vimeo.com/193995233.    
Musical scores can also emphasize a moment or signal an important character. Composers use 
recurring themes, or motifs, as a kind of signature (or even a brand) for a film or TV series. The most 
famous of these are the ones you can probably hum to yourself right now, again like Star Wars, Raiders 
of the Lost Ark, maybe even Harry Potter. Composers can use this same concept for a specific character 
as well, known as a leitmotif. Think of those two ominous notes we associate with the shark in JAWS. 
That’s a leitmotif. Or the triumphant horns we hear every time Indiana Jones shows up in Raiders. 
That’s a leitmotif. Oh, and all those movies I mentioned just now? They all have the same composer. 
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• ‘Ford v Ferrari’ Sound Editors Explain Mixing Sound for Film | Vanity Fair by Vanity Fair. Standard YouTube 
License. 
• Martin Scorsese – The Art of Silence by Every Frame a Painting. Standard YouTube License. 
• Bande à part – One Minute of Silence by Etrio Fidora. Standard YouTube License. 
• Gravity – Clip (7/11): Ryan’s Hallucination by Richard Parker. Standard YouTube License. 
• Jaws (1975) – Get out of the Water Scene (2/10) | Movieclips by Movieclips. Standard YouTube License. 
• The Marvel Symphonic Universe by Every Frame a Painting. Standard YouTube License. 
• The Meaning in the Music: Hans Zimmer and Time by Dan Golding. Standard Vimeo License. 
• John Williams and the universal language of film music by Dan Golding – Video Essays. Standard YouTube 
License.  





It’s 1964 at the National Theatre in London. Maggie Smith and Laurence Olivier are starring in what 
would become a legendary production of Shakespeare’s Othello. They’ve been at it for months. Each 
night, Olivier, one of the great stage and screen actors of the 20th century, tries something a little 
different, experimenting, tweaking, trying desperately to get it right. Then, one night, all of the pieces 
fall into place and Olivier gives one of the all-time great performances in the history of theater. Maggie 
Smith, his co-star, rushes to his dressing room afterwards to congratulate him. But when she enters, she 
finds Olivier alone, sobbing uncontrollably. “Larry, what’s the matter?” She asks. “Why are you so 
upset? That was the most brilliant performance I’ve ever seen.” Olivier looks up, still sobbing, and 
replies, “Yes, I know. And I don’t know how I did it!”1 
Professional actors are in many ways like professional athletes.2 They spend a lifetime training, 
perfecting their technique, honing their bodies to be the perfect instrument of their craft. And yet, the 
perfect performance, on the field or on the screen, is still more than the sum of its parts, a mysterious 
alchemy of timing, like catching lightning in a bottle. The pros themselves don’t always understand how 
it all comes together. 
But that doesn’t mean we can’t apply the same analytical approach we’ve used for mise-en-
scène, cinematography and editing to help us understand the role of the acting in the cinematic 
experience. At the very least we can try to distinguish “good” acting from “bad” acting. That one is 
pretty simple, actually. Good acting doesn’t look like acting at all. And it turns out, that is really hard to 
do. Fortunately, we can do much more than that. We can examine how performance styles have evolved 
along with the rest of cinematic language over the past century. We can look at various school of acting, 
how the technique is taught and applied from different perspectives. And we can look at how acting for 
cinema presents its own unique challenges, as well as a few advantages.  
The Evolution of Performance 
Acting, as a profession, has been around a while. The Greeks were doing it as early as 534 BCE when 
Thespis, the world’s first “actor”, stepped onto a stage in Athens (it’s why we sometimes call actors 
thespians). By the time Alice Guy-Blaché was framing up that fairy in the baby patch for the world’s 
first narrative film in 1896, the profession had already been around for more than two thousand years. 
But all of that accumulated experience was centered around live performance, an actor on a stage in 
front of an audience. As soon as Alice started cranking film through her cinematographe, acting began a 
new evolutionary line of descent. It was a rough start. 
As with most of the formal elements of cinema that we’ve explored, acting for the camera has 
had to evolve along with cinematic language, gaining in nuance and complexity as the years progressed. 
Just as editors learned how to hide a shift in camera angle by cutting on action, or cinematographers 
learned how to move the camera in a way that drew audiences deeper into the story, actors had to learn 
 
1 This story has been told many times over the years, most recently by actor Brian Dennehy: 
https://www.npr.org/2020/04/24/ 843918935/remembering-tony-award-winning-character-actor- brian-dennehy. 
2 Throughout this chapter I use the term "actor" to refer to both male and female actors. The term "actress" while still in use, 
most notably by the Academy of Motion Picutre Arts and Sciences, strikes me as anachronistic, especially given the history 
of gender discrimination in the industry. See Chapter Nine for more on that. 
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how to replace their relationship with a live audience with a relationship with the camera, always there 
but rarely acknowledged. In their earliest incarnations, screen performances were little different from 
those on the stage. And since actors were used to going big with their expressions and gestures to make 
sure the folks in the cheap seats could still read their performance, they did the same in front of the 
camera. The only problem was, the camera was capable of far greater intimacy than anyone expected or 
even really understood. At least at first. 
It’s one reason why some folks today find it hard to connect with films of the silent era, or even 
the Golden Age of Hollywood. The performances often have a theatrical quality to them, a tendency to 
indicate an emotion aimed at those cheap seats, rather than embodying an emotion with subtlety. But it 
is important to remember that the evolution of cinematic language implicates the filmmakers and the 
audience. That more theatrical style of acting on the screen worked for movie-goers at the time. It’s all 
they knew. Both actors and audiences needed time to fully grasp the powerful intimacy of the camera. 
But there were exceptions. 
One of the most powerful is Reneé Jeanne Falconetti’s performance in Carl Theodor Dreyer’s 
1928 silent film The Passion of Joan of Arc. Dreyer’s original cut of the film was lost for decades until it 
was found in a janitor’s closet in Norway in the 1980s. And somehow that seems fitting since 
Falconetti’s performance feels like a cinematic time machine, as if a modern actor somehow traveled 
back to 1928 to give the performance of a lifetime. It helped that Dreyer understood where to put the 
camera to capture it all. Here’s a short scene: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4_KDf4xhU8. It 
feels curiously modern in comparison to what we typically see in films from that period. 
 
 
Still image from The Passion of Joan of Arc; "joan2" by ttcatalao is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0 
 
Here’s another exceptional performance from D. W. Griffith’s Broken Blossoms (1919): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KpQNpUCM7U4. That’s Lilian Gish in emotional agony as her 
abusive father terrorizes her with a hatchet. Her performance was so authentic in the moment that 
Griffith stopped the scene, convinced Gish was actually having a nervous breakdown. Of course, she 
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was only acting. But that naturalistic style was so uncommon, it was hard to tell. 
 
 
Still image of Lillian Gish; "Giglio Infranto" by www.brevestoriadelcinema.org is marked with CC PDM 1.0 
 
 
"The Public Enemy (1931)" by kndynt2099 is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0 
There were other exceptions, certainly, but it’s important to note that these early examples of 
naturalism in film acting were not necessarily better than the more common “theatrical” performances 
of the silent era and the Golden Age. They were just a different approach to the craft, and appropriate for 
the context and content of early cinema. And while modern audiences might prefer that style, that may 
only be because they align more closely with modern approaches to the craft. Just like those early 
audiences, it’s all we know. But less naturalistic performances can be just as “good” – emotionally 
resonant and consistent with the thematic intent of the story – in context. Take this one, for example: 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4R5wZs8cxI. James Cagney and Mae Clarke in Public Enemy 
(1931). The clipped delivery of Cagney’s hardened gangster, the plaintive cooing of Clarke’s long-
suffering girlfriend, they fall neatly into that category of Golden Age theatrical performances, not 
necessarily naturalistic, but certainly consistent with a moralistic tale of criminals getting their just 
desserts. Or this one: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tojjWQvlPN8. That’s Greta Garbo in The 
Grand Hotel (1932). It might feel a bit melodramatic by today’s standards, but Garbo’s “I want to be 
alone…” is as emotionally resonant as they come. 
 
 
"Greta Garbo and John Barrymore in “Grand Hotel” (1932)" by kndynt2099 is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0 
 
Two Schools of Acting 
The evolution of performance in cinema hit an inflection point around the time the Golden Age gave 
way to the New Hollywood in the 1960s. The young, energetic actors, writers and directors who took 
over cinema in the United States, at least until the blockbusters of JAWS (1975) and Star Wars (1977), 
brought with them a new naturalistic acting style, which curiously enough, actually started in avant-
garde theater of the 1930s and 40s. It was part of a whole new approach to performance, a new school of 
acting, called the Stanislavski Method, or just The Method for short. It was Lee Strasberg, Stella Adler, 
and Elia Kazan who took Stanislavski’s work and adapted it for US actors.  
But the Classical School of acting, with its emphasis on the text and the precision of 
performance, had been around at least since Thespis himself. It wasn’t going to simply fade away. Both 
have their own unique take on technique, and both ultimately have the same goal, to render a 
performance that moves the audience. Let’s take a look at each one.  
 
The Classical School 
As I mention above, the Classical School has been around a while, likely since Thespis first took the 
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stage, but the modern classical approach is rooted in the British tradition of Shakespearean performance. 
Then as now the technique relies heavily on the text, the script itself, rather than the actor’s own 
emotional history. As such, a classically trained actor’s performance is action-oriented, caring more 
about what they are doing in the scene than what they are feeling, and precise, with little room for 
improvisation. 
We most often associate classical acting with Shakespeare, and the long tradition of treating the 
playwright’s text as something sacred and unchangeable. That same reverence is brought to the cinema 
with this technique. But that’s not to suggest that a classically trained actor can’t breathe emotional life 
into a role. Remember Laurence Olivier from the opening of this chapter? Here he is playing Hamlet in, 
you guessed it, Hamlet (1948): https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=60&v=5ks-
NbCHUns&feature=emb_imp_woyt. His performance is true to the text, but not without emotion. It’s 
just that Olivier, like most classically trained actors, trusts the words to do the heavy lifting. 
But maybe you want a more up-to-date example of the classical approach. How about this: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=25Lb1YpSEic. Morgan Freeman took on the role of Nelson 
Mandela for Invictus (2009) and approached it as a classically trained actor, trusting the script to convey 
what mattered most. In his own words, “The biggest challenge that I had was to sound like him. 
Everything else was kind of easy, to walk like him. I didn’t have any agenda as it were in playing the 
role. The agenda is incorporated into the script and all I had to do was learn my lines.” 
 
 
Morgan Freeman and Matt Damon in "Invictus (2009)" by afevrier is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 
 
The Method 
In contrast to the Classical School of acting, the Stanislavski Method, or Method Acting as it is 
commonly known, is emotionally oriented, committed to an emotional realism, sometimes at the 
expense of whatever might be in the script. It began in Russia at the end of the 19th century with a 
theater director, Konstantin Stanislavski, upending centuries of classical technique by encouraging his 
actors to let go of their grip on the text and trust their own emotional experience to guide their 
performance. The result was a more inward-looking, internal, often improvisational approach to acting, 
not to mention a more naturalistic style, and it became a slow-moving revolution in stage and screen 
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performance throughout the 20th century. 
Stanislavski’s ideas were published in English for the first time in 1936 in the book, An Actor 
Prepares, and it quickly gained influence among young acting students and teachers, especially in New 
York in the 1940s and 50s. One of the strongest proponents of the new “method” was Lee Strasberg and 
his Group Theater, founded in the 1930s. He would go on to run the Actors Studio in the 1950s, working 
with the first crop of Stanislavski Method actors and directors to break into Hollywood. They included 
directors like Elia Kazan, as well as actors like Geraldine Page, Joanne Woodward, James Dean, Paul 
Newman and Marlon Brando. 
Brando was perhaps the most famous of these new method actors to hit the screen. He exploded 
into popular culture in 1951 as Stanley in A Streetcar Named Desire. One of his first and most defining 
roles. He was tough, volatile, sometimes brutal, but audiences had seen all of that before. It was his 
emotional vulnerability, his raw unpredictability that took everyone by surprise: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1A0p0F_iH8. Brando went on to another landmark role in On the 
Waterfront in 1954 (which reunited him with director Elia Kazan and many of his other Actors Studio 
colleagues), along with dozens more including, eventually, New Hollywood films like The Godfather 
(1972) and Apocalypse Now (1979). His performances were marked by a riveting intensity as well as a 
tendency to mumble, even chew gum while delivering his lines. It was all in service of his pursuit of an 
emotional truth, an embodiment of character, that relied less and less on the actual words on the page 
and more and more on a commitment to naturalism. By the time of his death in 2004, the New York 
Times wrote, “Simply put, in film acting, there is before Brando, and there is after Brando. And they are 
like different worlds.” 
 
 
"Marlon Brando" by twm1340 is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0 
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In the ensuing years, the new Method attracted wave after wave of young actors entranced by the 
naturalism of actors like Brando. Al Pacino, Robert DeNiro, Sally Field, Anne Bancroft and Dustin 
Hoffman are just a few of the actors who passed through Strasberg’s Actors Studio. And that was just 
one of many studios, theaters and acting schools dedicated to Stanislavski’s method. 
As more and more of these younger method actors entered the ranks of Hollywood cinema, they 
inevitably collided with the more classically trained actors that still dominated the industry. Neither had 
much patience for the other. One of Dustin Hoffman’s early film roles was in the 1976 thriller Marathon 
Man. His co-star was Laurence Olivier. Yeah, that guy. For one scene, Hoffman’s character hadn’t slept 
for three days. So, true to the Stanislavski method, Hoffman stayed up three nights in a row so he could 
really feel what it was like to be sleep deprived. When he bragged about this achievement to Olivier on 
set, Olivier smiled and said, “Why don’t you just try acting?” 
Stanislavski’s method continued to gain popularity among American acting schools in the 20th 
century and remains a popular approach to training and performance. Today there are several variations 
on the technique, promoted by acting gurus in the tradition of Lee Strasberg and Stanislavski himself. 
Sanford Meisner is probably the most famous example. The Meisner Technique employs the same 
commitment to naturalism, but adds a new emphasis on being in the moment, acting and reacting instead 
of thinking. (In that sense, the Meisner Technique is a hybrid between the Classical School and the 
Method.) And contemporary actors such as Daniel Day Lewis, Charlize Theron, Cate Blanchette, 
Christian Bale and Joaquin Phoenix are all examples of actors who, in one form or another, pursue the 
goals established by Stanislavski. Some of them, of course, famously take that pursuit to the extreme, 
losing an unhealthy amount of weight for a role, or never breaking character on or off the set during 
production. Not all of them call themselves “method” actors, the term has become almost self-satirizing. 
Some of them would even consider themselves “classically” trained. And in some ways, that’s the 
greatest influence of Stanislavski. His method pushed all actors, regardless of their training, toward 
greater realism, toward a naturalism in performance that doesn’t simply represent the ideas of a writer 
but embodies a character’s emotional truth: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iB1fPZX5Zgk&feature=emb_imp_woyt.  
 
Acting for Cinema 
Any of the above approaches to acting, and many more besides, can apply to any form of performance, 
whether on the stage or on a screen. But what makes acting specifically for cinema unique? For one 
thing, as an instrument of mass media, cinema is wildly more accessible than live theater. And that 
means the profession will invariably intersect with popular culture in a much more obvious way, 
blurring the line between becoming a character and simply becoming a celebrity. But there are also the 
peculiar challenges of cinema production that theater actors never have to confront, as well as the 
distinct advantages of production, such as an actor’s relationship to the camera, and maybe just as 
important, the actor’s relationship with the editor. 
 
Movie Stars and “Character” Actors 
If you’ve learned anything about cinema in these chapters so far, hopefully it’s that cinema requires 
dozens if not hundreds of professionals all working together to create the finished product. Production 
designers, sound technicians, editors, screenwriters, not to mention grips, gaffers, caterers, hair stylists, 
make-up artists, carpenters, truck drivers, the list goes on and on. But how many production designers 
can you name? Editors? What about screenwriters? Of all those talented individuals who work behind 
the camera, you might be able to name a few directors, but that’s about it. 
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Now, how about actors? How many of those can you name? Exactly. That’s by design, of course. 
The entertainment industry has long understood the value of “stardom” and the power of celebrity to sell 
tickets. The early fan magazines were all controlled by the studios, creating and sustaining a culture of 
devotion to the movie stars that populated their films, and eventually, their television shows. Audiences   
flocked to movies like Casablanca (1942), The Big Sleep (1946), and Key Largo (1948) to see 
Humphrey Bogart, not Rick Blaine, Philip Marlow or Frank McCloud (his characters in each one). 
And that tradition has continued. How many of you rushed to see Shutter Island (2010) because 
of Teddy Daniels? Or The Revenant (2015) because of Hugh Glass? Once Upon a Time… in Hollywood 
(2019) because of Rick Dalton? Chances are you saw those films because Leonardo DiCaprio played 
each of those characters. Okay, it helped that they were directed by Martin Scorsese, Alejandro Iñárritu 
and Quentin Tarantino, but seeing Leo on the marquee didn’t hurt. And no matter how hard he tries to 
lose himself in each role, we still see Leo up there on the screen. It’s why we paid the price of 
admission. He is a movie star after all. 
This is the dilemma of the movie star in the entertainment ecosystem. The one thing that keeps 
them employed and well-paid as an actor, their celebrity, is the very thing that consistently undermines 
all of the hard work that goes into building a believable character. It also makes formal analysis of 
performance a somewhat fraught process. How does one disentangle the charisma and magnetism of a 
“star” from the character they are playing on screen? Sometimes that means evaluating a performance 
not on its own merits, but by just how much we forget who they are in real life. 
Of course, given all of the discussion above about technique, the last thing a professional actor 
wants is for anyone to remember they are, in fact, an actor while they are on screen. But there are plenty 
of professionals who avoid this problem by building careers that avoid the spotlight, playing secondary, 
often eccentric characters that we remember far more readily than we do the actors who play them. We 
often refer to them as character actors, which is a kind of backwards compliment. Shouldn’t all actors 
be “character” actors? Still, unburdened by fame, character actors can truly lose themselves in a role, 
bringing authenticity to the narrative by supporting the “star” at its center. Even if all we can say about 
them is, “Oh yeah, he’s that guy from that thing…” 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QTCHzcsxrdg&feature=emb_imp_woyt)    
This distinction between movie stars and character actors may seem somewhat arbitrary. Aren’t 
“character actors” just actors who aren’t famous (yet)? And aren’t “movie stars” just actors trying to do 
their job despite their celebrity? I mean, it’s not their fault they’re famous. I think both are true, but it 
points to one of the unique challenges of acting for cinema. Unlike acting for the theater, cinema is part 
of a larger, capital intensive, highly technical medium. One performance can be seen by billions of 
people for a potentially limitless number of times. And that social/economic reality impacts both the 
way actors approach the work, and the way we approach their performances. 
But that’s just one of the ways acting for cinema presents its own unique set of challenges for 
actors. The basic realities of production are an endless series of obstacles actors have to overcome to 
give a consistent, believably human performance.  
 
The Challenges of Production 
Let’s start with the most basic obstacle that everyone on a film set must confront and somehow 
overcome: time. There usually isn’t very much of it. Not only does it take a long time to set up, execute 
and dismantle every shot for every scene and sequence, the overall schedule is hemmed in by the 
competing schedules of other productions running long or needing to start on time tying up the cast and 
crew. The most immediate impact this time crunch has on actors is an extremely limited time for 
rehearsals. In live theater, actors might have 4 to 6 weeks to rehearse their roles. In cinema, they’re 
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lucky if they get a day or two. Often that means “rehearsals” are really just the first few takes of every 
shot, working out how to deliver the lines, how to move in the space (known as blocking), how to play 
off the other actors. 
And if the lack of rehearsal time weren’t bad enough, most films are shot out of sequence. That 
is, the scenes shot each day do not follow the linear narrative of the script. There are lots of reasons for 
this. For one, scenes that must be shot at night must be grouped together so the cast and crew can get 
enough rest between each “day”. And sometimes the production only has access to a particular location 
for a limited time, so all of the scenes set in that location must be grouped together as well. Or maybe a 
particular actor can only be on set for a limited time because of other obligations (see above regarding 
time), so all of the scenes with that actor must be grouped together. The net result is that from day to day 
(or night to night) actors must constantly re-orient themselves to where they are in the story. In theater, 
actors play the narrative through all at once, allowing their journey as a character to play out in real 
time. In cinema, actors bounce around the script playing bits and pieces of that journey, hoping the 
editor can find something consistent to cut together in the end. 
And if shooting out of sequence weren’t bad enough, think about the near constant interruptions 
between each shot. On stage, once the curtain goes up, the actors are on their own, carrying the story 
through to the end with no interruptions except maybe an intermission (or a noisy cell phone). In 
cinema, each shot is a complex, collaborative choreography of set design, lighting, sound recording and 
cinematography. To shoot one simple scene using the master shot and coverage technique requires at 
least three set-ups, often many more. And each set-up requires adjustments to lighting, set decoration, 
camera placement, all of which can sometimes take hours. Not to mention how often a take is 
interrupted or unusable because of an issue with the sound, or the cinematographer making small 
adjustments. Somehow, through all of that, the actors are supposed to deliver a consistent performance 
from shot to shot all while pretending they are not on a film set with a giant camera a few inches from 
their face. 
One of the best examples of just how difficult this process can be is in Tom DiCillo’s indie 
masterpiece about indie filmmaking, Living in Oblivion (1995): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5yl5rghmUvc. So, you’ve got limited rehearsal time, shooting out 
of sequence and the interruptions between each setup and shot. All of which makes acting for cinema 
hard enough. But on top of all of that, with every new setup, the scene must be performed and shot over 
and over again until everyone is happy. A single 5-minute scene in a finished film may have taken hours 
if not days to complete with the actors repeating the scene dozens if not 100s of times, over and over, 
bringing the same intensity and emotional vulnerability every single time. 
Check out this scene from David Fincher’s The Social Network (2010): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfe2fe4aovY&feature=emb_imp_woyt. It’s a 5-minute scene. By 
my count, there are 5 setups, one master, two medium shots and two close ups. Fincher cheated a bit by 
using two cameras which cut down on the number of times they needed to move the camera, but they 
still took 2 days to shoot that scene in 99 takes. That means Jesse Eisenberg and Rooney Mara did the 
whole scene 99 times in row over two days to get it right. Exhausting! Oh, and those close ups where 
you only see one actor? Sometimes that actor is performing their side of the scene to an empty chair. 
Maybe their scene partner had another obligation. Maybe they had to reshoot that side of the scene 
weeks later and the other actor wasn’t available. Or maybe they just got bored and left. We’ll never 
know, but acting one side of a scene to no one, though relatively rare even in cinema, would never 
happen on stage. Additionally, in post-production, the editor may arrange a scene in such a way that 
something the actor did is, for example, cut from the scene. 
These issues have all been part of cinema and the challenges of production for actors from the 
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very beginning. After all, cinema relies as much on technology as it does on art, so it should be no 
surprise (especially if you’ve read this far) that the process is incredibly complex with many moving 
parts. And each new innovation in the technology of cinema has required a certain amount of adaptation, 
both for the crew and for the cast. 
Take the introduction of sound in 1927, for example. Not only did production facilities and 
theaters have to adapt the new technology, including the birth of a whole new department on the crew, 
but actors had to add an entirely new dimension to their performance. Yes, they were used to speaking 
on the stage, that part wasn’t necessarily new. But the introduction of recording equipment, often 
fastened to their costume and tethered to a sound recordist, was a new obstacle to overcome in the 
pursuit of an authentic, “natural” performance. Just when they were getting used to the camera in their 
face, they had to remember where the microphone was hiding: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTFCctdiS04.    
The influence of new technology on an actor’s job has never really slowed down. Sometimes it 
has made the actor’s job easier, such as smaller microphones and wireless technology, and sometimes it 
has made it a lot more complicated. The increase in Computer Generated Imagery (CGI) in the past few 
decades has meant actors are often on a soundstage surrounded by bright green walls acting a scene that 
will eventually take place in outer space or on another planet or even just a faraway location the 
production couldn’t afford to travel to. To make matters even more complicated, new motion capture 
and performance capture technology enables productions to not only transform the setting, but also the 
actors own body. Check out what Benedict Cumberbatch had to go through to play Smaug, a talking 
dragon in The Hobbit trilogy: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9uNcu8zYixg. Okay, so those are all 
of the challenges actors face when working in cinema. What about some of the advantages? 
 
I’m Ready for My Close-Up 
It’s one of the more famous final lines in cinema history. Sunset Boulevard, 1950, Norma Desmond, 
once a great silent actor, now a delusional recluse, is about to be arrested for murdering a screenwriter. 
She turns to the press, thinking they are the camera crew on the set of a new Cecile B. DeMille picture, 
and utters, “Alright, Mr. DeMille, I’m ready for my close-up.” 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIcC8YJrevQ&feature=emb_imp_woyt).   
Okay, so that’s super creepy. But, Norma’s no fool. The close-up is a powerful thing. And it’s 
one of the most important not-so-secret weapons for an actor in cinema. You see, great actors 
understand that the most important relationship in a scene is not between them and the other actors, it’s 
between them and the camera. The camera is the audience, that’s who they’re playing to. And unlike 
theater, where your intimacy with the actors is dictated by how much you were willing to pay – the rich 
folks get front row center and the rest of us end up in the balcony staring at the top of the actors’ heads – 
in cinema our intimacy with the actors is dictated by how close the camera can get. Take another look at 
the clips I shared at the beginning of this chapter. Lilian Gish and her emotional breakdown in the closet 
as her father hacks his way in to kill her. Or even more devastating, Falconetti as Joan of Arc being 
cross examined by the priests. Shoot those scenes wide and you’ve still got compelling cinema. Cut to 
the close-up, and you’ve got something the transcends the medium. You’ve got a human connection. 
Let’s look at one more example of the power of the close-up. It’s from Birth, a 2004 thriller starring 
Nicole Kidman. The basic plot, as strange as it sounds, is that Kidman’s character lost the love of her 
life, her husband, years earlier. Then one day, a young boy shows up at her apartment claiming to be the 
reincarnation of her dead husband. He knows much more than he should about their life together and it 
shakes her to the core. Soon after this revelation, she goes to the opera. The director, Jonathan Glazer, 
chose to shoot the scene as one long take, starting in a wide shot that moves into a close-up. 
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There is no dialogue. Just two solid minutes on Kidman’s face as she processes this impossible 
news: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m8lrDiZQJQg. For those two minutes, you see a thousand 
different reactions play across her infinitely expressive face. Every twitch of her eye, every tear held 
back. It is a masterclass in subtlety and emotional vulnerability. Now, imagine seeing this on a stage 
from 100 feet away, much less in the balcony. It just doesn’t work. This is where actors can shine on 
screen in a way they never could on stage. 
 
A Collaborative Medium 
We often think of the actor’s role as singular, solitary. From Action! to Cut! the actor is the only one in 
complete control of their performance. But that performance is only one part of a much larger artistic 
and technical endeavor, one that requires collaboration between and among everyone involved. Take the 
actor’s relationship with a director, for example. In a productive collaboration, an actor relies on their 
director to understand the shape of the completed narrative, how every piece will contribute to a unified 
aesthetic, as well as how the various technical requirements will be accomplished and add to the story. 
That enables them to focus on the scene in front of them, trusting that any input from the director is part 
of that larger design. When an actor doesn’t trust their director, the results can be disastrous. But when 
they do, they can take risks and make choices in the moment that add up to something greater than any 
one individual performance. 
Take a look at how the great Indian filmmaker Satyajit Ray can use something as simple as eye 
contact in The Big City (1963) to build up a narrative arc for his characters: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IszWRnZ5XGo. From scene to scene, Ray no doubt directed his 
actors in the specific timing of their eye contact, knowing he wanted to use that as a thematic element. It 
might not have made perfect sense in the moment to an actor in a given scene, but they trusted their 
director to have a larger narrative purpose in mind. 
Sometimes a director’s larger narrative purpose can extend beyond any single film. In the same 
way they may favor a certain framing or camera movement to express some unifying aesthetic of their 
work, they may direct their actors toward a particular way of interacting with each other or the 
environment. For example, Jane Campion tends to isolate and feature human touch throughout her films 
and tv series: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_L_X8AoUZI.    
The relationship between the actor and director is, or should be, collaborative. That is, both have 
agency in the process. (Though there are some truly terrifying developments in technology that would 
remove that agency from the actor entirely.) But when the cameras stop rolling and the sets are 
dismantled, the actor’s job is done. And it’s the editor that must sift through those 99 takes of that one 
scene and make some sense of it. It’s the editor that can shape and mold a performance over the running 
time of a film or TV episode, selecting the take that best dramatizes theme and narrative intent and 
works with what came before and what comes next. 
It’s a fascinating process, and it can radically alter the raw performances in any given scene: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxKkzb5gJEw&t=59s. Of course, this is all done in concert with the 
director, but that’s the point. A motion picture is a collaboration, the result of a thousand moving parts 
built and maintained by a thousand different artist and technicians all applying the tools and techniques 
that have taken a century to evolve into the cinematic language we all share, as filmmakers and 




• The Passion of Joan of Arc – Has God Made You Promises? by criterioncollection. Standard YouTube 




• Lillian Gish in BROKEN BLOSSOMS — The Closet Scene by veiledchamber. Standard YouTube License. 
• James Cagney smashes a grapefruit into Mae Clarke’s face by astique333. Standard YouTube License. 
• garbo: “i want to be alone!” by agoraphobicsuperstar. Standard YouTube License. 
• Olivier’s Hamlet film (1948): To Be Or Not To Be soliloquy by karldallas. Standard YouTube License. 
• Invictus #3 Movie CLIP – This is the Time to Build Our Nation (2009) HD by Movieclips. Standard 
YouTube License. 
• Marlon Brando ~ ‘Hey Stella!’~ A Streetcar Named Desire by tristansladyhawk. Standard YouTube License. 
• How Stanislavski Reinvented the Craft of Acting by Lux. Standard YouTube License. 
• Character Actors Have A Message For Hollywood | Entertainment Weekly by Entertainment Weekly. Standard 
YouTube License. 
• Living In Oblivion (1995) – Shooting the Ellen and Mom Scene by Somewhere Else for Something Else. 
Standard YouTube License. 
• Rooney Mara and Jesse Eisenberg – The Social Network (2010) by ohsorrycharlie. Standard YouTube License. 
• Singin’ in the Rain (3/8) Movie CLIP – The Sound Barrier (1952) HD by Movieclips. Standard YouTube 
License. 
• Hobbit – Benedict Cumberbatch as Smaug acting! – Benedict Cumberbatch atuando como Smaug by Bülent İlan. 
Standard YouTube License. 
• “Alright Mr. DeMille, I’m ready for my close-up” –Sunset Boulevard by Laura Nyhuis. Standard YouTube 
License. 
• Birth – Close Up Scene [4K] by New Vevo [Beta]. Standard YouTube License. 
• Learning to Look: eye contact in Satyajit Ray’s The Big City (video essay) by Lost In The Movies. Standard 
YouTube License. 
• Jane Campion – Haptic Visuality by Giorgia Console. Standard YouTube License. 
• 9 Film Editing Tips to Shape an Actor’s Performance by This Guy Edits. Standard YouTube License.  




Beyond narrative cinema genres, film can also take the form of non-fiction storytelling, form 
experiments, and animation. Each of these cinema categories might also include narrative genres or 
traditional narrative structures, but their style of storytelling separates them as unique categories. Unlike 
narrative cinema’s genres, which organize certain conventions of storytelling, documentary, 
experimental film, and animation are categories that are determined by form. 
Documentary Films 
The cinematic form of documentary carries with it a few false assumptions. When we hear the term 
“non-fiction” cinema, we assume that these films have a natural relationship to objectivity and to “the 
truth”. Though many of these films do claim to be objective, when we look at the nature of filmmaking, 
we can see that no film, fiction or non-fiction, can actually fulfill such a promise. 
Let’s imagine that a conversation is taking place across a table. One person is being asked a 
series of personal questions, and they are uncomfortable, but are starting to loosen up as the 
conversation continues. They are feeling the close intimacy of the situation and are learning to trust their 
companion, whose calm gaze has a reassuring quality. Now, let’s place a camera in front of the 
questioner. The intimacy of the situation immediately changes. The interviewee suddenly feels on edge, 
choosing their words very carefully because they are being recorded and sitting up straighter with more 
poise since their image will be recorded for an unknown audience – maybe dozens, maybe millions of 
viewers. 
The very fact of the camera’s presence changes the environment of a conversation. When we 
think that we are being observed, we tend to enter a mode of performance. This might mean that we 
speak louder, or answer questions with less honesty, or behave in a way that meets the expectations of 
the audience. It is unreasonable to think that observation has no impact on behavior. And so it is 
unreasonable to think that a camera can catch “reality” as it exists unobserved. 
We also tend to assume that documentaries present us with a slice of the “real world”. But by 
using the tools of narrative cinema, non-fiction film manipulates “real world” footage into the language 
and grammar of entertainment. Documentaries often are organized by a three-act structure. And, they 
often follow individuals – narrative heroes – whose stories track a goal and its achievement. 
Documentaries also make heavy use of camera style to effect the look of the scene and the characters: 
low camera angles can make characters look powerful, slow motion can give weight to a moment of 
crisis, and color palettes can set our narrative expectations. Music has the same emotional value in non-
fiction cinema as it does in narrative cinema. Grand orchestral themes can bring tragedy to a scene and 
pop music can bring familiarity to a scenario. Editing montages create the illusion of repetition and 
speed. Lighting, moreover, can change the way that we view a character: bright, natural light is 
associated with innocence; low-key lighting is associated with villainous or suspect behavior. These 
types of filmmaking techniques that have become so naturalized in the realm of narrative storytelling 
have manipulative qualities, and so it is strange to import them into non-fiction film that claims 
“objectivity”. Documentary forms are constantly battling the line between entertainment, which 
necessarily uses manipulative filmmaking techniques, and the mission of truth-telling.  
Therefore, even though documentaries are based on footage of the “real world” – meaning, they 
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are not filming acted performances – this footage can be manipulated and edited to create a product that 
is far from unobserved “reality”. This is not to say that all documentaries contain false messages or are 
merely unsubstantial entertainment. But that all documentaries relate their stories from a certain 
perspective and make aesthetic and editing choices aimed to sway the viewer in one way or the other. 
Whether or not visualized through the presence of a “host” or voiceover narrator, the documentary is 
shaped by the intent and moral values of a filmmaker. It is important to keep in mind that the rise of 
narrative style in documentaries has created a very stylized and constructed product. In fact, 
documentaries have recently seen a great resurgence because of this imported style – more people watch 
documentaries now than ever before because these films are so well-produced and tell stories in such an 
engaging way. This March 2019 CBS Sunday Morning news segment looks at contemporary 
documentary filmmaking: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqM9CHt3n3s&t=2s. 
Throughout documentary history, some filmmakers have tried to resist these unavoidable 
problems of subjectivity, manipulated “reality”, and performance. The earliest documentaries of the 
1920s claimed to be ethnographic studies, which showcased a foreign culture that was generally 
inaccessible to the film’s audience. Nanook of the North (Flaherty, 1922), a very popular documentary in 
the 1920s, highlights an Inuit community in Alaska. The film picks a hero to follow, Nanook, named for 
the film by the director Flaherty – and sets up scenarios for Nanook to perform indigenous acts, like ice 
fishing, igloo building, and walrus hunting. Though the footage is technically “real” in that Nanook is 
actually performing these acts and is spending time with his actual family, the documentary is highly 
staged. Rather than present an unfettered view of an Inuit community, Flaherty’s involvement in the 
scenarios – from giving his hero a name, to staging events and shaping a narrative about a “traditional” 
community absent of modern technology – created a very subjective film that speaks more to Flaherty’s 
image of the Inuit than to any ethnographic study about this community. 
The 1920s also saw a trend in city-symphonies, poetic documentaries made of footage taken 
from around a city. Man with a Movie Camera (1929) follows a cameraman as he finds unusual ways to 
film several Soviet cities – from underneath train tracks to atop horse carriages and bridge suspensions. 
The scenes are carefully framed and are playful in how they are presented to the audience. Everyday 
Soviet citizens merge with urban life and machinery in distortions of perception. Objects are animated 
through stop-motion techniques, while sequences move between slow motion and rapid editing for 
dramatic effect. Split screens are also used to show two separate views of the city in the same frame, 
doing more to upend reality than to reinforce it. Though technically Man with a Movie Camera is a film 
comprised of non-fiction footage, mostly of urban infrastructure, the playful presentation makes the 
documentary feel like an experiment in film form rather than an objective view of Soviet life. 
In opposition to clearly subjective modes of non-fiction film, some documentary movements aim 
for as unobtrusive and unmanipulated style as possible. In the 1960s, Direct Cinema, also called 
“Observational Cinema” in Europe, preferred unmanipulated long takes, unnarrated footage, and 
undramatic editing. Several American filmmakers became famous for this style of filming, though they 
did not use it for their entire careers: Frederick Wiseman, who focused on institutions like schools and 
hospitals, D.A. Pennebaker, who became most famous for his coverage of music festivals, and Albert 
and David Maysles, brothers who focused on individuals on the fringes of American popularity. The 
Maysles’ most famous subjects, the Beales in Grey Gardens (1975), were former socialites who had 
fallen from social circles into a state of reclusiveness and hoarding. A mother and daughter duo, the 
Beales are wild characters full of theatricality, and the contrast between this verve and their low quality 
of life evokes tragedy without the Maysles needing to manipulate footage or layer on narrative 
explanation. Indeed, the documentary was so compelling, it inspired a 2006 Broadway musical (Doug 
Wright, Scott Frankel, and Michal Korie) and a 2009 narrative made-for-TV film based on the true story 
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(starring Jessica Lange and Drew Barrymore).  
As a natural extension of Direct Cinema tendencies, essay films comment on their own film form 
and evoke an intentionally subjective view of the world while commenting on its subjectivity. Many 
types of filmmakers, both narrative feature-based and documentary-based, have participated in this 
mode of storytelling. Orson Welles’s F for Fake (1973) describes filmmaking as a sleight of hand magic 
trick and as art forgery while filming magicians and art forgers. Jean-Luc Godard’s Histoire(s) du 
cinéma (1988) summarizes cinema history while also manipulating its footage and describing cinema as 
paradoxical and farcical. 
All conventional techniques of documentary filmmaking have, at one time or another, been 
critiqued by documentaries. The convention of talking heads, where the film frame cuts off interview 
subjects at the shoulders as though they are heads floating in abstract, uncontextualized space, has been 
critiqued by films that choose to include the interviewer in the frame. Trinh T. Minh-ha’s essay film 
Reassemblage (1982), an un-narrated film featuring Senegalese women, critiques ethnographic 
documentary films by refusing to make broad statements about a culture or a people. Instead, Minh-ha 
includes footage of herself watching a film to point to every film’s necessarily artificial nature. 
Reenactments, pieces of staged scenarios based on past events, have become a standard in non-fiction 
storytelling about the past, and many documentaries have pointed to how problematic these fictional 
pieces of film are within the non-fiction format. Errol Morris’s The Thin Blue Line (1988) uses multiple 
versions of the same slow-motion reenactment, sprinkled throughout the film as different interview 
subjects give different accounts of a past event. As the “history” of the event changes, the reenactment 
changes, showing us that this type of storytelling is innately unreliable. More recently, Joshua 
Oppenheimer’s The Act of Killing (2012) invites Indonesian genocide perpetrators to stage reenactments 
of how they killed hundreds of people. By filming the process of reenactment staging, the film 
comments on the process of remembrance as it critiques its subjects’ actions. 
Bill Nichols1 identified six modes of documentary filmmaking. Each one serves a different 
purpose and provides a different perspective on the documentary filmmaking process. Arguably, 
expository is the mode most familiar. Popularized in part by filmmaker Ken Burns, in this mode, a 
documentary is designed to explain something to the viewer. Such techniques as reenactments, archival 
material, text and graphics, narration, use of b-roll, and interviews are often employed in this mode. The 
observational mode takes a hands-off approach and is also referred to as direct cinema, as previously 
noted. The next two modes are connected in that one is a more in-depth version of the first, if you will. 
In the participatory mode, the filmmaker participates in the film. We may see and/or hear them 
conducting interviews, for example. The performative mode takes this one step further as the 
filmmaker is not only involved in the process, but the subject matter is deeply personal to them. The 
2009 Canadian film, Reel Injun, provides a good example as Cree filmmaker, Neil Diamond, is seen on 
film going on a journey to better understand how Native Americans have been portrayed in film. While 
there are two other filmmakers credited with making the film, we only see Diamond on-screen 
interacting with the subjects and commenting on his feelings about what he is learning. I often think of 
the poetic mode as akin to experimental filmmaking as it uses a more abstract approach to the 
filmmaking process (and was discussed in an earlier pargraph). Finally, the reflexive mode reflects on 
and critically examines the documentary filmmaking process itself, as was discussed in the previous 
paragraph.  
Additionally, documentary films are often categorized as falling into one of four categories: 
persuasive, factual, propaganda, and instructional. The persuasive documentary is one in which the 
goal of the filmmakers is to present a particular perspective or opinion on a subject. By the end of the 
 
1 Bill Nichols, Introduction to Documentary, 2nd Edition, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2010 
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film, the filmmakers hope to convince you that their perspective is correct. In a factual documentary, the 
filmmakers attempt to present the information in an unbiased way that allows the audience to see 
multiple perspectives and look at the subject matter in a way that they gain knowledge. Of course, it’s 
possible that knowledge may lead to a change in perspective, but that’s not the goal of the filmmakers 
and the film is not intended to change minds. But the more knowledge we gain, the more our viewpoints 
expand. In an instructional documentary, the filmmakers are going to teach the audience how to do 
something. For example, how to train a dog, how to swing a golf club, etc. Finally, propaganda films are 
similar to persuasive films, except the information presented is distorted and deceptive. The filmmakers 
want to make you change your mind and, if they don’t have the evidence to back up their opinions, 
they’ll use emotional appeals to scare/worry/guilt you into changing your mind.   
Experimental Films 
Unlike mainstream narrative cinema, which is part of a film industry whose primary aim is to make a 
profit, experimental cinema has different goals. Sometimes the goal is simply to experiment with the 
form of cinema to see how far it can be pushed. Sometimes the goal is to give representation to cultures 
and lifestyles often missing from mainstream cinema. Sometimes the goal is to make a political 
statement and share it as widely as possible. Funding for these experimental projects is quite different 
from mainstream sources too. An experimental film might aim to have no costs at all so that it can be 
further removed from the profit-goals of traditional narratives – all equipment and labor would be 
donated, in this case. An experimental film might be funded by a grant aimed at supporting the arts 
generally. Lastly, exhibition for these experimental films uses circuits outside of mainstream theaters. 
Some experimental films are shown in museums or galleries as installation exhibits; some are shown at 
universities as part of screening series; some are shown as “events” in living rooms, rented halls, or 
after-hours community spaces. 
The main principle for many experimental projects is to be avant-garde, French for “vanguard”, 
or ahead of the times. The term “avant-garde” has been adopted by art studies, but it is originally a 
military term which describes scouts who move ahead of the main army to test out new terrain. Applied 
to art and cinema, “avant-garde” describes a willingness to experiment, find radical new forms, or cover 
unorthodox subjects. What we find over the course of film history is that experimental filmmakers will 
often discover this new terrain through experimentation, and then mainstream film will adopt these 
radical techniques, turning them into conventions of film language. In this way, the main army, or 
mainstream film, catches up to the avant-garde in order to make use of the new terrain. For example, the 
experimental documentary Koyaanisqatsi (1982) extensively used time-lapses to show the effects of 
human technology on landscapes and urban environments. In 1982, the time-lapse technique was not yet 
popular and looked quite strange to the average viewer. Nevertheless, when enough mainstream films 
dipped their toes into this avant-garde technique, it became normalized and has now become an industry 
standard for showing time passing in a stylistic way. Today, we see time-lapses used quite freely in TV 
shows, like House of Cards (Willimon, 2013- 2018) and Breaking Bad (Gillian, 2008-2013), proving 
that the cinema “army” has made it to the new time-lapse terrain scouted by experimental film. 
Ironically, experimental film does not necessarily feel that it is working with mainstream film, 
but rather against it. Underground films of the 1950s and 1960s explicitly rejected mainstream films by 
showcasing sub-cultures that were generally ignored by Hollywood, such as avant-garde artists, hipsters, 
and queer communities. Kenneth Anger made surrealist films in this era about homoeroticism and the 
state of American culture. His most famous film Scorpio Rising (1961), about the dissolution of 
American culture, mixes footage of a biker subculture with provocative images of Nazi emblems and 
religious iconography, taken from a Christian documentary. The film became both extremely popular 
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among counter-culture communities for its boldness and extremely controversial, becoming briefly 
banned by a California court. 
Andy Warhol, best known for his graphic pop art, was also an experimental filmmaker, and 
many of his films tried to push the boundaries of acceptable film form and subject. Some of his films, 
such as Sleep (1963) and Eat (1964), quite simply show the titled action being performed in one long 
take. His film Empire (1964) is an 8-hour long take of the Empire State Building. Very little action 
happens in this long take – the lighting changes over eight hours and at times a small plane is visible 
flying in the distance. But generally, the film is meant to be as close to a photograph as possible while 
still taking the form of film. When Empire screened at a small rented theater for the first time, Warhol 
encouraged his friends to bring food, entertainment, and company with them. By questioning the 
conventions of mainstream cinema – who says that a film must be two hours long? – Warhol turned his 
film into an “event”, similar to the experimental “happenings” of the 1950s and 1960s in the art world. 
Some of these same sentiments about film expectations have been adopted in a more accepted 
high art form, slow cinema. Filmmakers intentionally make slow narrative films that are meant to 
deviate from Hollywood standards of action and momentum. Abbas Kiarostami’s film Taste of Cherry 
(1997), a prime example of slow cinema, moves leisurely through Tehran and its surrounding area in a 
series of long takes that cover undramatic conversations and periods of waiting. Though the film seems 
quite simple, it is not a passive viewing experience. Kiarostami’s films slow our heartbeat and focus our 
attention so that we experience sensations differently, newly. Though based in an experimental 
sentiment, Taste of Cherry won the prestigious Palme d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival and was widely 
screened across the world, proving that slow cinema is no longer an obscure, avant-garde concept as 
Warhol’s Sleep, Eat, or Empire. 
Other experimental films aim to outline a political message through an abrasive style. Most 
famous for its political filmmaking, Third Cinema of the 1960s and 1970s began in Latin America by 
arguing against neocolonialism, capitalism, and the profit-oriented system of Hollywood filmmaking. In 
Argentina, filmmakers Fernando Solanas and Octavio Getino considered themselves “militant” artists 
whose films were screened in homes at secret meetings and distributed by hand from neighbor to 
neighbor. Their most groundbreaking work, a three-part film Hour of the Furnaces (1968), critiqued 
Western influence in Latin America with a collision of images, editing together footage of Western-style 
discos with global war photographs. The film ends with a bold statement that hands the conversation 
over to the viewer: “Now it is up to you to draw conclusions, to continue the film. You have the floor.” 
In this way, Third Cinema asked that viewers not receive the material passively, but be aggravated, 
shocked, and pushed to action. 
Throughout experimental film history, there have been experiments in film form that push the 
boundaries of what cinema should look like. Surrealism of the 1920s experimented with bringing 
surrealist art principles, like collage and non-sequiturs, into short film form. These principles were 
extended into feature experimental films, like Alejandro Jodorowsky’s The Holy Mountain (1973) and 
David Lynch’s Eraserhead (1977). Other experimental shorts played with poetic modes of cinema, 
looking for visual ways to evoke universal themes and mythology. Stan Brakhage’s shorts, like Window 
Water Baby Moving (1959), explore life, death, sexuality, and nature through silent montages of images 
and manipulation of the film stock. By scratching and writing on film stock and exposing it in creative 
ways, Brakhage brings attention to the film medium and its potential shapes. This is pure cinema, a type 
of experimental film which overcomes audio-visual boundaries and restrictions through the 
manipulation of its film form. Using the principles of pure cinema, Brakhage’s Mothlight (1963) 
attaches pieces of grasses, leaves, and moth wings to film stock rather than film these materials. The 
effect of these materials literally moved through a projector is confusing and breathtaking: they take on 
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abstract shapes and flickering lines, very unlike the original organic material. This experiment brings 
attention to the unnatural means by which film tends to replicate the natural world and demands an 
unfettering of vision from the “rules” of a mainstream cinema. When actually placed through a 
projector, the natural world becomes a beautiful mess. 
Such experiments in pure cinema have made their way into small moments of feature film 
through fantasy sequences and flashbacks. And they are also consistently featured in opening credits of 
films and TV shows. David Fincher’s Se7en (1995) pays homage to Brakhage in its opening, where 
crew names are “scratched” into individual frames to create haunting and crackly effects. TV shows 
Dexter (Manos, 2006-2013) and Halt and Catch Fire (2014-2017) use textural and abstract experimental 
footage to evoke a tone and mood rather than to explain narrative details, like character, motivation, or 
setting. Such small touches of experimental film within the more common field of narrative storytelling 
showcases the creative possibilities of playing with form, style, and expectations. 
 
Animation 
On the simplest level, animation is distinct from live-action film because it is recorded as individual 
frames, and because it creates the illusion of motion rather than recording motion in front of the camera. 
However, as animation has become increasingly integrated with live-action, through computer graphics 
imagery (CGI), the distinction between the two categories has become more and more difficult to 
discern. All blockbusters now fluidly combine computer graphics with live action footage. Moreover, 
most feature films include at least some post-production manipulation of individual frames. 
In early film history, animation helped filmmakers to understand persistence of vision, the 
principle by which we optically perceive individual images as if they were in motion. In the 19th 
century, Thaumatropes, flip books, and zoetropes showed images in quick succession so that the images 
appeared to become animated. Early 20th century film experiments in animation, like Gertie the 
Dinosaur (1914), drew individual frames entirely from scratch, just like a projected flip book. Though 
cumbersome to make 10,000 individual frames unique, Gertie the Dinosaur comes alive with individual 
movement in every part of the screen: the dinosaur’s body, the tree in the foreground, and even the 
background details. This is generally referred to as hand-drawn animation. 
It quickly became obvious to animators that shortcuts would need to be taken in order for the 
animation form to be made quickly and efficiently, especially as animation was becoming more 
complicated and colorful. Some animators began drawing on rice paper, which could be layered and 
reused for multiple frames. Soon, the industry standard for animating efficiently became celluloid 
sheets, the same material used for feature filmmaking reels. Cel animation, using celluloid sheets, 
employs a static background layer and a character layer that is re-drawn and switched out for every 
frame shot. This way, the background layer does not have to be re-drawn, and only a small piece of the 
frame is moving at any one time. As animation became more popular, especially with Disney’s 
revolutionary decision to create animated films aimed at a child audience, the cels became more 
complicated, with each character on their own cel sheet, stacked on top of each other in layers. 
Though cel animation has dominated the field of hand-drawn animation, there are other, rarer, 
types of animation that utilize other materials. Various painting styles create quite different textures in 
animation. Ink wash animation from China transforms traditional Chinese paintings into animated 
subjects with a watery texture. Paint-on-glass animation uses oil paints, manipulated in multiple stages 
of drying, and light projected through the glass on which they lay. Some animated films have 
experimented with painting individual canvases as individual frames of animation. Recently, Loving 
Vincent (Kobiela/Welchman, 2017) used 65,000 oil paintings, created in the style of Vincent Van 
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Gogh’s art, to generate the frames of its animation. Each canvas was carefully planned using computer 
previsualization, and then the frames themselves were hand-painted by over 100 artists. Each element of 
the foreground and background moves with this hand-made technique, and this creates the impression of 
Van Gogh’s art coming alive through the medium of film. 
Stop-motion animation uses manipulated objects to create each film frame. The same object is 
used in multiple frames, but it is manipulated slightly between frames so that, taken together, the frames 
create the illusion of motion. Some well-known examples of this style are Claymation, which slightly 
molds clay models between takes, and puppet animation, which moves puppets into slightly varying 
positions between takes. Claymation and puppet animation have always been used for both children and 
adult genres. Puppet animation early pioneer Ladislav Starevich, for example, humorously examined 
sexual infidelity, revenge and filmmaking through stop motion animation of dead insects in his 1912 
film The Cameraman’s Revenge. Puppet animation has recently become even more adult with R-rated 
films like Team America (Parker, 2004) and Anomalisa (Kaufman/Johnson, 2015), which received 
accolades at film festivals. 
Pinscreen animation uses movable pins that cast a shadow during filming. Sand animation 
pushes sand around between takes to give the impression of randomly created wind patterns. In cutout 
animation, another style of stop-motion animation, characters and their environments are comprised of 
flat, 2D paper figurines. Cutout animation was made famous by Russian animator Yuri Norstein, who 
places cutouts on several tiers of glass to create a foggy, poetic, layered effect in Hedgehog in the Fog 
(1975) and Tale of Tales (1979). Cutout animation has been used in the comedy genre too, including TV 
shows Monty Python’s Flying Circus (MacNaughton/Davies, 1969-1974) and South Park (Parker/Stone, 
1997-). 
Computer graphics changed the animation scene entirely. Using digital means of drawing, 
animators can save time and energy in creating both foreground and background information. 
Additionally, digital animation can move the “camera” of the scene into areas inaccessible through 
hand-drawn cel animation. Since traditional animation re-uses the same background cel for multiple 
frames, only switching out foreground cels to make certain characters move on top of their environment, 
there is no way to move into the background, only across it. But with digital animation, the background 
can change with every frame, thus allowing for more complicated and interesting movements within the 
scene. The Rescuers Down Under (1990) was the first film to use Disney’s Computer Animation 
Production System (CAPS), which composited scanned cels with digital backgrounds and multiplane 
effects. The film’s opening credits speeds the “camera” over a field of flowers, through rock crevices, 
and into a house. This sequence would not be impossible to produce using hand-drawn animation 
techniques, but it would take a great amount of time and energy to zoom into the background and redraw 
much of the environment details, which are constantly in motion. The digital process makes this 
sequence much easier to produce since any part of the image can be adjusted frame by frame. The Lion 
King (1994) used the same CAPS software to create several cinematic camera movements, like tracking 
shots and dolly zooms. The famous stampede sequence, when wildebeests pour over a cliff and fill the 
screen, was achieved by digitally creating some individual wildebeests, then randomizing their 
movements and digitally multiplying them into a crowd. 
Similarly, computer graphics imagery (CGI) has been used extensively in Hollywood 
blockbusters to help efficiently and safely create scenarios that are difficult to film as live-action 
performances, including extreme stunts, property damage, and pyrotechnics. The increased 
popularization of the fantasy genre, accelerated by Peter Jackson’s The Lord of the Rings (2001), has 
encouraged more digital technologies that merge animation with live action. Motion capture technology 
translates live action movement to computer graphics in order to create more authentic movement and 
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weight in digitally animated creatures. Andy Serkis’s portrayal of Gollum, a digitally created creature, 
involved motion capture of Serkis’s body movements in an empty studio and also his live performance 
amongst the other characters in order to achieve real reactions from the cast. The motion-captured digital 
character was then rotoscoped onto the live performance, thus merging digital animation with a live 
action scene. 
Green screens, for backgrounds, props, or characters, have long allowed for films to incorporate 
multiple layers of footage, filmed separately, into one believable space. Recently, we have seen such an 
excessive amount of green screening, motion capture, and digital animation used in blockbusters that 
actors are having a hard time evoking convincing performances when they are forced to work in 
isolation with little partner or environment feedback. Some critics of this mode of filmmaking describe it 
as the “Post-Cinema Age”. In a way, the increased use of animation as a substitute for live-action 
filming has indeed exceeded our classical notions of “cinema”, or the capturing of motion onto celluloid. 
By filming only small portions of the frame at any one time (foreground characters or background 
environment), heavily using matte composites, and working with the image on a frame-by-frame basis, 
our blockbuster movies have incorporated so many animation principles that it is fair to say that they 
have moved “beyond” cinema. 
Of course, the crossover between animation and live action isn’t new, as it’s been happening 
since nearly the beginning of film. One great example of this was Who Framed Roger Rabbit? (1988, 
Zemeckis). Watch this video by kaptainkristian to see the incredible lengths filmmakers went to in order 
to create a convincing marriage between animation and live-action: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RWtt3Tmnij4&t=9s. It’s really amazing! 
 
